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NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

10, 1971

I-O[oE OF REPIIESENTA'wIVES,
(oiN I11'iTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in tile committee
room, Ix)igworth I lotuse ()flice Building, lion. Al Ullman presiding.
1%1r. IJEL.XAN. The commilittee will be in order.
()ur first witiiesses this morning are a group of (listinguiislhed physicians from the American Medical Association.
It is my pleasure to welcome hack to the commiittee the chairman
of the board of trustees, ])r. Max Parrott, who is an outstanding
physiciann ill lily State, v'ery act ive ill tihe board of the AMA.
We are ceitaiinly very lapy to have you here I)r. Parrott.
I would like to recognize my colleague, Mr. Schneebeli to make another introduction?
Mr. SCINE':IE. Than you, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome )r. Roth not only as a fellow 1'ennsylvanian )lutalso
as a very capable advocate of the position of the American medical
profession.
We lave had excellent testimony from you before, Dr. Roth and
were very impressed. Wle look forward to your testimony today. Thank
Von for coming.
Mr. ITLLMAN. Wre welcome you alld your other colleague, Dr. Roth.
Dr. IParrott, yoi have been idemtifie(l. Will you introduce your other
colleague and proceed as you see fit, sir.
STATEMENT OF DR. MAX H. PARROTT, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. RUSSELL B. ROTH, SPEAKER, HOUSE OF DELEGATES; AND
HARRY N. PETERSON, DIRECTOR, LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Dr. l'ARRO'rr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and inenbers of the committee. I wanit you to know before I start that the condition of my
left, hand was not gained by fighting. It was an elective operation.
Mr. UITMI AN. *We are very happy to know that.
Dr. lPAmit(Yi. My name is Max II. 1arrott. I am a practicing physicianl in 1Portland, ()reg. and I am chairman of the board of trustees
of the American Medical Association. With me is Dr. Russell 13.
Roth of Erie, Pa., the speaker of the house of delegates of the AMA,
and Harry N. 1'eterson, director of the AMA's legislative department.
We are pleased to appear today to testify in support of the Health
Care Insurance Act of 1971, which lhas been sponsored by Mr. Fulton
(1949)
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anld Mr. Broyhill. We are indeed grateful for this sponsorship as well
as that of 158 otler Mehll)ers of (Congress, inlclI(ling a1lditional melihers of this commlittee. We believe tlt this legislation, con1monly referred to as the nle(licrelit bill, reflects a sincere desire to meet a pressilig social lieed illia eSl)0O1sible aiid workable way.
)r. Roth will discuss niCldicredit more fully in detail in ])is testimony. I woul(l like to sleak broadly and provide a realistic backgroun(l against which you can weigh the ineits of the many proposals
for national health insurance that have beei lt l)efore this committee.
IlEALI

vEsUs AIEDICINE: A DISTINCIrlON

It, would be instructive, first, to idelntify amid isolate some of the
l)robleis we are attemnptiing to solve. We should keep in mind that
medicine is relatively powerless before many of the niiajor health concerns that trouble us all. l])is is not to say litlling can he done. But I
do wish to emlphasize, briefly, that approaches other than purely medical approaches can be, more etlective in raising the level of health in
this country than staggering sums of money concentrated on the
improvement of medical care. A distinction should be made between
health objectives, whichdepend oil prevent i ye efforts, education, pul)lie health policy and research, and medical care, which is concerned
with a 1liysiciam's efforts to ('ire someone who is sick.
Let me give you some examl)les to highlight this distinction, to illustrate how some prol)leins can be attacked through health care measures
rather than medical care. Accidents in our homes, in our factories,
and on our highways take more than 100,000 lives a year and send
8 million people amually to a hospital or a doctor's office.
Bear in mind this is the most highly industrialized comtry in the
worhl. It is the mostly hidly mobile country there is. And it may
vell be the most violelit. Such factors not only affect, our health statistics. They also )lace a great strain ( our medical system and add
tremendously to our medical costs.
The choice of lifestyle also plays an important role iii our health
statistics. lhe sum o? many millions of individual decisions as to
health habits and risks have a profound effect on our overall health
standards. To give you just one example of the way life style rather
than medical care can affect things, you might consider what's hal)piened to our venereal disease rate. We kunow how to prevent venereal
diseases. We know how to diagnose them, we know how to treat them,
and we know how to cure them. Fifteen years ago we almost had them
on the way out. But a changed lifestyle in a newvgeneration has driven
our venereal disease rates to the hlnghest level since World War 1I.
Venereal disease is plandemic in this country, despite prove cures
and simple preventives. It is pandemic, not because of any failing of
medicine, but because of a change in life style.
Medicine can ease these problems, and medicine is properly concerned with them. But, the point is this: No matter how drastic. a
change is made in our medical care system, no matter how massive a
program of national health insurance, is undertaken, no matter what
sort of system evolves, many of the really significant, underlying
causes of ill health will remain largely unaffected. They will respond
to public education and to research as much as they wvill to any sort
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of medical care program, no matter how well-intentioned or how
generously financed. To tell the American -)eople anything else is to
inislead them.
Before turning to my next point, I should say a word about our
organization an(l its ineni)ershil). It is said tlat the nu nher of our
dues-paying members is only about half the number of physicians in
the country. The truth is that not-, all physicians are eligible for membership in the AMA. Nor are all of our members charged d dues. But,
of the active, private practice, office-based physiciains in this country, the men or women you usually see when you want to see a doctor, 82 percent of these people belong to the AMA. I might add further that infornial polls of doctorss taken by two publications indepenlont of the American Medical Association, one the independent
Medical Opinion and Medical Economics, inldicate Support for the
legislative point of vi
we are advocating here
loday and by a, substantial majority of these polls.
ACCESS, COST, QUALITY

Success in reforming, modifying, or improving any system of medical care depends hasi cally on'balai icing three strong and coin)eting
dynamics. One of these is the desire to provide uniersal access to
medlw] care, to make medical care available to all. The second dynamf1c is the desire to control cost. For many reasons, among them
new capabilities for treatment, costs of medical care have risen sharply. Of this we are well aware. The third dynamic is tl,e desire for
high quality of care. High quality demands a high professional standard for both the physician and the health care team, and the technology available to them.
Now, when you devise a system of medical care and emphasize any
two of these three dynamics, the two tend to work against the third.
For example, a system which combines universality of access with
very tight cost controls can easily affect the quality of care. This
combination reduces quality of care mainly because it causes a shift
in medical priorities; it diverts a finite number of medical man-hours
away from the sick to the well or the worried-well. This created
quite a problem for the Kaiser-Permanente 1)lan, and I would like
to read you something on the subject written by 1)r. Sidney Garfield, one of Kaiser-Permanente's founders. I am quoting Dr. Garfield here.
Elimination of the fee has always been a must in our thinking, since it is a
barrier to early entry into sick care. Early entry is essential for early treatment
and for preventing serious illness and complications. Only after years of costly
experience did we discover that the elimination of the fee is practically as much
of a )arrier to early sick care as the fee itself. The reason is that when we

removed the fee, we removed the regulator of flow into the system and )ut
nothing in its )lace. The result is an uncontrolled flood of well, worried-well,
early-sick, and sic,, people into our point of entry, the doctor's appointment, on
a first-come first-serve basis that has little relation to priority of need. 'lie
impact of this demand overloads the system, and, since tbe well and worriedwell peoI)le tire a considerable proportion of our entry mix, the usurping of
available doctors' time by the healthy people actually interferes with the
care of sick.

Moving on to another combination of dynamics, let's see what happens when you link the quest for easy and universal access with a
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desire to maintain quality of care. That combination of factors works
against cost. This has happened in at least, two instances I can think
of. I)IIriiu the years 1950 to 1966 Sweden, under its system of governIllenit control and financing, increased ]health exIn(lndiires by 614 percent -while ours were only rising 174 percent.
I would also call your a tention to tile rise in hospital expenditures
in Canada lnder a compulsory hospital insurance rograin. Between
1950 and 1967 ier diem hospital expenditures rose 213 percent in
Canada compared to the rise here in the United States of 148 percent.
Both experiences strongly suggest that, when you link a, desire for
universal access with a desire for at least good medicine the combination works against costs, even within tile framework of ti'h
r t, governmeant controls. Containnient of costs does not automatically result
from governmelnt controls. To argue this way is far too simplistic.
Finally, if 1you1link highi quality with vigorous efforts to control
costs, then there has to be pressure on access. This may explain what
has happened to luiedicaid in many States as delicftibles have been put
in effect or as t lie income ]evels for'those eligibile have been raised.
The search for a perfect health care system, an ideal haressinl of
the three dynam ics, a magic troika, if you will is not, impossible. But
a system that, encompasses universal access, low cost, and high quality

is difficult. No one that, I ama aware of has melded all three dynamics
harmoniously and applied thenin successfully to a broad, acr-oss-theboard popl~lation1 base to tihe satisfaction of all, consumers, doctors,
and cost. accountants. It is for this reason, I think, that we have evolved
a pluralistic system of lne1dicine in this country, and I feel we should
continue, with this pluralismi, this diverse approach, until there is clear
evidence that something will work better.
Mr. I LLIr.
V.larrott, you sai l that the combination of the three
was not possible but, your text said that it was possible.
Dr. PA11O'r. It is possible; yes, sir. Thank you for correcting that.
I think it is possible. It is difficult is the point I wanted to make.
M EDICREDIT

This philosophy underlies our own medicredit proposal for national
health insurance. eneonmmpassed in IT.R. 4960. Medicredit replaces most
of medicaid, virtually removing the economic barriers between the
pool- and good medical care. It provides incentives for everyone to seek
health insurance and provides generous benefits to middle income families. And it protects everyone against catastrophic costs. No family
should have to suffer a financial disaster because of an accident or
illness.
Most important, mnedicredit preserves the flexibility of our medical
system, the freedom so necessary to innovation, to evolution, and to
exl)erimnentation. It avoids the mistake inherent in pi'oposals such as
IJ.R. 22, which would lock medicine into a rigid, monolithic, no-choice,
bureaucratic system before there is any real evidence that it would
make things better.
Medicredit, while expensive, would be affordable. The Federal cost
would he Solie $15 billion a year, far less than II.R. 22 vIiich under
the guise of free medicine, would cost at least $60 billion a year. H.R.
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22 would tax the average American family $1,271 a year according
to one II E1V estimate.
A vast, monolithic, fedet'ize1 health care system such as envisioned
iin II.R. 22 (oilld easily varp our social priorities, take funds from prograu.,, for llousi g, eduIcation and wel fare, establish a new bureaucracy,
and (T'etIte new, InI( highly lmilp)re(lictal)e costs. It would be a creation
almost iitl)ossible to chilgtnge, a (lecisiol almost im)ossi)le to reverse,
an 1111(l(,r(hking Ill of early promise but empty of lasting benefit.
Ti1E ILURALISTIC Al)PROACIF

What haIs evolved in this country is a 1)llralistic system of medicine,
just as we have a plur'alistic e(lidcational system, a pluralistic agricultural systell mnd( a l)luialistic economic system. And it is no wonder,
tor our countriw is a unique country. It is coittinental in size, varied as
to climate andlhete ogeneous in background, with a population partly
indigenios but drawi also from Europe, Latin America, Africa, and
A sia. We havye
')Ol)l
haition :areas of htigli density and we have counties
where the population density is less than one person per square mile.
Medicine has to meet (liversive needs in diversee ways, for what works
in riual A labanma may not work ill eastern Oregon, and wvhat is efficient
in url)an Newark nay not be efficient in urban Ios Angeles.
Those who criticize our system of medicine imply that it is static
and must. be replaced. Let mne call your attention to some of the salient
accomplishments of our pluralistic medical system, accomplishments
that tIre oft en obscedi'e, in the radical c:hie, by a disaster lobby which
stridently proclains the need for revolutionary change.
Probably otur highest achievement is in the quality of medical care
in thiis country. The world standard of medicine is here. American
medical schools producee meii and women with the best medical education there is in the world. Our technology is unsurpassed. The ranks
of allied medical manpower continue to grow in terms of both size and
Sophistication of training.
STRENGriis,

ACITIEVEMENTS,

AND

PROGRESS

Success, may I remind you, can never be complete in medicine, because we are all mortal. Buit we have made dramatic strides in increasing the number of years of useful life. Let me mention a few: Intensive care faciEties and new surgical techniques prolong the lives of
heart, disease, victims. We have in this country developed the most
sophisticated cancer detection l)rocedulres that exist and we have led
the advance in using high energy )hysics for the treatment of cancer.
In dealing with accidents, we do 'better than anyone in repairing
the ])umnin damage, iii mending the wouds, in lhys'iotheral)y, plastic
surgery, and skin grafting. nhe new knowledge about the physiology
of the kidn(.y and the management of kidney failure have come from
Americanimed icine and research. New techniques of anesthesiology
have originated here that have increased the safety factor in all types
of surgery. Amuniocenitesis-diigmnosing genetic defects of babies still
in the woimb-is at prodilct of American medicine. Vaccines that have
virtually eliminated polio, and new therapeutics, especially the steroids, like cortisone, have emerged in the context of our pluralistic
approach to medicine and medical research.
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Maybe T should say a word about infant mortality since that is frequentlv, though incorrectly, offered as an index of how efficiently a
nation's lIwaltll system factions.
First of all, it is idle to argue whether it, is the quality of medical
care or the qulitNy 01 a child's environment, that is the more iml)ortant
factor in infant, mortality. These cannot really be separated. No matter low good tle medical care system is, mortality rates cannot be
lowered below a certain l)oint, less
improvements are made in the
social environment.
Nonetl (less, you might consider the I.S. record in infant mortality.
In 19-1t) theme were -17 in fant (leatlhs per thousands live 1)irths ; in 1950,
29.2; i 1960, 26, and iii ,]Jne 1971, 19.2.
Thiat is better than a 2.5-percent, drop just in tle last decade.
W\e night look briefly at longevity, aliso. In 19-40 the life expectancy
of a child born i tI hle nile('d States was 62.9 years; in 1950 it was 68.2;
in 1960 it was 69.7, and to(lay it is
(.years.
Such figures argue, and argue cogently, that American medicine,
ou1r pluralistic, evolving. l)magnatic system, is changing things for the
better, that we are making progress. We are making dramatic progress ill mn'y areas, and Americans born today, 1)othl black and white,
are not ]stlivimig longer thian their 1)arelltS, 1lilt growing bigger and
]i vi nhg longer tlha i their older brothers and sisters.
EI)UCATI(ON

ANI)

COSTS

Change and progress can )e observed in other areas, too, areas that
relate more directly to the problems that are of immediate concern
to this committee.
Not too long ago a medical education fell into rather neat compartmiemts, 4 years of iunmdergraduate work leading up to a, bachelor's degree, 4 years of medical school leading to a M.I)., then a year as an
intern sometimes leading to practice and sometimes leading to another
3 to 7 years imi residemicy be fore the person 1)ractices.
The once visilble di,iding lines are, blurred today. Some students
now complete in college the basic science training once given in medical
school. Others now enter what usedc to 1e part of the internship while
still in medical school. What is taking lace is an almost revolutionary
telescoping of the tra(litiolal medical education. And the result, under
many 'programs, is a physician equally or better trained than his predecessors lnut,with a year or 2 years or sometimes 3 shaved off the time
that it took for him to become a doctor.
Siniultaneouisly, there has been a sharp growth both ill the size and
nu ber of medical schools. In 1967 there were 89 medical schools in
the Inited States with a first year enrollment of about 9,000 students.
This fall there were 108 schools, 2) percent more, with a first year enrollment of 12,000 students. By 1975 with 10 or more new schools
opening their doors, five of them next, fall, tle enrollment should
come to 15,000. T'h is is probably a conservative estimate.
Now and in recent years we have been sharply increasilig our physician population, adding some 8,000 doctors a year net, constantly illcreasing tile ratio of physicians. The physician population of this
country is growing at a rate more than double the general population
rate.
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As you know, special health man power legislation, already passed
by the House and the Senate, will provide even greater inmpetus to
iiiedical
ieducatiol. The conference report resolving the differences betweeni the House alld Sellate actio, has already beeni approved by the
Senate, aind I understand tlat yesterday it, was approved by the House.
Tinis legislation will provi(le greatly expanided training capability for
pllysiciains and other healtli personiel. It will carry greater funds for
operation of medical sc(l0ols, special assistance for schools in distress,
alld start-l) funids for new schools. 'I'l is legislation provides incentives for schools to slorten their curricula, thus enabling physicialns to be trained in a shorter time. It provides increased financial
assistance to students t hrouli larger support for scholarships and
loans, and it carries hi aicial incentives to enicourage students to be
recruited from shortage areas and, hopefully upon coll]l)letiOil of their
train ing, to l)ractice in shortage areas. It j)rovides special assistance
for tie training of family physicians, for the training of plysician's
assistants, and for a veriety of innovative training andl health delivery
projects.
I ti ilk it should be part of tie record that the AMA has vigorously
sUl)ported th is legislative response to the mamnpower problem. As your
colleagues will tell you, we iave raised a Strong Voice in urging the
passage of th is legislation.
Next to questions about the number of doctors, the issue uppermost
in the pul)lic niinod is probably tie matter of cost. Here again I think
you should be aware of some things the profession itself is doing in
response to the need for better controls. Again, I want to call your
attention to some of initiatives that have been unidertaken already,
some of the ways in which our pluralistic system is responding to its
challenges.
PEER REVIEW

The broad principle involved is peer review, practicing physicians
evaluating the quality and efficiency of services rendered by other
physicidlns. Peer review is the means by which doctors themselves can
question the necessity, quality and cost of a medical procedure. Peer
review works in many ways and has for some time, and I might add
that peer review is ani inovation of the physicians of this country and
innovations are still being made by them.
I want to draw your attention to a somewhat new and rapidly
spreading application of peer review. This is the medical society foundation, which offers highly visible means of controlling costs. Foundations can and are screening hospital 'admissions. Other procedures work
to reduce the number of (lays a patient stays in a hospital. Some foundations screen claims for commercial insurance programs, and when
claims go beyond predetermined norms, the computers reject them and
flag them.
These claims then become the subject of peer review. Here physicians can examine all the circumstances and make the determinations
that, in the long run, only physicians are qualified to make.
Medical society foundations are not all alike. They serve different
communities in different ways, and there is no standard model of a
foundation which can be applied universally. Yet they have proven
effective in many localities. Foundations may not be the total answer
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to cost control. But they do represent an answer. They give further
evidence that our pluralistic system is responding to changed conditions, to new needs, in this case, the ieed to control rising cots.
To sum ul) now, I do not want to suggest to this committee that our
present system of health care is perfect. It is not. it needs mo(lifications and (change. And it will serve people better with the kind of Governnient-sul)l)orted health insurance we propose in our medicredit bill.
On balance, we have a medical system with iml)res.sive accomll)lishmnents, a system that is flexible and innovative, a system responsive to
the need for change and improvement. In whatever kind of action this
committee chooses to make, the American Medical Association strongly
urges that you 1)mild on the very real strengthis that now exist.
Mr. Chairman, tlis completes my testimony.
I would now like to call on I)r. Russell B. Roth, speaker of our house
of delegates.
Mr. ULLIWAN. We would be happy to hear from you, Dr. Roth.
STATEMENT OF DR. RUSSELL B. ROTH
Dr. RoTi i. Thank you, Mfr. Ullman.
I should like first to discuss the point of view of the practicing
l)hysicians who will be taking care of people under any program for
the provision of medical services which may be devisca. I am such a
j)hysician, engaged in private group practice.
It is our deep conviction that there are limitations to the capacity
of our profession, as it now exists, and as it may be augmented in the
near future. Sound planning cannot be basel on promises which
cannot be kept. By the same token sound planning cannot be based on
misconceptions as to the facts of medical practice, nor on medical
mythology which has seemed to dominate important aspects of some
of the proposals which are before you.
Criticism is frequently leveled in some quarters at the American
system of medical care, and various proposals call for a radical departure. References are nale to such matters as emphasis oh health
care rather than sickness care to new technologies that must be installed, and distribution of physicians into ghetto and rural areas.
PREVENTIVE

MEDICINE

First I should like to comment on the notion that it is practical
or possible to try to restructure the practice of medicine so that there
will be emphasis on health care rather than sickness care, and that
th is may be' accomplished by the application of economic leverages.
Preventive medicine is not a new concel)t. Most physicians are
trained to diagnose disease and to treat it., and inevitably, as they deal
with individual patients, they do practice and preach preventive medicine.. No one, as yet, has pointed out what it could be that the dermatologist, allergist, urologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist should do
differently under a restructured system. An orthopedist can scarcely
ignore his waiting room full of sprains, fractures, and dislocations
while lie preaches accident prevention. The idea of the legendary
Chinese physician who was paid to keep people well is charming, but
irrelevant to the fact of life in an age when there are so many useful
things to do for people.
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Multiphasic health screening, as an adjunct of preventive medicine,
is al exciting development in the application of new technologies to
the health care field. Techniques of computerization of the recording
of medical histories, the use of nmultichannel analyzers for rapid econoinical laboratory testing, and the newer developments in electrocardiographic interpretations, plus many other existing or potential
additions to the list occupy a great deal of professional attention. The
Kaiser program has been pioneering in this field, along with significant projects in industry, in private groups, and in university centers.
It impresses us that this new scielice, wii mature, more rapid in unrestricted development than under a system circumscribed by the allocation of restricted governmental funds.
It is undeniable that muiltilhasic health screening has as a longrange goal early diagnosis and economies to be realized through the
avoidance of the necessity for treating advanced and extended illness
and disability. The short, and intermediate teris, however, hold no
promise of economy. Quite the reverse. The sophisticated equipment is
exl)ensive. New personnel must l)e trained and empl)oyed to ol)erate it.
The yield, if the al)l)roaclh is successful, is a significant influx of previously unsuspected disease to be treated as an addition to the burden of
already recognized illilwss.
One should not (on fuse automated rmultil)iasi(' screening, which pro.
motes early diagnosis, withJ pre'entive medicine. It is true, however
that the individual undergoing the screening processs is often an ideal
Candidate for sul)plementary health education, ani( this too is being
developed.
It seems certainn , however, that all of this is a development which
does not require national health insurance as an economic base. It
will progress as a Part of what has been called our superindustrial
revolution.
SI I )RT'AE

I'AREAPROBLEM

A mythology has been built u) around the motivation of physicians
and should be 'xanined. The facts whi(h require examination are that
there has been a flight from practice in center city slum areas, from
small rural communities, aid in truth a flight from the general, primary, family type pra('tice which used to 1revail. Quite contrary to
most of the allegations, physicians who have been engaged in practice
in the ('enterr city or tile rural areas have left and continue to leave in
spite of licratiVe l)ra('ti('es and good incomes. The usual switch is to a
lower in('orm level, in sl)eciality traiirg, research, teaching, occupational or administrative nme(li('i,
or simply to l)rerlmtiure retirement.
There hav e been iraiy tries to offer economic inducements to )iysi('ans
to reverse the flow, ranging fror free rent, and subsidies of all sorts, to
forgiveness of loalls. None of these has worked very well. Tradeoffs
against, potential military servi('e are now being tried. But too little
attention Ias beeln paid to why doctorss move out once they are there, or
decline to go there in the first l)lae. I)ollars are not the explanation.
The center 'ity has become a depressing, dangerous place to live.
Few physicians with their wives and families are insensitive to the
envir'onrieni'tal disadvantages of the slum, the threats to safety of person and property, the problems of educating the children, schoolbusing
drug culture, and the like.
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Many rural ar',eas likewise lhck e(lictational facilities, as well as
the ol)portiinities for ciltu ral activities, professiollal associations,
and nloder social exclialiies, lII botl settilg the 1)lysician inds himsel f Slit)1jet, to iiiireil itting patient deln(l 'roni which lie finds it very
diflicilt, or inil)ossible to escape. His life is not so much one of a 50-,
60-, or 70-hour workweek as it is a 2-l-hour, 7-day week of lIIrelieved
duty state us. I le decides t lit tlerellias to be a better' deal.
No slogan, 11o cliaige iii tile niainer' in which the doctor is paid, is
going to get at tile root of the proleli. It is better l)y far to experinIlent, ilovate, amd :1(lUpt. (Coninmiinity health centers, satellite clinics,
group )racti<ce aIrrnllgeiilits, sluited to the niee(s of the individual
situation, tile pol)ullation involved, ai the plroviders of service stand
far miiore chance of success than does any ceiitrall iiymandated lrograni.
II the rural areas iiiaxinlial use muIst hbe liiulde of improved triasl)ortatioii l1(d Iloderil collll111iiications. III both settings iime kiiids of allied
health personnel will play valliable roles in tle solving of problenls.
It, should be noted illat nl,dial s(1lols almd Iiiedical societies, in conj unctioll with hospitals, vol untary health agencies, and the many
other cooperating organizations of the reinal iiiedical programs
are MI ready involved deeIply ill pilot studies, (lei onstrations and experimentation in tlese fields. New legislation would be far less appropriate than support of existing ineclanisiiis. Nothing in any of the
existing 1)rol)osals for national health insurance seems more promising than pursuit of the widespread efforts already underway.
The essential iigredient ill any plan for the provision of medical
service is enthusiastic accei)tanee by physiciaiis. This is a lesson which
can be learned from looking abroa(i. Let ine quote from David M.
Cleary, the distinguished science writer for the Philadelphia Bulletin, whio last year spent time in Europe studying a variety of their
national health insurance plans. Mr. Cleary has writtenThe most important part of any health care plan, say European l)Ianners,
is the attitude of the medical lofes.om toward it. since it will be the doctors
who must make it work, or can cause it to fail. The biggest task before the United

States iin its developmentt of national health insurance. the European authorities
say ununiniously, is to pro(luce l )ackage ipiivsiciams wil accept. Mere grudging
accel)tance isn't enough, they emllhasize. The really good plan is one that the
doctors vill accept entiusiast ically an(l w('l at diligenitly.

So much for tie quotation. It would seem that in order to achieve
inaximum benefits for beineficiaries of any program it should be fashioned to assure fullest cooperation from al its providers.
COST CONSIDE1rATIONS

Then, of course, there is "the thorny matter of the economics of
medical care. This is a poorly llderstood field, and the few economists
who have concentrated upon it freely caution against transferring
standard ecoiioinic dicta to the medical care marketplace. The role of
the physician is quite unlike the role of almost any other professional when one fits him into the supply side of the usual economic
equation, since lie acts iil a significant sense as the purchasing agent
in behalf of his patient, exercising substantial control over the demand
for the bulk of the goods and services of the health industry.
In Federal programs, as well as in certain private programs, there

has been a focus ul)On physician fees with the imposition of freezes at
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specified payment levels, and an application of arbitrary percentiles on
allowable fees. This las accomplished extraordinarily little except to
annoy a mimultitude of physicians. Approximately 13 cents of the medical care dollar ends ul) as physician income. Even if payments to
physicians could be decreased across the board by 5 percent the resultant reduction in medical service costs would be less than seven-tenths
of 1 percent.
Meanwhile little ]hs been dlone to exercise controls on hospital costs,
other institutional costs, and administration costs, and those are the
areas in which pliysiciai cooperation aiid uluderstanding would be far
more desirable than plmysicialn estra ngement.
1lhysiciin fees suddenly increase(1 after the passage of medicare.
Interestingly enough figures from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
showed an initial 8.3-percent increase in physicians' fees, which actually masked a 24-percent increase for the one doctor out of three who
raised his fee at all, usually by about $1.
In thie first few years of medicare, l)hysicians' fees stood out beyond
other complonents of the cost-of-living index, except, of course, for hospital charges. But now many other things has surpassed the 10-year
increase rate for physicians. Ile increase lhs been greater in the cost
of papering a room, shingling a roof, hiring a laundress, or going to
a movie to niame a few. It, is clearly untrue that physician fees are out
of line with the rest of tie economy.
Tliere has been a spurious assertion that under a restructured system of medical ca re delivery it would somehow be possible to provide
much more preventive and therapeutic care for a great many more
people, to be provided by substa-ntially increased number of well-paid
physicians and allied health personnel, and to spend no more than
is now being spent. This flies in the face of experience and commonsellse.
Next it is worth noting that some planners have identified the private insurance industry as being the root of the fiscal trouble in our
health care system. We believe that the insurance industry is quite
capable of defending itself on that score, but we confess concern over
the thought that the employees of a private competitive industry are
to be replaced by G(overnment employees in a vast new bureaucracy, of
a size that we can only conjecture, with complicated new duties to
negotiate in advance with all providers of services concerning budgets,
salaries, charges, and the like. Here we would not try to enunciate
a principle but would simply recall an old maxim about frying pans
and fires.
FOREIGrN PROGRAM MS
Next, I must comimment on what I would call the "greener pastures"
apl)roach to medical care planning. Planners so aflicted look abroad
to Sweden, Holland, Yugoslavia, or Great Britain. It seems rare for
anyone to compare or contrast our medical care with the foreign country that has size and pl)oulation somewhat akin to ours, and in which
all the proposals of our critics have been carried out. That is Russia,
where there is a ratio of physicians to population which is roughly
double ours; where the profit motive has been so completely removed
from medical practice that an airline hostess makes more than a young
practicing physician; where there is a tax-paid group ambulatory out-
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patient care as the general pattern, (andIwhere all tile ]nass commilnications inedia-i-radio, television, Pravda, Izvestia and the rest--preach
iicessiitly to the l)ol)ulace tlat tley llavte the fi
nest eIlCeical care ill
the vorld.
ividiols comiparison
Russia, however, is not, generally l)icke(1 for in
because in spite of all these things Olicit infalt nioi tality is worse than
ours 'tl tleir life ex)ectanc l1o better . 'Tle"greeller pastlire" people
concentrate on a statistic, usually in fant mortality. Itmakes no difference that they are dealing with a sinall country of rather honiogeneous
racial characteristics, little l)overty, and witl aI)ortioll available on
(lena1l(1.
It nlake. no dil iereitce that, ill Swedenu for ilnstalice, tlil)elculosis nlortal ity iiuiy 1e woise tln ours as are (leatis fromi ulcers
or plilUiollnia. Iti111kes no (iifl'erii(e tlit the in flat ioiary element of
health care costs Ihas far otl)WpCted ours. Swedell is far away, and one
may play delightful statistical ganes. Tlre is much more to be
learned front a stu(Ij of' ollr own statistics, derived from areas of good
experience and bad experience in or(ler to ilenti fy the factors which
c'an I)e too(1 i field.
If one looks at, statistics in respect to the producing of physicians
in the Philippines one fin(s thamt soilie 53 percentt of the total iiuiiiiber
of registered Filipino lhysicitns are not practicing meldicilne at all
)ut lhave dropped from the labor force or have switched to other lower
level occilpatios for lack of securing satisfactory eniploylient in the
medical profession. Notwithstan(ling in al)uidance of lh'ysicians, one
must also remember that the Philippines,intheir "out" islands, have a
severe lack of physicians.
To !)e )ractical one might prol)ouinid a )rinciple that lledical service
problems in the 1Tnited States are peculiarly American,and itmay be
seriously misleading to seek our solutions abroad.
lI JO

We have studied intently the concept embraced in the new slogan,
health maintenance organization. Since virtually all of the descriptions of what ismeant by an IDMO stress that itmay range from a
Kaiser-1Pernianente )rototype, coim)lete with its own professionall
staff, hospitals, and the like, througl looser organizations such as HIP
of Greater New York which subcontracts with outside imnstitutiionS, and
on to a 1)ai~s of medical society, hospital staff, or even less formal
confederations of providers, we can only say that we have always ap1roved of innovation and experimentaion.
It should be noted that our financing proposal, the medicredit bill,
includes the option of beneficiary enrollment insuch prepaid plans if
they meet the criteria of al))roval of State insurance conumiissions.
Ill general, ithas been inherent in the prepaid group practice approach that there be available to the potential enrollee a choice of
coverages. We also favor this, and itimplies that medical practice
shall not be frozen into a single )attern, as has so often happened
abroad. Tile loss of a coinLpetitive factor in our estimation would be
bad. Results ill terms of quality, efficiency, and economy could scarcely
l)e assessed ifthere were no other patterns with which to make comparisons.
Our misgivings are based on the fact that no evidence exists to prove
tha tthis type of organization guarantees greater accessibility of care,
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or better use of scarce professional talents, or that there are adequate
safeguards against un(lerutilization. Parainount importance must be
atta(he(l to the (Oil1)etelce and integrity of the a(lIIini strators of such
a p)rograui and the, plhysicians working 'within it. Given this higli level
of colnl)etence and integrity there is notIinig to suggest that other organizational forls do not function as efficiently anid economically.
AUXILIARY

PROGOIAMS

Thie American Me(lical Association believes that it has a soumid over.IaI program for accelerated progress tow ard the aclijevement of the
agreed li ( goal, the day wlen artificial barriers shall no longer stand
between )eople n ee(liilg 1)rolssioJmil medical service and those coinI)eteit to l)IoVide it.
Ours is a programs with iany elements, attacking many barriers.
In every instance it builds upon the solid accomplishments of the
)ast. It (loes not proimse what camiot reasonably be del ivered.
It approaches our imanpower problemss by supporting legislation
which would eiia)le existing schlools to survive an(l enlarge their enrollmuents, as well as favorinig the development of new schools. And
iii respect to allied medical personmiel it is working diligently to construct stani(lar(ls for educational requirements, certifications, and the
like to a\-oid( a deluge of inaldequiately trained paral)rofessionals.
It approaels the education of the )ublic through extensive use of
the niass communications media, seeking to reduce accidents, improve
the environment, and to warn against overeating, oversmoking, overdrugging, o\verdrinking an(l un(lerexercising. Its programs oi emergency medical services have been making and continue to make significant contributions.
It approaches continuing medical education through promotion of
refresher courses and its multiplicity of top quality professional scientific publications, as well as its convention programs, seminars, and
the rest.
The AMA champions peer review as the only promising method
for application of quality and cost controls and las held regional and
national conferences on 'it, together with the publication of relevant
literature.
Constituent and component medical societies are working with enthusiasm in experimental innovative programs applying the principles
of peer review. Pending before this Congress is H.R. 8684, our Peer
Review Organization Act. This bill, sponsored by the AMA, would
provide a system of review of need, cost and quality of medical services provided in Federal health programs. There are many other things
that the AMA has been doing and continues to do while others debate
and philosophize.
MEDIOREIT

At this point, I want to turn to the medicredit bill, which addresses
itself to the important problem of financing health care.
Under its basic coverage, medicredit offers comprehensive benefits
in respect to hospital inpatient, with availability of extended care
services, and outpatient services, as well as full physician services. It
also offers catastrophic coverage, including full hospitalization and
additional extended care, with a continuation of outpatient services
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and full physicians' services, designed to prevent those few but highly
visil)le disaster cases in which massive medical care costs may exhaust
the resources of even the wll-to-do.
It puts these benefits within the reach of all Americans under age 65
as a prepaid insurance package. The 1)enefits are uniform for all citizens
under the program. For those with little or no income, the cost would
be borne l)y fie,Federal Governent from general revenues. For those
with a calacity to pay pmrt of the costs, thle program is realistically
a'a re( to encoiira ge them to do so.
The motivation for participation would, we believe, be especially
of tax credits. It would cover most
strong because of our incorporation
prized iindjer medicaid. Thme details, in respect to
services now' a
scope of benefits and range of financial eligibility for full or partial
elyl m',ay be sealed to the willingness of
suIbsidy, are. not inflexible.
Congress to assume the financing responsibility for those with limited
inmeanls.
rllhie iniiportant 1)rinciples are that medieredit builds upon t,he outstandigr accoinplisbments of American medicine which has shown a
capalhilitY of being the best. in the. world. It reaches gaps and inadequacies in a constructive way. And it can be put into operation now.
It has no dependence, on ittried theory or dubious economics. It does
not requlire an unreasonable expenditure of Federal dollars, and it
would not jeopardize the funding of other vitally necessary programs
to improve the Nation's health. It places emphasis on greater financial
support for persons needing this assistance. It does not create an unreasonable, unrealistic and burdensome administrative bureaucracy.
With that general description, let me now describe a bit more fully
what medicredit does:
It is a program to give every person in America under the age of 65
equal access to high quality "medical and health care regardless of
ability to pay.
Without disturbing the present medicare program for the elderly,
covering services now l)rovided under medicaid for the pool- and near
poor, it makes available to everyone under 65 a private program of comprehensive medical and health care protection, covering both the ordinary and the catastrophic expenses of illness or accident.
Tihe protection may be in the form of a health insurance policy
from a company; membership in a prepayment plan such as Blue
Cross and Blue Shield; or membership in a prepaid group practice
plan. Choice of the kind of protection desired is made by the family
or individual; not, by anyone else. All programs offered under medicredit would be approved by the respective States to assure that benefits meet the national standards.
Payment for the private programs of health care protection would
come wholly or partly from the Federal Government, depending on
the financial condition of the family or individual.
For persons of low income who are unable to buy protection for
themselves and their dependents, the Federal Govermnent will pay the
total cost of the premium or meml)ership. For persons whose income
is higher, the Federal contribution is reduced along a specified sliding
scale; as income rises, the Federal contribution diminishes. Every family, however, is eligible for at least a small amount of Federal contribu-
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tion to provide an incentive for them to protect themselves with an
approved policy or plan.
The coml)lete bill is available for your study, so I will provide only
limited additional details. And we have also appended to this statement, for your convenience, a brochure containing a rather complete
explanation of the proposal.
Each approved Insurance program under medicredit must provide
payment of exl)enses for inpatient care in a hospital or extended care
facility ; outpatient and emergency care; and physicians' services wherever they are provided. In addition, there is a provision for catastrophic coverage which pays additional expenses beyond those in the
basic coverage.
In each case under the basic coverage, the hospital services for which
the program pays include all of the services customarily provided, including drugs, supplies, specialized rooms, all forms of care and all
needed services.
Under the basic coverage part of the program, inpatient hospital or
extended facility (carecovers 60 days, with 2 days an the ECF counting as only 1 (lay. For persons who lined additional care as an inpatient,
the catastrophic coverage portion of the program pays for unlimited
hospital days and 30 extended care facility days. Medical services
would of course continue under the broad basic coverage.
Catastrophic coverage also extends benefits of outpatient or emergency care to include blood and plasma, after the first three pints, as
well as prosthetic aids ordered by a physician. The Federal Government pays the l)remium for catastrophic coverage for everyone. The
Government pays for all or a part of basic coverage depending on the
financial condition of the family or individual, measured by Federal income tax liability. If a family owes no income tax, the'Government
pays the entire )remiumn. As a family's income tax liability rises, the
Government contribution reduces from 99 percent to 10 percent, remaining at 10 percent for everyone whose tax liability is $891 or more.
As the income tax liability rises in $10 increments, the corresponding Federal contribution toward basic coverage decreases by 1 percent.
Naturally enough, any broad-coverage insurance policy, prepayment plan or membership group offering as many benefits as those
offered under medicredit's approved programs must have financial
safeguards built into it. The medicredit deductibles and coinsurance
are small, compared with the benefits, but they serve very important
purposes. Primarily, they keep the total cost of the program lower.
And second, they discourage abuse or overutilization of the program,
either by )atients or physicians.
There are deductibles and coinsurance in both the basic and catastrophic coverage, but it is iml)ortant to note that those incurred
under basic coverage apply to the deductible corridor required under
catastrophic coverage.
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Under basic coverage, the patient pays $50 per stay in the hospital
as an inpatient. Second, the patient pays a coinsmance of 20 percent
of the first $500 of expenses for outpatient or emergency care; and 20
percent of the first $500 for 1physicians' services. The coinsurance
limit applies to the ianily as a unit.
Persons who need thei(ld(litional lell) of hospital or extended care
facility catastrol)hic coverage are required to satisfy a deductible
"corridor' of expenses after basic coverage rims out. The size of the
corridor is based on the family's taxable income, 1)eilng 10 percent of
the first $4,000; plus 15 )ercent of the next $3,000; phis 20 percent of
any additional taxable income.
In conclusion, the American Medical Association is a responsible
organization of responsible professional people dedicating its energies
to professional and public education, the upholding of standards of
quality, and the advancement on all fronts of the art and science of
medicine for the public good. Alonr with its constituent and component
State and county medical societies it strives to enable physicians to
discharge those ])road societal obligations w ith which individuals are
virtually powerless to Cope.
Since part of this responsibility lies in giving public expression to
convictions as to what may be constructively achieved by legislation,
what may be adversely
t
at'ected by legislation, and what is not amenable to legislative, remedy at all, it has of necessity entered into public
debate and the giving 'of congressional testimony. It has welcomed
these opportunities, and it is pleased that there has been widespread
approval of it., position. It is neither surprised nor dismayed by inevitable opposition from those whose views may differ alld who may
find the AMA views either too liberal or too conservative. It is our
hope that you will find our considerations helpful in your difficult
task.
Mr. Chairman, both T)r. Parrott and I want to thank you on behalf of
the AMA for this opportunity of expressing our views on the subject
of national health insurance. Let me assure you and this committee that
the physicians of this country Nx'ant only the highest quality of health
care possible to be available'to all our citizens, and we want promises
to be capable of fulfillment. We urge your full consideration of the
medicredit bill before you, and we sincerely offer our assistance to you
in your deliberations on the important subject matter before you.
Thank you.
Mr. ULTATAN. Thank you Dr. Roth and Dr. Parrott for very fine,
well thought-out statements giving your opinion on this important
matter.
The supplemental material you have included contains good information so I ask unanimous consent that the essential parts of this
bulletin be included in the record at this point.
(The supplemental material referred to follows:)
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It is a basic right of every citizen to
have available to him adequate health
care; it is a basic right of every citizen
to have a free choice of physician and
institution... ; the medical profession,
using all means at its disposal, should
endeavor to make good medical care
available to each person...
Health care for the poor should not be
disassociated from, but rather should
be a vital part of, the over-all health
care system.
Policy adopted by the
House of Delegates
American Medical Association
December, 1969
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WHY NATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURANCE?
The policy statement on the opposite
page affirms the American Medical
Association's long-standing conviction
that no citizen of this nation should
lack adequate medical and health care
because of economic, social or any
other reasons.
The AMA clearly recognizes that a
significant segment of our population
does not share in the over-all national
affluence and the impressive advances
made in business and industry,
science, education, social welfare and
most other elements of American life.
But it does not want a special,
separate program just for the poor and
disadvantaged. The AMA knows they
are not the only ones with problems. It
recognizes that advances in science
and in medical and health care
techniques, along with inflation
throughout our economy, have driven
up the cost of care to the point that
even a person of moderate tO good
income can be left economically
drained or seriously in debt after a
long or severe illness.

The answer is to make sure that high
quality medical and health care are
available to every person by removing
economic barriers that already exist
for the poor, and that can quickly be
erected against others by just one
catastrophic illness.
The barriers can be removed (and
prevented) by passage of a national
health insurance program titled the
"Health Care Insurance Act of 1971"
and commonly called "Medicredit."

SUMMARYOF
MEDICREDIT
Medicredit is a program to give every
person in America under the age of 65
equal access to high quality medical
and health care regardless of ability to
pay.
Without disturbing the present
Medicare program for the elderly, but
replacing Medicaid for the poor and
near-poor, it makes available to
everyone under 65 a private program
of comprehensive medical and health
care protection, covering both the
ordinary and the catastrophic
expenses of illness or accident.
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The protection may be in the form of a
health insurance policy from a
company; membership in a
prepayment plan such as Blue CrossBlue Shield; or membership in a
prepaid group practice plan (in which
the patient pays a fixed fee per month
or year and receives medical and
health care as needed from physicians
practicing in that group). Choice of the
kind of protection desired is made by
the family or individual. All programs
offered under Medicredit will be
approved by the respective states to
assure that benefits meet the national
standards.
For persons of low income who are
unable to buy protection for
themselves and their dependents, the
federal government will pay the total
cost of the premium or membership.
For persons whose income is higher,
the federal contribution is reduced
along a specified sliding scale. As
income rises, the federal contribution
diminishes.
Some things Medicredit does not do:
It does not require restructuring the
entire health care system, which
provides care very well for the vast
majority of Americans. Some of the
other programs before Congress would
dismantle what now exists and rebuild
it along untried lines.

It does not hold up group practice-or
any other form of medical practice-as
the best or only effective system of
patient care. Medicredit permits
flexibility and innovation in developing
new, more efficient ways to take care
of people. It permits free choice of
physician by every patient, and free
choice by every physician as to how
he will conduct his practice.
Finally, Medicredit does not obligate
the government-the nation's
taxpayers-to pay for care of people
who can afford to handle most of their
medical problems themselves. The
cost of Medicredit has been estimated
at $14.5 billion for the first yearconsiderably lower than nearly all
other national health proposals. This
estimate does not take into account
savings from reduced Medicaid
expenditures. Nor does it consider
savings to the federal government
because of reduced income tax
deductions for individual medical
expenses.
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DETAILS
OF MEDICREDIT
PROTECTION OFFERED
Basic Coverage: The approved
protection (whether insurance policy
or membership plan) must provide
payment of expenses for these
services:
Inpatient care: In a hospital or
extended care facility for 60 days
during a 12-month policy period, in a
semi-private room. Within the 60-day
limit, two days in an extended care
facility count as only one day.
Inpatient hospital services cover all
care customarily provided in a
hospital, including bed, board and
nursing services; drugs and oxygen;
blood and plasma (after the first three
pints); biologicals and supplies;
appliances and equipment furnished
by the hospital; surgery or delivery
room; recovery room; intensive care or
coronary care unit; rehabilitation unit;
care for pregnancy or any of its
complications and psychiatric care.

Inpatient extended care facility
services cover all care customarily
provided in an extended care facility,
including bed, board and nursing
services; physical, occupational or
speech therapy; and drugs,
biologicals, supplies, appliances and
equipment furnished by the extended
care facility.
Outpatient or emergency care: The
policy or plan covers all care
customarily provided as outpatient or
emergency care, including diagnostic
services-X-rays, electrocardiograms,
laboratory tests and other diagnostic
tests; use of operating, cystoscopic
and cast rooms and their supplies; and
use of the emergency room and
supplies.
Medical care: The policy or plan
covers expenses of all medical
services-preventive, diagnostic or
therapeutic-provided or ordered by a
'Doctor of Medicine or Doctor of
Osteopathy, whether in a hospital, an
extended care facility, the physician's
office, the patient's home or elsewhere.
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Those services include diagnosis or
treatment of illness or injury;
psychiatric care; well-baby care;
inoculations and immunizations of
infants and adults; physical
examinations; diagnostic X-ray and
laboratory services; radiation therapy;
consultation; services for pregnancy
and its complications; and
anesthesiology.
Also included are dental or oral
surgery related to the jaw or any facial
bone; and ambulance service.
Cosmetic surgery (plastic surgery) is
excluded except when related to birth
defects or burns or scars caused by
injury or illness.
Catastrophic Coverage: The policy or
plan pays all expenses for services
described under Basic Coverage in a
hospital or extended care facility
during days in excess of the 60-day
basic limit. Only 30 days are covered
in an extended care facility under
catastrophic coverage, however.
In addition, the catastrophic coverage
includes blood and plasma in
connection with outpatient medical
services (after the first three pints) and
prosthetic aids ordered by a physician.
Medical care services are not included
under catastrophic coverage because
they continue without limit under basic
coverage.

WHO PAYS
FOR WHAT?
Medicredit is designed to give
maximum help to those who need it
most, and minimum help to those who
are best able to pay their own way.
Financial condition is determined
solely by the amount of federal income
tax a person or family pays whether by
withholding or direct payment by the
individual when he files his tax return.
Low-Income Families
If a person or family owes no federal
income tax for the year-whether
because of no income, low income or
number of dependents-the total cost
of the basic and catastrophic coverage
is paid by the federal government. The
family would receive a "certificate of
entitlement" which would cover the
entire premium or membership cost
for an approved program from
whatever insurance company or plan
the family chooses.
All Others: For families or individuals
who pay federal income tax, the
formula is a little complicated. The
cost of the approved policy or plan is
divided into two parts. Most of it is for
the basic coverage; a smaller portion
is for catastrophic coverage. The
insurance company or plan will
determine how much is for each.
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The federal government pays for the
catastrophic coverage for everyone.
It pays a percentage of the cost of
basic coverage according to the
amount of income tax the family or
person owes, as follows:

Income
Tax
Owed
$ 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100

An example shows how the sliding
scale would work. A man with a wife
and two children who makes $6,100 a
year, taking standard deductions,
would owe $452 in income taxes. That
would put him in the 54% Medicredit
category.
(see table).

Govt
Pays

99%
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90

101-110
111-120
121-130
131-140
141-150
151-160
161-170
171-180
181-190
191-200

89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80

201-210
211-220
221-230

79
78
77

Tax

231-240
241-250
251-260
261-270
271-280
281-290
291-300
301-310
311-320
321-330
331-340
341-350
351-360
361-370
371-380
381-390
391-400
401-410
411-420
421-430
431-440
441-450
451-460

Tax

Tax

461-470
471-480
481-490
491-500

691-700

501-510
511-520
521-530
531-540
541-550
551-560
561-570
571-580
581-590
590-600
601-610
611-620
621-630
631-640
641-650
651-660
661-670
671-680
681-690

701-710
711-720
721-730
731-740
741-750
751-760
761-770
771-780
781-790
791-800
801-810
811-820
821-830
831-840
841-850
851-860
861-870
871-880
881-890
891
and
Over
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Assume that an approved program for
his family cost $650 and that $600 was
for basic coverage and $50 for
catastrophic. His Medicredit benefit
would be 100% of the catastrophic
premium (which everyone gets) plus
54% of the basic premium (which he is
entitled to because of the amount of
his income tax).
Consequently: 100% of $ 50-7:$ 50
54% of $600 --$324
Total $374

DEDUCTIBLES

Of the $650 for his basic and
catastrophic coverage, the government
would pay $374. He would pay only
$276. He could choose a "certificate
of entitlement" for the $374 or could
subtract it from the income tax he
owed. (In figuring his Medicredit
benefit, he also is allowed to count a
portion of the money his employer
spends to buy his approved program.)

The Medicredit deductibles are small,
compared with the benefits, but they
serve very important purposes.

To summarize, here is how to figure
the Medicredit benefit:
1. Take 100% of the cost for
catastrophic coverage.
2. Find the amount of income tax
owed in the table to see what per
cent of the basic coverage will be
paid by Medicredit.
3. Multiply that per cent by the cost
for basic coverage.
4. Add the answers to items 1 and 3.

Any insurance policy, prepayment plan
or membership group offering as many
benefits as those offered by
Medicredit's approved programs must
have financial safeguards built in. The
safeguards are almost always in the
form of deductibles (or "coinsurance")-amounts the patient
pays before the program itself begins
to meet expenses.

Primarily, they keep the total cost of
the program lower. Because most
citizens will share that cost with the
government, economy is an important
consideration. If a program paid every
dollar of medical and health care
expense, the cost would be higher.
Secondly, deductibles-even though
small-prevent abuse or over-use of
the program by patients or physicians.
The policyholder or plan member
knows-and so does his physicianthat the Medicredit program will give
him a great deal of help. But both also
know that he must pay a certain
amount before receiving its benefits.
So he will not unnecessarily go to a
physician "just because it's paid for."
Or enter a hospital "just because it's
more conveni ent."
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There are deductibles (or coinsurance) in both the basic and
catastrophic coverage, but it is
important to note that those paid under
basic coverage apply to the one
required under catastrophic coverage.
Basic Coverage
Under the basic coverage portion of
Medicredit's approved programs,
there are three deductibles:
1. The patient pays $50 per stay in
the hospital as an inpatient.
2. The patient pays 20% of the first
$500 of expenses for outpatient
or emergency care (maximum of
$100) in a 12-month period.
3. The patient pays 20% of the first
$500 of expenses for medical
care services (maximum of $100)
in a 12-month period.
For example, a mother takes her child
to the eye doctor. The charge for the
office call is $10. Basic coverage pays
$8 and the mother is billed for only $2.
If a visit to a hospital emergency room
cost $27, basic coverage would pay
$21.60 and the patient would be billed
for $5.40.
All money spent by the patient on any
or all of the basic coverage
deductibles then applies to satisfying
the deductible "corridor" explained in
the next section.
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Catastrophic Coverage: Persons who
need the additional help of
catastrophic hospital or extended care
facility coverage are required to
satisfy a deductible "corridor" of
expenses after basic coverage runs out
before the catastrophic coverage
begins.
(Deductibles under basic coverage are
for each person; the catastrophic
"corridor" applies to the entire family.)
The size of the corridor depends on
the financial condition of the family.
The corridor is based on taxable
income-the amount left over on the
income tax form after all deductions
and personal exemptions have been
taken. The corridor is computed as
follows:
1. 10% of the first $4,000 of taxable
income.
2. Plus 15% of the next $3,000 of
taxable income.
3. Plus 20% of any additional
amount of taxable income.
4. Minus any amounts spent on
deductibles under basic
coverage.
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A low-income family would have no
taxable Income, so it would have no
corridor. As a family's taxable income
rose, the corridor also would rise. The
family of four In the earlier example,
making $6,100 a year and taking
standard deductions, would have
taxable income of about $2,900. That
is within the first $4,000, so the corridor
would be 10% of $2,900, or $290.
If the patient had spent the $50
deductible for an inpatient hospital
stay, the corridor would be reduced to
$240 before catastrophic coverage
would begin paying additional
expenses. If another $75 deductible for
medical service had also been paid
under basic coverage, the corridor
would be only $165 (the $290 minus
$50 for one deductible and minus $75
for the other).

CONCLUSION:
SOME COMPANION
PROGRAMS
Medicredit was designed to solve the
most immediate and most obvious
problem relating to medical and health
care: making it possible for everyone
to seek the attention he needs without
regard to his ability to pay.
The program was deliberately limited
to that function so it would not become
bogged down in details.
However, through the AMA and many
others with whom it is consulting, a
package of companion programs is
now in preparation to help the medical
profession, its allies, the government
and the people of the nation solve
jointly many of the other healthoriented problems facing our nation.
Those programs will deal with such
longer-range problems as the quality
of medical and health care, the most
efficient utilization of medical and
health personnel, the need for
additional manpower, the distribution
of manpower, the cost of providing
care and the need for custodial and
home care for the elderly and disabled.
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Mr. ITLL AN. Are there questions?
Mr. Burke?
Mr. BURKE.. Dr. Roth, I am somewhat concerned about your statement on page '20 quoting Iavid Cleary, scientist writer for the Philadelphia Bulletin wherein you state thatThe most important part of any health care plan, say European i)lanners, is
the attitude of the medical profession toward it, since it will be the doctors who
will make it work--or cause it to fail. The biggest task before the United States
in its development of national health insurance, the European authorities say
unanimously, is to produce a package )hysicians will accept.

What are you implying by this? What do you mean? How far will
the doctors go on the national health insurance plan as far as cooperation is concerned and will they go on strike if they oppose a law that
is passed here by the Congress representing the people?
)r. ROTU. WCell, Mr. Burke, I would say in the first place that we of
course were delighted to find that we didn't need to say anything of
this sort on our own initiative. This is a direct quote from an impartial,
I presume, observer quoting from European authorities. I think the
answer to the second portion of your question, however, is manifest in
the behavior of the medical profession in the carrying out of the provisions of the Medicare Act, a proposal which was opposed by the
American Medical Association which favored its own alternative proposal, which we called eldercare in those years, proposing to give essentially the same scope of benefits to older citizens but on a different
financing base.
Medicare, however, became the law of the land. The American
Medical Association and myself as a representative of the American
Medical Association worked long and hard with the Social Security
administration in the writing of regulations and in the publicizing of
the plan and I think it has been generally agreed that, although physicians may still feel that the costs of the benefits have been insupportably high, they have indeed cooperated in the endeavor to make the
medicare program a success.
I think I have said that we are a responsible profession and I am certain that whatever is made the law of the land in this respect will enlist
the ardent support of the profession to make it a good program. But it
would be derelict of us if we did not express our opinions on better
plans.
Mr. BURKE. Well, do you endorse this statement by David Cleary,
this quotation that Eu1ropean authorities say unanimously. Do you
know that everybody over there has made this statement. That seems
to be exaggerated. That seems a little farfetched.
Dr. ROT. We can't do it in the American Medical Association.
Mr. ButnEi. Another thing is this. Would you people be willing to
comply with the expressed wishes of 1President Nixon to hold down
the acceleration of costs, say to 51/2 percent?
Dr. Ro'ri. We have not had as an association any opportunity to
discuss this. I think that, I can safely say, however, since I represent a
profession which has been singled out for the application of phrases
and the application of percentiles with which we have conformed reasonably well, that we will behave responsibly in this area too.
Mr. BuJTEn. Actually that doesn'tt answer the question. I assume
that most doctors will act in a responsible way but I am wondering
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what, the views are in the AMA as far as the 51,4 percent is concerned.
I)r'. IWril. We have not hal1any Ol)l)Orttllity to discuss this.
MIr. B tluo. 1)o you endorse tlat or do you reject it?
)r. IRo'ri . As an association 1 would simply be able at this point to
s
say there is no associations poition
oil it. I would be happly to tell
you tlat I l)ersollally believe that this is a helj)ful suggestioll all(l that
I see great merit iMithis if everyone will play by the same rules. Ave
feel tlat there ]as l)een a dlisparity illthe attitile of orgaiiize(1 labor
between tleir positionn oiltheir own e.onoinics and those of the
nIdi'a I carc marketpllace lit we have not, discussed the matter of the
recently anhl<ul iced 5.5 percent goal.
Mr.BumiKE. I think whlat organized lal)or is coml)laining about is
negotiated contracts tIhat lhey feel (<)nIgiess Or the administration
have iiot tHe right to al)rooate;. You (lo't feel tlat any contracts enteiled into by the inedial l)ofession shoul(l 1)e abrogated, do you,
by act of sone ag-e icy of the executive department.
I)r. ROri I. I simply have to repeat, MI. Burke, that we have not discussed this or the econioiimic impact of this as an association and I don't
r'egalrd myself as a su)ficiently com)etent economist to give you very
helpful information.
Mr.BUiRKE. How does ALMA feel about. the adlmiilistration's bill ?
I )r.
Rhy' I. ne ad(m inistiat ion's l)rol)osal ?
Mir. BURKE. Yes.
I)r. Ro'rii. Obviously, since we offer a more completely unified
program with a level of benefits to all classes of a somewhat broader
Coverage, and a more expansive program, we would like to see the
administration's program go further. We do feel that. its general
l)l ilosolphical acceptance of the fact, that it is better to build on the
strong accomplishments of the profession rather than to contemplate
some kind of an untried and radical restructuring is sound.
We certainly endorse it from that point of view. We feel that our
tax credit mechanism offers a form of inducement to participate which
is more effective than the.rather diverse financing base of the admninistration's program, and although we freely accept the desirability of
trying out the development of health ma intenance organizations, which
is sort of a cornerstone of the administration's bill, we are a little
bit disturbed about possible overpromise in this area, as I have indicated in iny testimony.
Mr. BURKE. W1Vould you accept any parts of the bill that was filed
by Senator Kennedy and Congresswoman Martha Griffith? Do you
feel there are any good features in their bill that you could accept?
Dr. Ro'rr.
ell, we need to look at the basic allegations for the
need for an I.R. 22-S. 3-type of legislati-ve proposal. As I am sure
this committee is well aware, the allegation is that the basic necessity
is to use economic leverages to accomplish radical restructuring of the
medical care delivery system. With this we strongly disagree and therefore any program which is built on that premise is not appealing to us.
Mr. Buai-,m. I would just like to make the observation that you are
almost endorsing the status quo situation. You are really not coming
in here with too much to offer to the public as far as health care is
concerned.
Dr. Rorii. Mr. Burke, I would like the opportunity to say that I
think this is clearly not the case. There has been no maintenance of
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status quo in the inedical profession in the history of this country.
When you look ba('k to the early days of this republic, take the days
when Benjamin Rush was the oustanding physician in this Nation,
when he signed time I)eclaration of Independence among other things,
wvhen you read his autolbiogralphy about all he could do for patients
that w-ere ill was to )leed ofl probably y valuable pints of blood or
purge them, and there was very little else specific he could do; and
the progress that went on, and 30 years ago, -35 years ago when I was
gra tuating froin Iedical school we had a great many more things
that. we couhl do.
There were smuoreries that could be performed, but we still had
nothing for tuberculIosis except rest and nutrition. We had no drugs
to treat acute infections diseases. We had nothing to do for poliomyelitis exel)t rehabilitation and in these past 35 years we have made
immense progress.
There are two vantage points you can take. You can deplore the fact
that there are still tens of thousands of our citizens who are dying
because they can't get into our sophisticated coronary care units with
ill their monitors and defibrilators and so on, there are still people
dying of end-stage kidney disease because they don't have available to
them dialysis programs and transplants. But the other vantage point,
it seems to me, is that you can indeed take solace in the fact that
thousands of our people are surviving these serious heart attacks, that
we now have tuberculosis distinguished as a. plague disease, that polio
has ablost disappeared, that there are no epidemics of small pox or
typhoid fever any more.
Here 1 think we have a sense of satisfaction and a focus on the fact
that our problem is that we don't yet have the capacity to do for the
many the useful things we have developed the know-how to do for the
few.
In this area we are making tremendous progress. I think no one
disagrees with the position that today in this country more people are
getting more and better medical care from more and better trained
physicians in more sophisticated facilities.
Now, to upturn the basis on which all this was accomplished seems
to us to be wrong here is no evidence of a maintenance of the status
quo and there will not be my maintenance of the status quo.
Mr. BURKE. 1 agree with you that there has been a great deal of advancemnent made in medical science. Nobody disagrees with that.,.What
concerns me is that hundreds of thousands of people in this Nation
cannot find a doctor, that there are areas in this country where there is
a lack of doctors as was pointed out in some of your testimony here
where they do not want to serve in the urban areas and the inner city
areas and where they have concerns about this.
I can't understand why the AMA has not come out for a real program, say, to promote more medical schools and send more doctors
into States like Mississippi where Howard University is sending them
now.
I can't understand how the AMA could justify its stand during the
last 10 years oi almost keeping a closed shop in operation where they
prevent medical schools from being developed and prevented the cooperation that they need for the development of more doctors and the
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spreading of more health care throughout the country. You can't deny
that because the facts show it.
Dr. ROThl. X1'. Burke, I would like to categorically deny it and I
would like to review with you the facts.
There was one time in American history when the American Medical
Association could stand guilty of what you have just said and that
was shortly aftkr the turn of the century, in 1910, when the American
Medical Association conjoined with the Carnegie Coininission for the
development and issuance of the Flexner Committee report which
studied the some 150 medical schools then in existence in the country,
most of which, or many of which, were diploma mills of substandard
educational content.
The result of this joint action was an elimination of all of the substandard schools. From that point on the American Medical Association has an unbroken track record of supporting the development of
high quality schools.
At the end of World War II there were, I believe, 76 medical
schools. As of the current moment there are 108, 103 with medical
students in them at the present time.
The testimony states the figures on tie numbers anticipated for
the next few years. The output of physicians has vastly outpaced
the increase iii the population growth of this country. In addition,
the American Medical Association, throuli its Educational and Research Foundatioi., is giving from physicians' voluntary contributions at the rate of $1 million a year to the medical schools of this
country for development. In addition to that, our Educational and
Research Foundation has developed a inechaismn whereby we are
guaranteeing loans for some 20,000 students.
1We have guaranteed over $40 million worth of loans in support
of medical education.
The American Medical Association does not now and never has
owned or controlled any medical school. We do not control the admission policies. We do not control the size of the classes but we work
diligently with the Association of American Medical Colleges and
the other organizations in the educational field to promote this.
We have testified in Congress before both House committees and
Senate committees in support of better, more liberalized financial support from the Federal Grovermnent to medical schools and I believe
that this track record categorically denies what you have just said.
Mr. BURKE. I am only allowed 5 minutes here.
Mr. PETERSON. If I may add one comment to that.
Mr. BURKE. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. I would like to read a portion of a letter from Representative Rogers to the American Medical Association.
Please convey to AMA's officers and membership my personall
thanks and congratulations for being in the forefront in the support
of this legislation, referring to the health manpower legislation which
the Congress just passed, H.R. 8629 and the Nurse Training Act, H.R.
8630, saying in addition that, the data and expertise of the Association's witnesses were most help ul.
We would be glad to enter the letter into the record.
Mr. BURKE. I will be glad to let it go into the record.
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I would like to point, out that I am sorry I can't agree with you
oii the track record that you annlutuce lere, I tlhinuk it is a fair recOrd but a lot more can be (loie aiil we would like to wuill the AMA into
tw 20th i'lit tiry.
I)r. Roni.Mr. Blirke, may I suggest that it is rather that we don't
ha.plen to feel that a simple productioll of more plhysicianls is the
only. answer. It; is certainly an expensive and somewhqat time consmnilig answer.
I mentioned Russia in my testimony and I don't want to overdo
this because I know rho one' seriously is sug.'gesting that we take the
Russianl route.
But, I had tie orI)ortunity last year to send a, month there with
ani 1W41
mission studying Russian medical services and education.
They (1o have t ratio of physicians to l)olula-tiou that is roughly
doul)le ours. T1 hiey have other
interesting figure which is often
thrown at us hen people del)lore the fact that there are thousands
of eligible candidates for medical school that are, rejected every year
in this country.
In Russia, in spite of their increased medical education system,
they still accept only one out, of every seven apl)licants. No matter how
many places in medical school you provide, )resunma)ly you are
going to have a superfluity, more al)plicants than you can handle.
Tlis I believe is the burden of our observation in the testimony from
the Philippines where they are mass producing physicians, where
it is one of thlir major expo-ts now. They are exporting Filipio
medical graduates to us and, in spite of this overproduction, their
own situation is deplorable, particularly in their out islands. They
lhave the same prolblenis that we have in our out territories.
The answers don't lie in overproduction of physicians, and unfortunately, they don't lie in easy answers like simply holding out economic incentives. We are doing extensive studies on the trade-offs,
on the newer technologies which will hell, and in working in incentive programs to get physicians there. This was the sense of muoh of
my testi mony.
Mr. BURKE. Well, I don't want to prolong it too long, but I just
want to 1)oint out that your own admissions here today indicate that
the doctors wish to serve in the wealthy and affluent neighborhoods
in the country and they are somewhat reluctant to serve in rural areas
and in inner city areas.
It just takes your own testimony to indicate that.
Dr. Rori. I think that reads into the testimony something that is
not there or not intended. It is not the affluence. There are many other
considerations. In fact, doctors, if dollars were the answer, could
make better incomes staying in lparticularly the rural areas and in
many of the center city areas. But, you see, a doctor can make a
decent living in the center city, with the present welfare programs,
if not for any other reason, "but the moment he becomes efficent,
gather-s himself enough office force to process patients to do well,
to make himself a decent living out of one of these programs, he finds
his income is published in the front 'page of the paper as an implication that lie is somehow or other abusing the program and this doesn't
maik the situation very satisfactory either to many physicans. It
is part of the cause of pIhysicians retiring from this type of practice.
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Mr. BUffKE. I just want to close by saying that I have the utmost
respect for dedicated physicians and doctors, but I cannot understand the attitude of the AMA as far as health care is concerned in
this country.
I)r. ROThL. Mr1'. Burke, we would love to help you fully understand
the attitude of the AMA.
Mr. ULI ArN. Without objection the letter referred to will be
placed in the record at this point.
(The letter referred to follows:)
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., June 16, 1971.
W. FORISTEL,
Department of CongressionalRelations,
Atnerican Medical Association,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR JIM: Today the House Rules Committee granted a rule in connection
with the Health Man)ower an(I Nurse Training bills (II.R. 8629 and II.R. 8630).
Passage in the House in the next several legislative days seems assured.
Please convey to AMA's officers and membership my personal thanks and congratulations for being in the forefront in the support of this legislation. The
data and expertise of the Association's witnesses were most helpful. The AMA's
governing body wisely included medical manpower legislation as a part of the
Association's legislative package. I feel this legislation is a keystone to any
additional health programs that may be passed by the Congress. As Chairman
of the Public Health and Environment Subcommittee, it- is my intention to
continue for the balance of this year considering other areas in which the
Federal Government might be of assistance, and this will include the several
bills before our Committee on Health Maintenance Organizations and various
approaches providing better I)reventive medicine to the public. I am looking
forward to continued cooperation from the American Medical Association in
these endeavors.
Kind regards and best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL G. ROGERS,
Member of Congress.
Mr. JAMES

Mr. ULLMAN. AMr. Schneebeli ?
Mr. S<INEEBELI. I would like to address both doctors.
I think you have given us excellent testimony. I think it is going
to be helpful. You have been very specific.
To the other side of the aisle I would like to say that I think the
AMA in recent years has had an excellent track record and has done
a wonderful job.
Certainly any organization can improve itself and I think you
people in the AMA are making an honest effort, to do that.
Specifically the question of medicare has been brought up and,
while it is not a, part of our current consideration, I would like to ask
you a general question. I)o you think medicare has )een a success?
Dr. Ro'rit. Mr. Schneebeli, the AMA has never formally made any
evaluation and issued any statement of its performance" record but
my own feeling, and my type of practice involves care of a great
many medicare beneficiaries, has been that medicare indeed has done
a great deal of good.
I would put it in this context however. I believe it has done a number of billion dollars worth of good for this country but I think it
has cost extraordinarily too many billions of dollars.
I believe that the same good might have been accomplished without such deep economic disruptions.
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Mr. S IINEEBELI. In that connection are there any recommendations
that you have that we can learn from our experience with medicare
that can be al)plied to the program we are considering now?
Are there any recommendations that either the association or you
)ersonally might have as a result of this experience with medicare
as to how we can improve what we are studying now
l)r. ROTI. W¥e lave made a pragmatic and I suppose you might call
it a political decision, as inIel)t as sticii (eisiois niighit he oH our part,
to not suggest a total replacement or a replacement of the medicare
program at the )resent time, wbich is why we have restricted the provisions of our proposal to the under 65 population.
\[lr. SmI NEFBEI,.

Yes.

)r. RoTri. I believe it is our hope that if our program is as admirable, as equitable, nud as satisfactory as we hope it would be, that that
would generate a, strong demand on the part of persons who approach
the age of 65, hoping that they might carry their medicredit benefits
over to their retirement or senior years and perhaps that would
generate a pressure for replacing medicare with the principles of
medicredit.
Mr. SCIINEEBEmA. Don't you' think the success of medicare has been
a good basis for selling the )rogram that we are considering, that the
very fact that it has been successful makes this National Health Insuirance program a lot more accel)table to tie )ublic and the
professions?
)r. ROTI. I think it should reinforce the confidence of the Nation
in its physicians.
Mr. SCHINEEm]LL It has been a good forerunner and a good basis
for consideration and I would like to congratulate your association
for its very high motivation. I think you have done an excellent, job.
Dr. ROTI. Thank you.
rII'.SCIINEEBELI. I think some of the statements made here previously do not necessarily reflect the thoughts of all of the members of
our committee. I think you are an excellent organization.
Dr. PARo'T. I might say Congressman that we did testify before
this committee concerning costs on medicare before the fact and we
did testify to the fact that it would cost more than $1.2 billion, more
like $7 billion, so that that track record is available.
Second, if you want our advice on scaled economics, I would think
the committee should take a long hard look at cost effectiveness and
cost-benefit ratios on any proposed program because I think if this hiad
been done on a truly scientific basis on medicare, there could have been
some losses avoided.
Actually the loss to the public in medicare is basically in-hospital
and it is the hospitals that have had to bite the bullet on medicare.
My own hospital administrator goes in the hole a half million dollars
a year on medicare and the people that pay that are the sick people
who are off medicare.
Mr. SCIINEEBELI.
We -have had 4 or 5 years experience with 20some million peol)le in the medical field in this general Government
legislative area of medicare and I think we have so much to learn in
applying it to the rest of the population and, if you people have any
particular recommendations with respect to the experience from. medi-
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care, I know we would be very happy to have them in our considera-

tion here.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mrs. Griffiths will inquire.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
What does your $14 billion annually pay for?
Dr. ROTH. The $14 billion pays for 100 percent of the cost of coverage for the two-part basic and catastrophic coverage which is offered
to those individuals and families who have zero income tax liability.
You probably remember, Mrs. Griffiths, that last year in the last
session of Congress our eligibility standard was a little bit higher.
In order to reduce the total costs we put the eligibility down to a zero
income tax liability instead of a $300 income tax liability. This is the
great bulk of the cost. The rest of it is the proportional share of actual
revenue foregone by -the Federal Government through income tax collections that is manifested in the tax credits.
Mrs. GRIIFFITIrS. How much money do you lose on tax collections?
How much money would the Federal Government lose?
Dr. ROTh. May I ask Mr. Peterson if we have those analyses with
us.
Mr. PETERSON. Well, the Federal cost of the program, $14.5 billion
minus the credits that the Government would gain through the reduction of the medicaid offset and other additional factors would result in
about a $12.1 billion cost to the Federal Government.
Mrs. GR FFITirs. You mean we are already subsidizing the rich,
right, in their medical programs under existing law?
Dr. ROTh. Under existing statutes there are of course deductibles
for medical expense items too.
Mrs. GwrFFTlis. These are largely available to those who either have
long illnesses or who are quite wealthy, is that right?
Dr. ROTi. Yes and this would be an offset.
Mrs. GRIFFITiTS. How much would the Federal Government lose
under your program in tax collections is the question I am asking you.
Dr. ROTH. I recognize that and we have not answered it.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Will you answer it for the record if you don't have
the answer?
Dr. ROTm. We would be delighted to submit those figures.
(The information referred to follows:)
The loss to the federal government would be the reduced tax revenues arising
from the allowance of tax credits. The cost estimate for Medicredit is $14.5
billion in its first year. (This will absorb $1.2 billion of current federal expenditures for Medicaid.) The total figure covers expenditures for "certificates of
entitlement" (vouchers) and tax credits. The cost of the full premium vouchers
(for the poor with no income tax liability) and the partial premium vouchers
(for those with some tax liability) is estimated to be $7.7 billion. In answer to
the question, tax credits will result in loss in revenue to the federal government
through reduced tax collections, estimated at $6.8 billion (and this may be offset
by an estimated $100 million representing an amount of tax savings through
medical deductions which taxpayers would forego).

Mrs. GnIF'rrrs. Does your program, repeal in total medicaid?
Dr. Ronr. No, ma'am.
Mrs. GRIFFITIIS. What does it leave?
Dr. ROTh. It leaves hospital care beyond the prescribed limit except as this may be picked up automatically for most of the medicaid
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recipients through the catastrol)hic coverage, which, if you examine
the mechanics, comes into play directly since it is geared to net taxable
income and these people have no net taxable income.
Mrs. GIziuIFIT IS. What do you estimate to be the costs to the Federal
and State governments of the remaining part of medicaid?
Dr. ROTit. The remaining parts of medicaid that would be left are
largely in the area of dental services, outpatient drugs, and extended
CAt re.

Mlrs. Gwrir'rrijs. What is the cost of that?
I)r. R(Yrh. I do not have that figure with me but if we have it available we would be happy to submit that for the record.
Mrs. GiIFr'ITiS. Otherwise will you have the cost of that supplied
for the record?
(Information referred to follows :)
It is estimated that, as a result of Medicredit, the federal cost of Medicaid in
1972 would be reduced by $1.2 billion and the ,qtate and local government cost
would be reduced by $1.1 billion. Thus, the remaining annual cost to the federal
government of medicaid would be $2.0 billion and the state and local remaining
share would be $1.8 billion.

Mrs. GizlFITHS. Does your program repeal the veterans programs?
Dr. RoTii. No.
Mrs. GItFFITIHS. It does not. 1)o you have the estimated cost of the
veterans programs per year?
Dr. Ro'rir. I am sure we have the VA figures.
Mrs. GRIFvrITS. Would you supply that for the record?
Dr. Rorii. We would be happy to.
(Information requested follows :)
According to January, 1971 Social Security Bulletin, fiscal year 1970 expenditures for "Veterans' hospital and medical care" were almost $1.6 billion. This
figure includes the operating costs of all medical care programs conducted by the
Veterans Administration.

Mrs. GmIFrirns. Does your program repeal medicare? It does not,
does it?
Dr. RoTi. It does not.
Mrs. GRUwITIIS. It does not. What is the cost of that? I can supply
that for you.
In 1970 it was about $5 billion so that this is an additional expense.
Now I would like to know what do you estimate as the cost to the
person who is going to hold one of these insurance policies? What
will be the average cost for a family of four? Whether you are subsidizing it or not what is the cost?
Dr. R(yrii. The calculations were made on the basis of a $650 policy
cost. I would really be delighted to provide for the committee our most
recent actuarial estimates of the impact of our program in practically
all aspects. These have been carried out by Mr. Robert. Myers who
has acted as our consultant in this area recently.
Mrs. GiRiFFITs. A $650 policy of course covers very little.
Let me point out to you that the insurance companies have already
told us that a policy for four that gave anything like comprehensive
coverage would cost $300 so that you really aren't covering very much
at $650.
Therefore, I think it would be a good idea if you explained exactly
what you think $650 per family is going to buy.
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T)r. IRoi¢it. Mrs. Grifliths, what you can do most easily, without being
an economist, is take 200 million people in this country and apply
a cost figure. If vou are going to l)roNide them with $300 of health
care, it is going to cost the country $60 billion. Our proposal is not
offered as an e('ononly program.
Mrs. GTI Fi'I'iIS. I see. What Will your program do?
1)r. R(Yrii. Our program is offered as a beginning in knocking down
the economic carrierr , the dollar barrier that stands 1)etween some
people and access to care. This is only one of the many barriers that
stand between people and ('are.
It really looks to us as though it might be the easiest one to approa.ch because the other ones depend so heavily on education of the
public. education of the l)rofession, reniedying manpower shortages,
increasing facilities, develol)inlg new mechanisms of bringing care to
shortage areas and so on.
These barriers are not easy to overcome. Each one has its timetable.
The timetable for eliminating the dollar barrier is immediate. This
is a, program for now on which additional programs can l)e built. This
is why we have enthusiasm for it. lVe do not suggest that this is allembracing comprehensive cov-erage for everyone in the country. WVe
scaled our 1benefits. We picked 60 days in the hospital instead of 30
0o' 120 or 3;5 because, when we got all through balancing the factors
of cost and came out with a program in roughly the magnitude of
$14 billion, $12 billion to $14 billion, and incidentally the HEW
estimates of our program make it much lower, $6.9 billion or
something of thait sort, we constricted this of a magnitude that we
felt might !e within the reach of this country at the present time without asking that the country devote all its available resources because
we feel that there is so much imnl)ortoace ini doing so many other
things.
Mrs. GRIFFITIS. One of the things that I think you and HIEW
should quit talking about is the cost of the program that I have suggested in IH.R. 22 as opposed to some cheaper thing that you are talking about because tIe truth is that any program of health care in this
country is going to cost al)proximnately the same thing. Whether you
pay it in prices, in taxes or in what, total health care is going to cost
about the same.
Your program isn't really cheap. Your program just doesn't furnish
that much.
Now I would like to point out a few little problems with your
program. Your program is a negative income tax applied to health
care. Are you willing to apply that to other things, welfare?
Dr. Ro'ri. There are other precedents in existing tax law, foreign
income credit, foreign dividends credit, and so on which actually p)rovided us with the notion that this could be done. This route is proving
very popular.
I see that just recently there has been a bill submitted to Congress
in which Senator Kennedy suggested that political contributions may
be handled by a. tax credit route. There have been very convincing
studies done, convincing to me, by the Brookings Institution on the
effect of the negative income tax in the welfare field.
I have to confess I think it is attractive.
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MrS. GRIvIHls. Let 1n1 point out to you that last year I believe it
w's we- stud1(ied 153 inoolueo tax returns In thlis country of somye. of the,
NNvealthiiest. people ini tile !ounltrl-y whlire they paidl nothing.
Under your prograin we will pay 100 percent of their medical care.
Dr. Ro)T. This is al)solutely true and the fault of course lies not,
with our program. It lies with the income tax laws.
Mrs. (h.'mrirjis. Couldn't you figure out a program that is bettor
than the income tax laws?
Dr. RoTh. Well, the people that are referred to, and this rather
small handful of people are, frequently referred to, apparently avoid
the payinent of tens of thousands if not hundreds of thousands of dollars a
'ear.
The ad(litional $650 that might l)e contributed by our l)rogram is rather sinlla,
)ut we don't defend it. We think that there
shollhl be ways of avoiding this l)ecause basic to our program is the
philosophy tWat those who have the capacity for paying for their care
either in toto or in 1)art should 1)e asked to pay all that in good conscience they may be exl)ected to lay in this respect.
Mr1's. (IZrmiIrS. MI'. Byrnes has just pointed out that one of the
people that di(ln't pay ally income tax has just died who had a million
and a half dollars a year income tax free.
Let me point out another thing to you.
Mr. P'E.rEjsoN. May 1 make a comment on that?
Mrs. GmIFI'rs. Yes.
Mr. PE+TESON. ITnder

H.R. 22 would these individuals pay for their
Mrs. GRIPFITIHS. Oh, yes, becals they are going to pay on earned
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or unearned income a tax as they work. If they have any earned income they pay right there just like they pay social security tax.
Mr. I-mimsoN. Up to what amount?
Mirs. GmIFIThlS. $15,000 just like anyl)ody else.
Mr. PETEMSON. You said earned income.
Mrs. GRI
i'rrl is. Earned or unearned.
Let ne point out to you that would have a family of four making
$6,000 where the government paid 70 percent of their cost I believe
I)ecause they are paying a tax of $300. The government picks up 70
percent of the cost for them. But in the State of New York under
Mr. Rockefeller they aren't )aying anything now. They are being
picked up under medicaid.
Dr. ROTH. Yes. This represents one of the basic problems in medicaid, the unevenness, the fact that it has depended on the willingness
of State legislatures to come up with appropriations to get their
matching Federal grants. In some States this has permitted expensive
programs.
There are at least two States I believe that still have none at all
which is about as umeven as you can get.
Mrs. GRIFFrHS. Th1iis is why I really am for H.R. 22. Unless we
do something you are going to have some States with total medical
care and the rest of us are going to be paying for it. The program
should be national.
Now, I presume that you feel this way too, that whatever we are
going to have should be one program. Otherwise you are going to
have the taxl)ayers in some States paying for the taxl)payers in others.
Dr. ROTIL This is a principle that we can't argue with I think.
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Mr. Gmi',rriTrs. But your program doesn't really reach the problem .
You are itot really l)ickiing u!) all of me(licaid?
)r. RoTir. No, ma'am.
Mi'rs. (hRiITIIS. They will still have it and it is still going to work
in some States. (an't you figure out a program that will )ick uI) all
of inedi.aid ?
Dr. ho'r'i. Yes, Mi's. Grilfiths, we can.
I would like to) point out that this is not, a Johlny-come-lately concept. Some of us lave been working within the kierican Medical
Association for almost 15 years on an iml)lementation of the basic
l)hih0sol)liy of the me(lieredit bill. Blit when we came to structuring ,a
bill to l)it. into the previous Congress we used a consultant firl of
actuaries of great coml)etence and we drew up all sorts of alternatives
with various )ackages. We liad it costed out to include dental )enefits, to include outpatient drugs, to give almost unlimited hospital
care, to (ive extended care facility coverage and, when we added it all
ul), we felt, as a command decision, that this was too big and too unrealistic.
Now, we would be pleased, if in the wisdom of this committee, it
was felt possible to add such thiings as dental benefits, outpatient drug
coverages. I t hiink this would not offend us in the least. We did, how(ever, decide that the more modest 1)rograin was a better one to submit
as a beginning, without any illusions that it covers the entire field.
Mrs. GRIPFITIIS. Oie of the other l)roblems of your program is that
it is a disi incentive to work and I am for everybody working.
Dr. RoTh. Would you elaborate on that please, Mrs. Griffiths?
Mrs. Gim'rjirs. The mere fact that you had some money and had
to pay a tax would cause people to lose some of the value of their
medicare program.
So that to that extent it is a disincentive and this is one of the real
problems in welfare and, high as the hospital bills ill this country
are, the greatest problem in the country is welfare.
)r. RO)TI. I must confess I don't follow this.
Mrs. GRIwFITH.S. So that I would think you would have some real
problem with it. If you had to start )aying anything why not just
quit working before you hit that point? That is what people do now.
)r. ROTH. The curve of tax credit, its beginning point and ending
point, is carefully constructed to do several things: in the first place,
to avoid that which you have just mentioned; secondly, we don't want
to interfere with the group practice pattern as it exists, mostly ulder
collective bargaining, by giving an advantage to the employee if lie
declines the group coverage offered by his employer saying that lie
can get a tax credit by buying this himself. We'have that actually
quite well taken care of.
MArs. GRIFFITIS. I don't think that is responsive to the suggestion I
made. May I ask yo,, how do you expect your program to hold down
costs or do you expect it to?
)r. RO'riL The medicredit bill is surely a suggestion for a financial
mechanism. There is our companion peer review organization bill
which is the manifestation of our profound belief that the medical profession has the obligation, the responsibility to do this if not on any
other basis than for the simple one that unfortunately, unhappily;
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most of peer review or most of cost control and quality evaluation
cannot be done by anybody else.
Mrs. GiFFrulls. May I ask you, do you know of any medical society
that has expelled a doctor for gang visiting in either hospitals or
nursing homes where in fact lie didn't even show up but charged for
it,'? There are mnm1y, many eases. There is probably not a city in this
country that doesn't have documented cases of doctors drawing pay
for visiting in nursing lomes where they weren't there at all.
Have you ever expel led anybody for it?
i)r. l),\mmo'i-r. The medical society could exI)ell people but it wouldn't
make any difference. They don't license the people. If we expell people
what difference?
Mrs. GmFFIHs. Iave you asked that their licenses be suspended?
l)r. PkmuoTT. Yes we canl.
Mrs. GRmFF1Fr1s. Will you list the cases in which medical societies
have asked that the licenses of doctors to practice be revoked where
they have charged for visits that they never accomplished.
I think it. would be very simple for the nme(lical society to check
on this and it seems to me that this is a sort of peer review, isn't it?
Dr. PARROT. Certainly, but again I go back to the original question.
The medical society does not submit the license.
Mrs. GmuFFITIIs. Then let me change the question. Have you asked
that those licenses be revoked?
Dr. 1AmRuo'irr. I am sure that there have been a number of cases. You
are asking for an across the boardMrs. GRIFFITIS. Across the country, and I would like you at your
leisure to list them iii the record where the medical societies have
asked that licenses be revoked of doctors who have charged for services just for visiting the patient. This is a simple one, a real simple
one because they have been proved in every case.
Dr. PARRO'-r. What you are talking about is a tempest in a teapot.
You are propagandizing over an infinitesimal figure. I submit that
you are.
Mrs. GairiTIs. There is no need to be annoyed about it?
Dr. PARROTT. I submit that you are because you obviously are annoyed by it.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. We have case after case after case where doctors
have been charging for visits that just didn't occur.
Dr. ROTIh. Mrs. Griffiths?
Mr. GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Dr. ROTII. You asked if our medical societies have intervened in
cases that may involve nonmembers or not even members of the medical profession and I would say probably the answer is no, not in respect to nonmembers of our associations.
But have tle agencies, the carriers or tIe people who develop the evidence and the information on these things, which is generally not given
to us even on our request, we have asked for this and even have asked
for listings of people involved in these things and have been denied
access to the information so that we could find out whether they are
our members or not. Have the Government agencies or the carriers proceeded to prosecute under the fraud provisions of the general code?
Mrs. GRIFfITIIs. That is my real objection. The carriers have never
done anything as far as I know. That is why I think that when you
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rely upon the, insurance companies to police these things you are relying upon a slender reed indeed.
What I am interested in is how are you going to pay the insurance
companies? How can you get away from the fact that the insurance
companies are, going to be paid a percentage of the business they have
done, of the costs?
Maybe you have, some system but nobody else has produced it and
the real truth is that you are going to give them some sort of ,administrative fee that is i; relation to the costs of the business they do so
that there is nothing built into that system that urges them to reduce
the costs. They do not have to go out and check, are these doctors really
there, was this thing really given, was this thing really necessary?
Then how do you do it with Peer Review?
I)r. Ro'rir. I submit to you that we are setting up one of the roughest
competitive markets that you can imagine when we allow the allegedly
more efficient economical prepaid comprehensive group plans to be
part of our system.
When an ItMO is tooled up and in operation it would be admissible
under our system if indeedthe insurance commission of a State would
agree that it was a feasible operation.
There would t)e the voluntary, prepayment plans and the private insurance industry all offering minimum basic benefits that would conform with set standards. If this is not competition then I have a misunderstanding of what competition is. All any company has to do to
guarantee a high administrative return that is out of reason is just
offer it competitively and find that it has no takers. It seems to me
that in the tradition of American free enterprise and the competitive
enterprise system that we are making a major contribution which has
the additional effect in the insurance industry of chasing out the incompetents, the ones that have excess administrative costs, small vollune, poor payments, and so on, and none of us in the medical profession or in the bulk of the responsible insuruance industry defend
them either.
.Mrs. GnIFFITIns. I really don't think the insurance industry is that
competitive. I think they are competitive in seeking out the business
but not necessarily in lowering the costs and this is the thing that I
think is really essential. You just have to look at it.
If you are going to ask the Government to subsidize these insurance
policies, then somehow or other you have to set up a system that sees
that the insurance company can't charge for everything under the sun
and they can't charge any old price they want to.
You will have to set up in my judgment a better system than that.
I would like to go back to this fact and then I am through. One of the
things that I think everybody ought. to quit saying is that anyone of
these systems is more or less expensive than something else.
The truth is that any system that amounts to anything is going to
try in some way or other to see to it that everybody is taken care of.
The truth is that what you are trying to pay for is total medical care
in the United States and total medical care is going to cost. It is costing
now more than $60 billion a year whether you are paying for it through
taxes or through your own private income or through insurance and
no system that has yet been suggested is going to reduce any of this
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cost. H.R. 22 attempts with realism to put a lid on this and nothing
else that I have seen does. I am sorry.
Dr. lRoTIr. May I say amen to the point you have just made?
The emphasis should not be on how much it costs or even on the
financial mechanism. This is not the No. 1 point, and I would
like to make it perfectly clear for the record that the objections of
the kmerican Medical Association to H.R. 22 are not based primarily
or even importantly on its cost. There are more pervasive changes in
the health care delivery system which are encompassed in the phIilosophy of 1H.R. 22. Ve agree completely.
We ran for examination the recent HEW cost estimate study, which
I am sure is familiar to you and the committee, which starts with the
basic assumption or calculation that, if no new bill is introduced, the
cost of care in 1974 is going to be something of the magnitude of $105
billion.
MNrs. GmIFFIiris. Of course.

l)r. RoTri. Our program makes a small addition to this and your
programmakes, I will agree, also a small addition, slightly larger, but
this is not the issue. This is not the point. Health care is expensive. No
one is more unhappy about the spiraling cost of medical care than the
physicians themselves. They have a vested pocket interest in it of only
13 percent. Thirteen cents of the health care dollar is in physicians'
pockets.
I am sure that if one wanted to be grasping and avaricious about it,
the physician would wish that the hospital component was much
smaller and that the other administrative components were much smailler because it would leave more for them, but I think this is not the
point either.
We have a role in this country in the medical care field that has really
never been developed, Mrs. Griffiths. It is inherent in my statement
that the physician acts in a very real sense as the purchasing agent
on behalf of his patient. ITe mandates the hospitalization. He orders
the extras, the laboratory tests and so on.
Now, no purchasing agent would last 2 days in industry if he
didn't know the costs of the things he was buying. We have a great
educational project before us in this country to develop economic
awareness in the medical care field. It is not taught in medical school.
It wouldn't make much difference if it was because of our influx of
foreign physicians who come in and who know very little about American dollar expenses or values, particularly in this'field.
We have an obligation to teach them and I think it is a role for
involvement of physicians. I think physicians will do it much more
cheerfully if they are doing it under a program for which they have
appetite rather than one for which they have distaste.
I see it as a major role for county and State medical societies and the
AMA to develop these programs. It can be done at hospital staff levels.
Then and only then will we have meaningful control over expenditures.
We have very little control over the costs of medical care. Those are
matters of paying wages, of paying for the utilities, of paying for the
supplies. The costs are not within our control but the expenditures of
our )atients are. This is the great white hope... controlling costs...
to be done by a responsible medical profession. It cannot be legislated
upon them.
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Mrs. GnwFITnS. We had a bill up here, to try to get doctors to prescribe not a ceri sin bill
Dr. ROTi. Generic versus non-generic prescribing.
Mrs. GRIFITIIS. Yes. Did you Slplort it?
Dr. ROTH. The American Medical Association, for reasons totally
divorced from cost, does not s1p)port mandated generic prescribing.
Mrs. GRIFF'TIs. It has nothing to do with costs but costs would
enter.
Dr. ROTh. They may or may not. I will have to admit that I am
going outside of my field of competence here but generic prescribing
simply means that if you go out. to buy a dog, you don't buy an airedale
or collie or a. specific kind of (log.
Now when I have a prescril)tion in my hand that generically says
tetracycline, which is one of the 1roa d spectrum anti- iotic, anti-infection drugs, if it just says 250 milligrams of tetracycline that is generic
prescribing.
However, if I prescribe achromycin or sumycin, those drugs must
be supplied. I take that generic l)rescription into the drugstore and
that is a license to the druggist to give me whatever he has on his shelf
because it fits the prescription. It is not necessarily a help to the
patient.
Youre point is absolutely correct if you are doing mass buying for a
hospital pharmacist.. This is a very complicated situation which we
with our Council on Drugs have examined closely. We have put out recently from the American Medical Association a drug compendium
giving tie most advanced information on drugs and the appropriateness of their prescriptions and we feel that there offsetting disadvantages to a mandated required generic prescribing that do not justify
such things at present time.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. You could, of course, prescribe the lowest priced,
whatever it is.
Dr. ROTH. This is by brand name prescribing. If I keep myself informed, as I try to do in my own practice, to learn the good drug produced by a good reliable company and prescribe that by its brand name,
then I know the patient is gettimlg the lowest possible cost for that kind
of medicine.
Mr. GRIFFris. But doctors don't have that much time, sir. Doctors
are busier than most people.
If I were you I wouldn't raise too much fuss about the fact that
you are getting so little of the medical dollar.
)r. ROTIl. We are not fussing about it at all.
Mrs. GRTFF1T11S. Because tie truth is that you are the highest paid
professionals in the world. The mean average wage I believe of the
family physicians is $40,000 a year and of the specialist it is $90,000.
Now, you know if you want to get right down to brass tacks why
should the rest of us have to worry over this. But that is neither here
nor there. We won't raise that question. I won't hit too high on that.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Broyhill?
Mr. BROYImLL. )r. Roth and Dr. Parrott, as a cosponsor of the
medicredit bill I should like to commend the American Medical Association for its constructive progressive approach to this particular
problem. I don't think you need any defense from me. or from any
member of this committee in light of the great contribution that AMA
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has made ai(l tie confidence tlhat the American people and the Congress place in the AMA.
I think this is very well reflected in tIe fact that you have 160 coSl)Onisors of this inedicredit bill. I dare, say that most are sponsors not
because they liad read this particular proposal and compared it with
numerous othex proposals, l)ut because they had confidence in the
ability of the AMA to propose a proper type of solution for this
problem.
Now, I (loi't tiiik there is amy great airrliluent among any of us as
to the desirability of doing wliatever is necessary for the low-income
)eOple. As I 1u(lel'stoo(I von r testilloliy, youru a answer to Mis. Griffiths'
question was that the medicredit l)roposal is designed to take care of
low-incoie )eOl)le anId that N'ou wolIld be agreeal)le to any allmiendnment
to make certain that tlose additional benefits were provided, is that
correct ?
I)1'. 1('rui. I believe that is perfectly correct, Mr. Broyhill.
Mr. BwYnILL. 'hlere is no reason why we cant just al)olish the
medicaid program entirely, and ado)t an approach wherein an individual would miot ha ve to take a pauper's oath in order to be eligible for
medicaid but would have a luilt-in provision to identify him as being
eligible for this type of benefit.
Dr. RoThi. I believe this is absolutely right, Mr. Broyhill. I think
llayl)e I fell into a senmantic tlap because our program would, of necessity, eliminate medicaid as it. now stands as a law because, with just
these leftover areas to cover, obviously the requirements for a qualifying medicaid program could not be complied with.
What I meant to imply was that our bill, your bill, makes no pretense
at being totally all-inclusive at this time and there need to be provisiols, which we think probablyy can be reimanded in large part to State
government at, a substantial reduction against what they are putting
out now in their medicaid programs.
Mr. BtloimiL,. Since we agree that we should take care of the lowincome people, the question is finding the most efficient and economical
formula for doing so.
A group that we also are very concerned about includes that middleincome person who wants to pay his own way, does not want to take
a paupers oath, does not want to be a burden to society and yet has
health problems come up which could cause hiii embarrassment, and,
as yout point out, place him into bankruptcy.
What we are trying to do is help that person with respect to the base
of his ability to pay. And I think there is only one place where the
wealthy person is really taken care of. That is in the Kennedy-Griffiths
bill. There has been criticism of this in that some higher income people
who don't have a tax liability will get a free ride.
We have tried to correct that sort of thing in this committee through
tax reform legislation, but we have not been perfect in closing all loopholes. I would suppose, however, that we could find language somewhere to make certain that the person who makes a million dollars a
year and has been efficient in getting out of paying income tax does not
get a free ride in any health insurance bill we report.
Dr. ROTh. We recognize we had that problem early in our deliberations. I will admit that I made a proposal to our committee structuring
this bill in its earlier phases that didn't seem to be unreasonable. It was
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that you required the applicants to sign a little statement that they
did not have any untaxed income in excess of some sort of amount.
But this was ruled out by a majority of the committee as being something not tacticall. I agree witli you that Ilere niust be some answer to
this because, as you pointt out, time big l)roblii, one of the big 1)rol)lemis
that is with us yet in spite of all the accomplishments of the insurance
industry amid thie Fe(leral (Goverinent in aid prograiis is that the insurance in general is at the wrong end of the risk.
The big expenses that can really ruin a family go uninsured. Traditionally we started insuring the smaller and more expensive end of
the risk. Medicredit attempts to improve that situation with its catastrophic provision to cover the big end of the risk and it is the least
expensive end to cover. It gives protection to these middle income people who are still the ones, and there are so many of them, that it is
still the biggest part of the.problem.
Mr. BROYIIILL. Dr. Roth, I think we havc, a serious problem in
writing this legislation wien the committee goes into executive session.
The. problem is in assuring ourselves that the medicredit l)rOl)osal will
be given equal consideration by this Qommittee. Now, we have on this
committee some of the mosts capable and dedicated Members of Congress, and there is no question in my mind that, if the committee is
left, alone to work its will, it will cone u ) with a very effective and
sound piece of legislation.
But traditionally wlie- this committee has gone into executive session-and I believe this is the only conimittee of the Congress that
operates that way-we lave this room filled with bureaucrats, representatives of the executive branch of Government. This might be
necessary when it comes down to the details of tax legislation, where we
need a lot of experts, but we have experts on our staff who are equally,
if not better, qualified than some of the representatives from the
executive branch.
11"ith all due respect, to the proponents of the administration's proposal, there are only six or seven sponsors of it, and there are 160
sponsors of medicredit. But we vill have about 50 experts onithe
administration's bill, and if any supl)orter of medicredit or of Mrs.
Griffiths' bill speaks up in trying to put across a particular part of
either of these bills, our colleagues will not be the ones who rebut
the suggested proposal, but it will be the bureaucrats from the executive branch.
Therefore, your proposal witfh 160 sponsors will not be able to get
the same type of presentation and deliberation as the proposal of the
executive l)ranch.
Do you have any suggestion or comments on that? I know that you
have a lot of experts in your shop that are better qualified than some
of the bureaucrats down in HEWV.
Dr. Rou'h. The only thing I am relatively sure about, Mr. Broyhill,
is that passing an AMA resolution on the subject isn't going to help
much.
Mr. BmOYiiri,. I want to hear your comment on t:hat, particular
situation with which we are confronted.
Dr. Rormi. It violates my sense of what an executive .session normally
amounts to, but, I am sure that. I have no ready off-the-top-of-my-head
solution, potion, or pill for that.
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Mr. BROYrILL. It's really not an executive session in the true sense
of the term, because the comjinittee room is practically fll. Would you
think it would be fair if we had sonic representatives of the AMA here
to have at least an opl)ortunity to get involved in the cross-examination in considering the various alternative ap)lroaches?
)r. Rrit. If we may secure ti courtesy of equal time, I assure
you we will 1)rovideiethe expertise.
Mr. BRoYHILL. Thank you.
i'. II~hMN. Mr. lBroyhiill, I don't think you want the record to
in(licate t hat the adniministrative resl)resentatives in executive session
are allowed to speak at will. The chairman wields a rather tight gavel
l1'ur)ose is to get expertise in the
over the executive ageilcies, and the
room on subjects that are very coillplicated and very extensive in the
nature of their effects.
Mr. Bioyiii,. Let me try to clarify the record a little further as
the acting chairman has. I did not niian this in criticism of our distinguished chairman or of any member of the committee. I do feel,
however, that, we are getting a rather )iased exl)ert observation of
many of the proposals we have )efore this committee, and when we
have so niaiy cosponsors of alternatives, I suggest, that experts be
having the HEW here we have legis-I
)resent in their behalf, too. Bydoing
it,
from lack of sincerity, and
are
lation. I (lout think
certainly support the chairman in wanting to have experts here during
our deliberations.
Mr. [TLULMAN. lut I don't think you would want, the recommendation
that we have private people representing private interests in our executive sessions as now constituted.
I think there is a great difference between having Government employees who are responsive to the public interest and having those
who represented any special interest segment. in our society.
Mr. BROYI1ILL. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that I would prefer that
the committee enlarge its staff to have sufficient experts and not have
to have any representative of the executive branch here in executive
session.
Mr. ULLMANv. This is committee housecleaning. You injected something in the record that I thought needed some correction.
Mr. Vanik?
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. Just on

this point.

Mr. BYRNEs. Yes. I don't know how germane this is to the problem
we have before us, which is certainly extensive enough, but I do want
to say that I think the members of this committee have the competence, individually, to judge the credibility and competence and expertise of anyone who may make representations to tfhem or to the
committee on matters within our jurisdiction or under discussion.
Mr. ULLMAN. I think you have contributed to the record.
Mr. Vanik will inquire.
Mr. VANTK. Mr. Chairman, with respect to the discussion we have
Just had, if my colleague desires, I would be very happy to support a
motion that llof the proceedings of this Committee be made public.
Our work should be done right out in the open.
I would say, gentlemen, that you have submitted a proposal w hich
deserves the very careful consideration of the Congress and this
committee.
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At a time some years ago when most Members of Congress were
thinking in teris of ieed care as a nieans of providing a hospital insurance program for the people of America, your suggestion of eldercare
had a great deal to do with the development, of part B. I certainly
want to express my gratitude for your cofltril)ution to the development
of part, B, because if you hadn't suggested it at the time, it might not
have become law.
Now, my question deals withI the $141/.) billion estimate of the proposa.1 you sll)ort. Our big concern here is going to be the matter of
cost.
Mrs. Griffiths has asked very properly about a breakdown of tihat
cost, but 1 would like to have something more. T would like to know
]how much medicredit would cost, within that, framework, how much
by way of tax loss, how much would catastrol)hic coverage cost, and
how munch do you estimate is the cost of the poor for coverage within
the $141/ billion figure.
I think we ought to have these separate items so that we can consider
them in full perspective. I would also like to have It 5-year projection
of these costs, because I think that anything that fails to give us anl
estimate of cost over a period of time might be very nisleading.
Can you provide that sort, of information?
I)r. ROTH. I will be happy to be, I think, fairly fully responsive to
this. I believe we have the figures available to this 'committee and
will see that they are submitted. Most of them are part of Mr. Myer's
most recent analysis.
Mr. VANIK. Ile is oie of those bureaucrats that you have picked
up to help you.
(The information to be supplied follows :)
The total cost of the program is estimated at $14.5 billion.
Using the "Family Health Insurance Plan" definition of "poor" (Individual
=Income of $0-$2500; Two ilndividuals- Income of $0-$3400; Family of three
=Income of $0-$4200; and Family of four--Income of $0-$5000), it is estimated
that the cost of coverage under Medicredit for the "poor" through issuance of

certificates of entitlement and tax credits would be $8.3 billion.
The tax loss through credits against tax is estimated at $6.8 billion. (This
figure could be reduced by an estimated $100 million representing an amount of
tax savings which taxpayers would forego as medical deductions.)
Catastrophic insurance cost, as an element of the $14.5 billion estimate of total
cost, is figured at $.8 billion.
Projections of cost over a five year period would be s-peculative and could be
significantly affected by changes in levels of income which could be due to general economic growth, price inflation, unemployment rate, population growth, and
other general economic factors.
Mr. Coizi.kN. Mr. Vanik, would you yield on the estimates?
Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. How many people will be eligible for the tax credit,
and how many peoplee do your statisticians think will take advantage
of it, because I think that is a fairly important part of revenue loss.
Mr. VANIK. Ie
would also like to know how many people are going
off the tax rolls.
Dr. RoTif. I will certainly give you our estimate basis. I can tell
you that the reason that there is a difference in the HEW estimate of
the costs of medicredit and our own estimates is largely on this very
point. Now, it, might surpise Mrs. Griffiths, and I am sorry she is not
here to hear me say it, but we feel that the most recent HEW appraisal
of her program somewhat overstates its cost.
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I will be glad to submit for the record that analysis to which I refer.
(Th information referred to follows :)
The tax revenue lows is estimated earlier in this testiniony as $6.8 billion against
a total cost of $1-1.5 billion for the program. The tax loss figure may be reduced
by $100 million of tax savi ngs through taxpayers foregoing medical deductions.
According to available data, it is estimated that there are 68.3 million medical
care purchasing units (families or single persons) in the U.S. under 65 years of
age. It is estimated that 89.1%, or 60.9 million, of these purchasing units will be
involved in (or take advantage of) MAedicredit by either receiving certificates of
entitlement or securing tax credits. The estimate of the number of units which
will receive certificates of entitlement for the full amount of premium is approximately 11 million. Thus, those medical care purchasing units which would partici)ate in Medicredit via tax credits (or certificates of entitlement for a part
of the premium) would number 49.9 million.
The number of people who would ined to file tax returns would not be affected
by the enactment of Medicredit. What would occur, of course, is that for lower
income individuals the amount of their income tax credit would exceed or equal
their income tax liability. Thus, under Medicredit, although still filing an income
tax return, apl)roximately 10.5 million households or individuals filing 1970
income tax returns would not have to pay any income tax. The loss of tax collections from tlese taxpayers is a part of the $.8 billion of total estimated revenue
loss through tax credits.

By the san,.e tokeii, we fell that the HEWl estimate underestimates
)'articil)atioll in oturs ald therefore gives it, a lower cost. 114EV gives
,ours a cost of, I believe, $(.3 1)illii. We will stick with the $14'/2
billion as being our i(lea of a somewhat itiore realistic figure because
we think we are going to get a widespread p)articipation of the 1)ublic,
about 90 to 91 percent estimate of the portion of the public will take
advantage of our plan.
Mr. VxNI. In your pamphlet describing the plan, in the last sentence on your second page you say, "nor does it consider the savings."
You have talked about. the cost of the 1)lan, and say, "nor does it
consider the savings to the Federal Government l)ecause of reduced
income tax deductions for indiv'idtial medical expenses."
)r. Rori. This is correct.
Mr. VANIK. My question is: I)o you suggest that the savings by
reason of reduced income tax deductions for individual medical expenses will be greater than the loss of money by Treasllry in the medicred it deduction ?
Dr. R ooi. If I mlderstand your question, we do not, suggest, that.
We have simply not included as an offset in total cost the fact that,
obviously, if our 1)rogram is in effect, l)articluairly with its catastrophic provisions, individuals will not hav-e these large amounts of
money which become deductible under present statutes and therefore
the Goverinent will not lose that much income revenue.
Mr. VANIK. I understand that, but there will be a sul)stantial Treasurv loss in Medicredit ?
Dr. RoTi. Oh, yes, sir. I think we don't intend to imply that this is
not so.
Mr. VArNIK. I am very much worried about this, because just yesterday the Senate Finance Committee provided something that was very
good, a deduction for child care that we have been trying to get
throuo'h the Congress for a long time. It would provide a $400 per
month credit to a working couple with income up to $12,000 with a
scaled-down credit up to an income level of $21,000.
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This proposal will create new jobs and taxpayers and will make it
l)osil)le for both partners in a family situation to work, if they choose
to work.
But we have to add to that the investment credit and the accelerated
depreciation, so that I am beginning to wonder about who is going to
be left on the tax rolls.
My next question is this: If this program is adopted witi these
Treisuy losses do 1 understand that your organization would support
increased individual income taxes wlich will probably become necessar in order to kee 1) us a viable goveri'lent?
As we write off $5 billion and $6 billion worth of tax reductions for
business, as we do other tthings for medical patients, do I take it that
you would be willing to slI)l)Oprt a program of individual tax increases
to help make Ul) the deficit?
Dr. ROTIi. I will just have to let you draw your own conclusion about
that. sir.
M r. VANIK. I think it is something which your board ought to consider because we are faced with a realistic problem of trying to run the
government and, with more and more deductions and with more and
more roveme losses, I am just worried about how we are going to manage the shop.
Dr. ROTI. '1Vell, Mr. Vanik, we do attempt to be as constructive as we
can. I think there has been a dichotomy here 1)etween Mrs. Griffiths'
advice to us that we should quit talking about the costs, at least of her
program, maybe it is all right to talk about the costs of yours, but I
assure you we will continue to give you as extensive analyses as we may
based upon the most reliable projections that we can make and recogizing that these are not always very reliable things.
Mr. VANIK. To what extent have doctors' costs risen because of the
malpractice problem, and the cost of malpractice insurance?
Dr. R]omri. We can give you a mull iplicity of figures as to malpractice.
As to how this has been an element relating to the increase in physicians' fees, I think we have no relevant or factual material.
Mr. V 1\NxI. Could you estimate the increased costs? This cost is
al ways stated as a reason for escalating charges.
Dr. ROTir. It very well has been, and figures on this are highly unreliable an(d in some respects not available. Our problem as a responsible
medical association was that we had entire States in which doctors were
fin(liIng it impossible to obtaiii professional liability insurance coverTh is situation has been remedied. The American Medical AssociaTbe
tion has an active but, incomplete 1)rogram offering coverage to virtually all physicians but at ever increasing l)reinium rates.
So that, the answer that we have is only a partial answer, and really
not tle most iml)ortant, part if we are going to eliminate this because
we are getting into circumstances where the young physician graduatimig from his residency and stepping out to practice :wouldn't dare,
if he is an anesthesiologist, put his first patient to sleep unless he had
his insurance coverage with a tremendously expensive premium.
Mr. V ,xxIK. Has there been any consideration of no-fault health insuraiee? I think that the l)eople'who are involved in the health fields
are dedicated people. I think accidents happen as they happen in all
walks of life. Have y'ou considered the possibility of some kind of nofault coverage which would take care of the situation and help hold
down the premiuln costs?
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I)r. Ro'r'i. Mr. Vanik, we have certainly considered this. We have
consi(lered any idea that anybody will come up with. One of the things
that we are looking at now is compulsory arbitration requirements in
insu ra nee policies.
Mr. VANii. And medical disputes?
)r. RTr[. To be done by unbiased third-party arbitrators and so on.
We are exploring all these things.
iAlir. VANLK. Tnder your plan, where there is a government premium
paid and a, government policy issued, how would the doctor be p)aid ?
Ile would be paid through a carrier as you are through medicare,
would he not?
I)r. Rori. This would operate about as we are operating under
present insurance programs.
Mr. VANIK. Supposing the doctor doesn't feel lie wants to take the
amount that is allowed by the carrier and there is a dispute. Does the
individual patient have to carry on the difference in the cost as lie does
todav ?
Dr. Ro'r. Mr. Vanik, our proposal specifically spells out that payment shall be the plhysician's usual fee as this has come to be defined.
I can't see any excuse why a physician who is paid his usual fee should
want to levy a(Iv increase or siplu1s amounts.
Mr. VANIK. I have a problem or this under medicare. The doctors
in uy couiiiunity are not very anxious to take assignments. I think
the. percentage is the lowest in the ITnited States. So I have a problem
in which the people of ily community are denied the medical service
or have to pay for most of it themselves, because of the reluctance of
the doctors to take assignments under medicare.
Won't that. problem continue under the proposal that you make?
Dr. ROTh. I think to a very much less degree and hopefully not inpressively. On the matter of assignments, hoNwever, Mr. Vanik, and I
know you are from Ohio, you can count le iin my group practice
among those who, not for financial reasons, but for admistrative
reasons, are very much against the taking of assignments unless we
absolutely have, to.
This is a technical problem on which I don't think I ought to spend
the time of your committee, showing how many times you have to send
bills out if you accept an assignment, and then have to bill extra for
the 20-percent coinsurance, and have to find out from the carrier
what has happened to the $50 deductible, and then you have the misunderstanding oil the part of the l)atient, who gets a copy sent to the
doctor and believes it has been paid in full. This is just a nightmare,
and if you don't take assignments, you miss it all.
Mr. VANIK. This is what we ought to be learning about. It is still
going to be a problem under the medical program. We ought to find
out how we can help solve some of the redtape and reluctance there
is in the assignment problem. This goes to the matter of cost and
service. It is a basic issue.
Mr. CORAAN. As I understand the response, under medicare the
doctor is paid the normal fee in the community. Under the medicredit
plan, he is paid his normal fee so that lie might not be so reluctant.
Dr. ROTH. No, sir. If I may correct that, when you are speaking of
the physician's own individual fee, the terminology of the Medicare
Act has now come to identify that as the usual fee. You are referring
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to the customary fee which is the fee whicli applies to physicians of
like competence, training, afnd so on, ill the geO(ral)hi<c area.
Now, we in the nmedicredit bill use the terminology that payments
shall b)e by usual, customary, ad reasonillle, very much as the medicare bill originally defined then. Now, there have, been circumscriptions on this vhich have been )ut, on l)y subsequent regulation from
the Social Security Administration, as I am sure you are well aware,
and the application of l)ercentiles wh ich were never mentioned in the
original medicare legislation.
Mr. VANIK. I have just one other statement, and I was promoted to
ask this question because of what you said. You said the physician acts
as a purchasing agent for Iis patiemit.
RecentlyI had to purchase some medical care, in which there were
some laboratory fees which were worth about $25, but they were billed
to me at about $137. I)o you as a matter of policy feel that the services
of other )eol)le. who render health ca re should be included in the
doctor's bill with a markup above, their actual cost?
What is the attitude, of the American Medical Association on this
point?
Dr. Ro'ri. A very clearly defined attitude, sir. Our 1)rincil)les of
medical ethics say that the doctor should derive his professional income from only services which he renders personally.
Mr. VANIK. Right here, and throughout the country, one of the
reasons these services are included on the doctor's bill is in order to
get them Comlpensated. For under many plans, the cost of laboratory
services and other things that are acquired are not collectible, so that
I can see where a great many of these billings have gotten onto the
doctor's bill to provide for their collectibility.
Do I understand that, your association takes the position that these
things should be allowed as separate )ayment items under insurance
programs?
Dr. ROTIF. Yes, sir. I am sure you are aware, or I hope you are
aware, that that has been a thorny problem approached in many different ways. For example, New York State passed a bill which required that the laboratory, not the doctor's office laboratory, but the
con-mercial laboratory doing work, would need to bill thie patient
for the services, or at least notify him of the services. This sounded
good until it became law and it became incumbent upon the laboratories to do all the paperwork to do that billing, and it immediately
ranl up the costs of medical care by doing this.
For this reason we opposed such a similar proposal in Pennsylvania.
There needs to be a way to do this and there is no excuse ethically,
it may be legal but it isn't ethical, in the medical profession to get
any kind of rebate, kickback, and so on and so forth in this field.
Mr. VANIK. Or imposing a charge for the service rendered by anyone else but the doctor.
Dr. Ro'ri. This is correct.
Mr. VANIK. I thank you very much.
Mr. ULLMAN. Due to the quorum call, the committee must adjourn
now. Can you be back with us at 2 o'clock?
Dr. ROTH. I can.
Alr. ULLIJMAN, Can you, Dr. Parrott?
Dr. PARIRIor. Yes; I can be back.
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Mr.
Jih.LA,AN. We will atl)j1iate it very Duch.
Tile conilittee will stand ill recess until 2 p.m.
(11hereipon, the committee recessed, to reconvene at 2 p.m., the

same day.)
AI,TEINOON SESSION

Mr. ((moLxkLN. The ('onnnittee will resume its hearingss.
Gentlemieni, we very much appreciate your patience and willingness
to come back this afternoon. I think it is apparent that this committee
greatly respects your store of knowledge, and we are all searching for
some answers to a very complex problem.
STATEMENT OF DR. MAX H. PARROTT, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. RUSSELL B. ROTH, SPEAKER, HOUSE OF DELEGATES; AND
HARRY N. PETERSON, DIRECTOR, LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENTResumed
Mr. ('.OWNIN. l)o you have questions ?
Mr. I Emr'ris. No, no quest ions.
Mr. ('00frAN. Mr. Gibbons regrettedl he cannot be here this after110011, and he asked me to pose two questions to you which you may be
prepared to answer now, or for the record.
Terewas a reference on page 3 to the effect that life style plays in
health statistics, and you discussed venereal disease. You also agree
that smoking is a good examl)le in this area.
Would the American Medical Association support more action to
reduce smoking in the Anmerican pl)oulation ?
Dr. IPmaIMt1. I didn't understand the last phrase.
Mr. CoRJIAN. The q(uleSf.ionl is, Would the American Medical Association support, more Government action designed to reduce smoking in
the American population.
I)r. IAhIRo'r. Well, I think we would encourage it. What the American Medical Association may or may not do de)ends on the House of
Delegates. I think the question is t(; what extent life style has effect.
Of course, basically, smoking has one-Ilas two or three relationships
to lcalth.
Ci('garette smoking, particularly, has to (1o more with emphysema
and with lung cancer, really, than it has to do with heart disease, but
nobody at any level l i ineiedicine proposes that smoking does any good.
But it is not tihe most important defect in our life style as far as health
is concerned.
IProbably the most important as far as degenerative disease is concerned lhas to do with nutrition, over nutrition, and excesses in overeating, alcohol, and underexercising. These are relative to degenerative diseases shcllas heart disease and vascular disease.
Mr. COR3IAN. Off the record.

discussion n off the record.)
Dr. Ror!i. Mr. Corman, may I comment that the American Medical
Association is well aware that'its involvement in the smoking problem
las been widely misinterpreted, based on an early decision that it was
probably not going to be possible, and certainly" no one was going to
try, to legislate smoking out of existence in the',way we tried to legis-
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late drinking out. of existence at one time in our history. Since people
insisted oil sluokinlg', it llig'ht Ibe a contril)ition if ways could be tfound
to mllodify the smoking habit, or prodlice tlillgs that Ilight c<)l'eival)ly
he safe to suuioke, or at least less deleterious to smoke, ald so we wellt
into a proiuotiolal role in rescelP) to see if we could hel l ) to underwrite, and we acted as middlemain for money from the tobacco industry, to fam this out to unbiased, c()ipeteiit, research centers to work
on this.
This was interpreted as some kind of queasiness on the part of the
AMA, collusion with the tobacco industry, and so on. It.was almost
imdae to seemi that we were in favor of snuoking and to the tobacco
intere-sts.
I think this was clearly not true, anid our statements, as l)r. Parrott
has indicated, have been that this is a role for education, that physieians can play a major part in it. I think we would need to examine
very carefully any proposal for legislation in this area.

IMr'. ('ORUMAN.

Thank you.

The other question, Mr. (ibl)ons wanted asked was, Would you be
able to Sup)ply for the record the nitmniber of menul)ers (ofthe American
Medical Association who are graduates of foreign medical schools
alld the numlbler who are not, now citizens of the Ullited States?
Dr. ROTi. I believe we can do this with the greatest of case. We
certainly will try. I think we have a pretty close answer to this in our
files.
Ahr. CORMAN. Thank you.
(Tile material referred to follows:)
According to Foreign Medical Graduates in the United States, 1970, a recent
publication of the AMA Center for Health Services Research and Development,
as of I)ecemnber 31, 1970, there were 57,217 graduates of foreign medical schools
(excluding Canadian) in the U.S. Of this number, 22,335 were members of the
American Medical Association.
There are no available data on foreign medical graduates by country of citizenshi). HIoever, according to Foreign Medical Gradtiates in the Unitcd States, 1970,
5,792 of the 57,217 foreign medical graduates were born in the United States.

Mr. CORIMAN. Gentlemen, I would like to learn a little more about
peer review, because I take it almost everyone concedes that it is a
useful tool in almost anything that the Government does in the field
of medicine. We place great reliance on peer review. l)oes peer review
attempt to influence 1)oth the quality of the medical delivery service
and the cost, or only the former ?
Dr. 1PARRuo'r'. It goes both ways, Congressman. Peer review, of
course, is a thing that was created by the medical profession itself. It
comes out in our organizational situations with names like the tissue
committee, names like insurance review committee, and names like
utilization committee, names like the grievanc committees.
These committees are designedd in one area for fee review, and in
other areas for quality and service review.
Now, this is the genesis of peer review. It started with societies, and
the word "peer" is reference to other doctors, if you are talking about
quality of mechanistic medical care.
If you enter the fee end of it, of course, insurance people are involved
and other people who handle statistical intermediary situations.
If you are talking about health care, which is a little bigger than
meclanistic medical care, then maybe other people could be involved.
*Editor's Note.- Page 2101 follows.
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But out positionn bas been tiat if you are talkilig about medical care,
the peer should l)e another l)llysimiai.
Mr. Cou ICxN. 'l'lat is th1e area, about which I want to learn a little
bit. Take it that you recoiimiend t1ils, because from time to time you
discover that, there is poor quality of care, overutilization by a doctor,
or improper l)roc(uIres or soniethiiug of that sort. Is that true?
DV. PlmAR-Or. That is correct. I don't think that the medical professio' is any different than any other profession, that we have all
graduations of excellence of care. It is very had to defile quality,
because the bell curve works with us, as it does with lawyers, or
ministers, or whatever.
Mr. (;oiur.N. You may b~e unique among professions, though, in that
you apparently haSe some umecianism for some review. I am not sure
that is true with all the professions. I am a professional man myself,
and I never have a feeling anybody is looking over my shoulder.
What (1o ethics demandd of you when you discover that there has
been improper care (lelivered? Are you obliged to notify the patient?
Dr. Ruoriu. Well, I thlinik that if there are any semblances of legal
prollemns, this woildIbe a necessity. The general context or setting in
which a,matter appears for peer review, or has traditionally, was on
the basis of sommie formal presentation of a complaint, a question about
aplprol)riateness of care or th e charges made, and so on.
Now peer review, although it stir] is fairly embryonic, is not yet a
very sol)histicated meclanism, in most pal s of the country. But it is
being aided and abetted by electronic daa processing which is esseintial if peer review is to reach the full spectrum of medical care services.
You see, it was developed largely for institutional care review in
hospitals. It becomes more and more difficult the further away from
the hospital you get. When you get into the physician's office, when
you get into'home care, there are real problems about what you review, what you look at, what the records are, and so on.
So that nowadays the peer review system is becoming more and
more dependent on prograining computers to recognize acceptable
norms, and tt throw up a red flag or toss a claim out for a harder
look when ."L
is outside any of the norms.
This does not necessarily mean that there may not be explanations,
perfectly adequate explanations, of why it is outside the norm, but
you have got to look at it,and this requires the physicianss to review it.
Dr. PAumoio-r. If they are dissatisfied, we would prefer to have them
come through the grievance committee. I have sat on the grievance
committee in our county, and the grievance committee finds against the
doctor just about as often as they find for him. If you are asking about
how they discipline the doctor, most of the time'the doctor will conform to the opinion of the committee, even though they find against
him, and if he reappears too many times, then disciplinary action is
taken, and has been taken.
Mr. CowuiAN. It seems to me as government and/or insurance companies get more deeply involved in paying for medical services that
the peer review system is going g to hatve a broader opportunity for
application than it does at this point.
It seems to me you almost have to have that third party factor in
there, because that is the only way we are going to have some records
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But I am still trying to find out just what the situation is, and what
you think it ought to be in the way of your takiiig aflirmativ'e action
to inform the patient, first, about overcharging, and, secondly, about
what you determine, as doctors, to have been either over-utilization or
actual poor care. Have you gone out to tell the patient, without the
l)atient's ever having come to the board with a complaint ?
Now in direct response to your question, "What did ethics require?"
The ethical )rinciples that bear on this are that a physician should
most assuredly not abuse the- trust that is placed in tim and treat
improl)erly or with undue frequency. It may l)e excellent treatment,
but maybe he just goes and sees a 1)atient with a cast on his leg every
day, and charges for it, which is not bad care but it is certainly an
abuse of the system.
I think the review committees would take action on evidences of
this sort, and they certainly tell the third party payer in the case
what they think is a defensible level of charges. If the matter goes to
court, the review committee is prepared to testify in behalf of its judgment.
Mr. CoWuMAN. We always seem to be, it seems to me, almost entirely
concerned about the financial circumstance, whether the Government
or the insurance company, but the patient has a stake in the charges,
too, and that is why I am wondering: Is the patient notified, as is
the insurance company, when you find a case where there has been
overcharge?
Dr. Pimorr. If you conic from a big metropolitan county such as
I do, you do have the grievance committee. I have advised patients
who were dissatisfied, both with somebody else's care or with my
own, to go to the grievance committee. Most patients don't realize
that these committees exist.
Mr. COnRAN. Yes, sir. That is what I was wondering, of what use
to the patient peer review would be.
Dr.ROTIL My reaction to that is that I would agree with you coinpletely. If this is a concern, obviously there has to be a patient at the
bottom of the concern, whether it is the computer that throws up the
case and there is an adjudication in it, I don't know. I have known of
no reason why the patient would not be fully informed, and I think
lie should be.
Dr. PAIRorr. One of the read difficulties, sir, is how do you define
poor care.
Mr. CORIAN. I don't mean that. That is what you are telling me.
You don't want me to do that, you want to do that.
Dr. PARROTT. It is very difficult. People get the idea that things are
black and white in this sort of thing, and they are really not because,
yes, we can peg poor care in the hospital, and usually thtit disciplinary
action is taken on hospital staffs, but there are all graduations of care,
and a hospital is a big, complicated organization, and to define or set
the guidelines is not easy. It is complicated.
Mr. COIIMAN. Yes, sir?
Dr. RoTji. I was just going to comment that on this very question,
the Federal Government has now acted. I sat with a regional council
yesterday, regional medical programs, and learned this has been put
officially and formally in their lap to try to develop some guidelines,
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some parameters by which one may judge this very question. They,
too, were coming to us for hell) because this is a very difficult area.
Mr. CORMAN. We had testimony before this committee at one time
that because of the computer records, it surfaced that one doctor was
performing most of the tonsilectomies although there were fifty doctors in the system. TIhiey decided that the doctor was takiing out tonsils that probably should not have been taken out.
My question is, Is the patient, informed of that fact, the patient who
has had his tonsils out? Does anybody let him know that there has
been a question raised concerning the care given to hin ?
I)r. ROTI. I am, sure you recognize, Mr. Corman, that what comes
generically 1m1der the term "peer review" is not at all uniform. The
foundations vary considerably among themselves, now that foundations have become so popular. They are in various stages of development all across the country.
But peer review is supplied in the original foundation in the San
Joaquin Valley in California, and that differs considerably from peek
review as it is performed in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania's 10th
Regional I)istrict, which was really, I believe, historically speaking,
the originator of peer review. That was the first program. It is different in Nassau and Suffolk Counties in New York.
So I think there is probably no single answer. There may well be
places where there is an autoniated, depersonalized thing where patients are not involved, but I believe peer review puts the patient very
much into the question.
Mr. CORMAN. After there is a final determination made that there
has been either improper care or overcharge, are those records made
public by the peer review board?
Dr. RoTn. I do not know the answer to that.
Mr. CORMAN. Do you think they should be? I am not talking, now,
about during the investigating process. Obviously, there is a good
reason for those being non-public, but once a conclusion is reached by
a coml)etent peer review board, should that be made public?
I)r. RoTi. One of the major benefits from peer review is inevitably
physician education. This crops up in several cases, several instances,
several varieties of ways.
The average hospital which institutes a utilization review committee
finds that there is, just by the sheer existence of the committee, some
improvement in the habits of the staff in terms of discharging patients
on time, as early is is consistent with good care, and various other
things.
But if you have a physician who is doing things that fall outside the
prescribed norms and he is brought before a utilization review coinmittee and educated in the possibility of doing things better, one
might be better off by keeping yourself alert and watching him for
a while, to assure lie does do )etter. There might be more tobe gained
from this than publicizing his record and somehow or other estranging him with his patients. I don't knowMr. CORMAN. But you would agree that the patient should have
access to the information ?
Dr. ROTH. The patient in the cases in question, I believe, certainly
should know.
Dr. PARo'rr. With threatened litigation, most States have a statute
of limitations that runs from the time the patient receives the informa-
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tion. In other words, if a mistake is made in surgery, you have to
inform that patient. in order to have the statute run. I think this is
done, as a matter of self-protection, I think the profession does this
pretty routinely.
As far as medical care is concerned, in the office, that is another game
in another ball park.
Mr. COINTAN. Can we turn just a minute to how medicredift could
affect what I guess we can assume is the typical median income family.
As I recall, median income in this country is $9,000 a year for a
family of four, but the figures in the report are for a family of four
with an income of $10,000.
Ie would have a tax liability of $891. The medicredit insurance
policy would cost him $650, and so he would have a $65 credit, tax
credit toward that $650.
Mr. P1rERSON. Mr. Cornan, if you are referring to the 10 percent
tax level, the 10 percent would ap)ly toward the basic portion, if you
are, looking at that, which would be $600 on the cost of the policy, so
that. it would be a $60 tax credit.
Mr. Cojt-r.xN. $600 instead of $650.
M[r. PE'rutSON. And then the $50 attribuable to the catastrophic fee
would be paid entirely by the Federal funds.
Mr. CoWMAN. So he has a tax credit of $60 toward the tax he owes of
$891.
The policy, however, is purely optional with him under your proposal, is it not ?
11'. PETERSON. That is correct.
Mr. CORMAIN. Isn't it going to take a fair amount of education or
selling on the part of the insurance comal)any to convince a man living
on that income that he ought to spend $540 of his own so that he will
have that coverage available to him ?
My next question, and you can comment on both of them at the same
time, is: Isn't the selling cost of the voluntary insurance coverage
going to consume a pretty good chunk of the dollars we take from
him?
Dr. ROTI. Well, we would hope not, and we feel we have fairly good
reason to think not.
We believe that the great majority of people in this income class are
employed, and the overwhelming bulk, 90-plus percent, of people who
are employed inthis category have health insurance protection already
supplied for them by their employers.
Now, you are detailing, then, with a relatively small number of people, presumably mostly self-employed, who would come up against
this question. 'le option would not belong or remain concealed from
them, because the moment that they started filling out their anual
income tax form, certainly if they used any kind of assistance in this,
the tax man is going to say, "Where is your health insurance receipt,
how much did you pay?" -Or ask him a question so that lie could file
for that $60, and if he learns they have no such thing, lie can point out
to them that they are really missing quite a bargain, because for the
$540 that they would have to send in, they then get a basic policy, but
they also get the catastrophic coverage, which is quite a bargain.
Mr. CORMAN. You mean they do not have catastrophic coverage unless they buy the other policy?
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Dr. ROTI. Our catastrophic coverage is an integral part. of the package. It is our feeling that catastrophic coverage is best when it rests
on a firm base of coverage.
Mrs. GRIFFITIIS. Would the gentleman yield to me a minute?
I question your statement that so many are covered by employers.
There are only a few million covered by employers. That would be the
big unions.
In general, that really isn't true. I would think you would have millions and millions of people left to be covered by this, and isn't that
really the principle of the President's bill?
Dr. Rori. Mrs. Grifliths, we were talking specifically about a family
with an income of $10,000 a year. My statement referred only to the
Congressman's question.
Mrs. GmuPrris. But half of them are below that, if that is the median
income.
Mr. COHLAN. Yes, because the median is nine.
Mrs. GRIFFITIIS. So half would be below that. I think there would
be quite a few more people than you are estimating who would need
to be covered.
Dr. R(m. I have to confess that I do not have those figures with
me, but if you would like, I would be glad to supply to you the figures I am trying to recall. They are not our figures. They are from
the insurance industry.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you.
(The information to be supplied follows:)
Since the IRS presents data by income intervals, it is necessary to estimate
the number of persons who had employee-benefits plains at an adjusted gross
income level between $9,000 and $10,000 rather than just at the $10,000 level. According to the IRS, 14,182,954 exemptions were claimed between $9,000 and $10,000
of adjusted gross income in 1.969. Ths figure slightly overstates the actual number of persons at this level since certain groups of people, such as the blind and

age(l, receive more than one exeml)tion.
Using both SSA and IRS data, it is estimated that 10,400,000 in that income
category had an employee-l)enefits plan In 1969.
According to the Social Security Administration, an estimated 145,600,000 wage
and salary workers and their dependents were covered under employee-benefits type plans in 1969. The SSA defines employee-benefits type plans as those plans
whose benefits flow from the employment relationship and are not underwritten
or p1aid directly by Federal, State or Local governments. Of the 145,600,000 figure,
56,800,000 are employees and 88,800,000 are estimated to be the employees'
dependents.

Mr. CORMAN. The only value I can see in the Administration's p roposal is that it makes the insurance compulsory and by that mechanism
removes from the insurance costs the costs of selling. I don't think
anyone can quarrel with the insurance industry. For that part of the
American people who are not obligated to buy it, somebody has to sell
it to them. Ihey estimate for the first year 40 percent of the premium
to be the selling cost. I think that is perfectly legitimate, but I am
wondering how costly that part of your program is going to be. How
much is it going to cost uis to get those people to take advantage of
this proposal? You realize that in the long run all their dollars are
buying them is a certain amount of medical care. When costs go up,
they are getting 10 percent off, but they are paying 40 percent in the
selling cost.
I)r. ROTi. Well, I might only comment, Mr. Corman, that this gives
me a dilemma, because we have been talking about our lack of en70-174 0
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thusiasin for having our way of providing medical care radically
remodeled. lHowever, I think there is inherent in our proposal a radical remodeling in the way the insurance industry is going to do business. This may account for the fact that they' have their own bill
rather than completely endorsing ours, but there are going to be substantial changes in the marketing of insurance, health insurance, on
this basis.
In the first place, there is not going to be wide open competition in
advertising among companies and prepaid plans and Blue Shield, Blue
Cross, and so on, because only a certain number are going to be doing
business in any one jurisdiction, as they are approved by State insurance commissioners. and D)eople in that State, presumably, would only
be buying or taking policies from those approved companies.
This eliminates much of the appeal of the mail order advertising,
full page newspaper advertising, of health insurance.
You are absolutely correct when you point out that a major cost
element in the administration of individual policies is because of tlis,
the cost of advertising and direct sales, and that this is not normally
a feature in group insurance.
These coml)anies don't sell much group insurance by their advertising programs. This is done by dealing with responsible personnel
people and business people who are signing up for group coverage. It
seems to us that there would be a major reduction in administrative
costs, markedly bringing the area of individual policy sales which
is most expensive now, down to the level where the private insurance
industry has shown itself to be quite competitive with Government.
As a matter of fact, I think I would have to defer to the insurance
industry on this, but I believe that they can show that their administrative costs in the Federal employees' health benefit program is as
good or better than the administrative costs in the portion of the
program which is managed by the Government alone.
Mr. CORMAN. Yes, sir, but the people I am concerned about at the
moment are those who are going to be buying individual health insurance policies, and I really suspect there are many, many millions
of them. They are people who don't work for the Government or large
companies nor are members of unions where they get that kind of
arrangement. There must be on the whole 200 million people. I guess
w-1 are talking about half of them.
With respect to these individual policy cases, I assume the companies would have to have some exclusions of pre-existing medical
conditions. For instance, I can't wait until I get emphysema and then
go buy into the system.
Dr. ROThi. Our thought is that indeed you could. It is essential that
you should be able to, and as a matter of fact, since particularly in the
lowest income groups, the really disadvantaged people, the rural people who may somehow or other remain unaware of this program, the
first real contact with the system may be when illness develops and
someone in that family appears in the doctor's office or is admitted to
tbe hospital. We really envision ways of making this coverage retroactive to cover even this. It. certainly makes sense that it should, because of the cost of illness is going to have to be borne in one way or
another, and we would rather make it through the program, for uniformity, than to have to set up some additional kind of program to
take care of that.
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Mr. CORMAN. Then your legislation envisages that we have Federal
regulation of the insurance policy that prohibits excluding existing
conditions when the beneficiary buys the policy?
Dr. Rorn. IThat is correct. This would even apply to the patients
in the hospital with a disability when they are first covered.
Mr. CORMAN. Did your actu-aries take this into account when they
estimated the cost would be $650 a year?
Dr. ROTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. CORMAN. That is very difficult to believe. Any thinking American would just wait until lie is sick to buy his insurance policy if
lie has the opportunity to do so, when he knows that his existing
condition at that time (toes not exclude hir. from coverage.
All of the policies that I know about now just will not insure you
against the known problems. They only insure you against the unknown problems, and their rates are really substantially more than
this for the kind of coverage that involves, say, 60 days in the hospital or numerous doctor's visits.
Dr. PARRoTr. There are many insurances that will give you a waiting
period for known diseases.
With a known uterine disease, the insurance company will pay for a
hysterectomy after a certain waiting period. They will do the same
with other conditions on certain policies.
Mr. CORMAN. Individual policies, or group policies?
Dr. PARROTT. Mort of the policies we see are group policies.
Mr. CORMAN. Of course. You can take a group, because they aren't
going to have the same thing at the same time. Say, I am an individual, and I make $10,000 a year. By the time I pay my taxes and feed
my kids, I don't have much money left. Somebody says, "You ought
to have an insurance policy." I say, "I don't need it now. I will wait
until I get sick and then buy it."
Under your proposal, I could do that. Am I correct?
Dr. PARROTT. Under this type of program, I believe there is going
to be forced upon the insurance situation a State pooling, because
we have to cover the bad risks, too, and I think there is going to
have to be a way in which insurance is managed to make the insurance work for disadvantaged people.
Mr. CORMAN. I am not disadvantaged. I make $10,000 a year.
)r. PRxirm'. The. same thing would apply. It would be an advantage to have this program where you would not have to worry about
belonging to a group.
Mr. CORMAN. But I don't want to get into the group until I get'
sick, because I don't want to be spending $560 a year for something
I don't need. If I am well, I don't think I need that coverage.
I am wondering what would happen to the costs if you allow the individual to stay out of the program until he gets sick.
Dr. PARRoi-'. The program is worked out on the prospect that it
would reali near universality.
Mr. COR AN. But the universality is dependent on the individual
decisions. Why should I buy? Not to get the $60 tax credit.
Dr. RoTi. Your point is understood and well taken. This is a
problem any time that you try to achieve functional coverage. There
is no sense having an insurance program if nobody has the coverage.
It is probably pointed out most sharply in the problems that your
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committee has been wrestling with as far as the disabled, the proposals
that they be covered l)y extensions of medicare.
This is a populationn that is, for all intents and purposes, 100 percent a liability to the l)rogra i so that your )olicy depends on actaarial calculations recognizing that this is i indeed a fact.
Now, $6(30 is a premium for insurance coverage for a family of four
today and will, on a group basis, buy more benefits for a selected
group than we have indicated in our coverage.
But this is because our actuaries tell us that we have got these problenis to cOl) with, that we have to accept that we, are not covering a
selected group.
This is one of the problems of looking at, for example, the Kaiser
Permanente experience, which has been so widely quoted. Kaiser Permanente has been, as yet, an across-the-board, all risk type of coverage. It does not accept people from the totally zero income level. It
isn't a pove' ty program. This is the challenge to the INMO, to see
whether you can make this kind of thing work.
We believe that actuarily it can be made to work, but I concede to
you, sir, that, if every person in the country took the attitude that they
were not going to buy their insurance until they were ill, we would be
in about. the same situation as if nobody would buy automobile insurance until they had a wreck. This wouhl be very difficult.
We think there is a sufficiently sound recognition of the insurance
principle in this country that we have a sound base on the group insurance experience as it now exists, and that with education and the
tax incentives it will indeed spread. We would hope nobody would
preach your approach.
Mr. CORM(r3AN. What you really have to hope is that the individual
doesn't figure it out more himself. The fellow living on $10,000 a year
gives a lot of thought to where he puts $660 of his money and the
insurance broker comes around and tells him how great it is to be
covered, and somebody else says, "Well, don't buy it this year, you
are well; wait until next year, and if you get sick, then buy it." I
really think that would destroy the whole theory of insurance.
Dr. RIOTH. Am I not correct, however, in recalling that the Health
Insurance Association of America's own bill constructed by the people
who ought to be the experts in the field has fundamentally this same
concept?
Mr. CORA . I didn't ask them these questions. Maybe I should
have.
Dr. Rurri. I wish you had asked them.
Mr. B3URLESON. If the gentleman will yield.
In introduced that bill, and I would say no, it is entirely voluntary in
every respect. There is no requirement or any compulsion anywhere.
Dr. Rowmm. This is what I mean. This is what I was saying, So that
the question that he was directing to our bill would be equally appropriately directed to your bill, is this correct?
Mr. BURLJESON. That is true, but in Medicredit you do have a requiremnent on the employer's part to meet necessary obligations if he is to
receive tax benefits. There is a feature of compulsion on the part of
somebody, somewhere in the system, and H.R. 43 and 49 is the only
proposal which doesn't have a feature of any sort of compulsion.
Dr. RoTh. Our compulsion is on the tax reduction to the employer
if his coverage does not meet the specified benefits.
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Mr. BURL,'SON. Tliat is correct.
Dr. Ro'rir. Than you.
Mrs. Gim ,','rriis. Mr.
Chairman, may I ask this

Wouldn't it be that a family of four doesn't generally pay out $560
a year in health care?
Dr. RoTh. As an insurance premium?
Mrs. GnIFFITIIs. No, not as an insurance premium, but just for
health care. Isn't the bill generally $250 or $300 for a faily of four?
I)r. Roriii. WVe don't,have that figure, Mrs. Grifliths.
Mrs. Git1FFITiiS. If it is-I think it is about $300 generally-it would
mean that really the family would be just as well off not to have it at
all, not to have the coverage at all as to buy $560 worth until they
really got sick, after they really needed it.
Dr. Rorh. They would be really well off if they never got sick.
Mrs. GmEFn'ns. If they could wait, as Mr. (orman suggests, that
they could wait until they are ill, they would wait until they had an
illness that would cost more than $560.
Dr. RoTit. Isn't this the (oldproblemm of spreading the risk? If the
family could l)e guaranteed that it was going to be the average family
and spend $300 a year, this is absolutely correct, but the insurance
principle is for covering the risk, because that family gets hit with the
$1,500 where the other families, five other families, pay nothing.
MIrs. GIFFITIHS. But, the point, of Mr. Corman, as I understand, is
that You are not spreading the risk. You are in reality saying to every
one of these people, "You don't, have to buy until you are sick." Then
you don't spread the risk between the sick and the well. Only the sick
are going to buy this insurance, and I would assume that this would
really be true with big employers. If they are going to negotiate with
unions for this coverage, I think they would run a few little statistics
of their own and say to the employees, "W1e will buy it when you
are sick," which I think would be really devastating.
1)r. ROTI. Well, it just sim-ply woulanh't work if that were the case.
Mr. CoRMAN. I had that feeling when I read the bill.
If I could turn to your closing statementDr. ROTi. I don't think that really is a
Mr. CORMAN. I think what you will find, if you check with the
people who did your insurance estimates, is that they did not anticipate insuring existing conditions immediately, because you are talking about the fact that there was too much money put into the old
people's doctor bills ?
Dr. RoTh. Well, the principle to which I alluded is that medicare
provided coverage, for everyone over 65 without any reference to their
ability to pay. The insurance companies had provided, had sold, coverage to millions of these people that obviously had some ability to insure themselves against cost of illness in spite of their age. There were
many people who probably had that capacity without reference to insurance, and the Federal Government paid all of those premiums.
This is a major difference between the medicare program and our
eldercare proposal, because we felt that those over the age of 65 who
could contribute to insuring themselves, should.
Mr. CORMAN. Take them as a conglomerate, everybody over 65.
This medical bill wasn't any higher or lower because of medicare. It
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is just that you feel we shifted the responsibility for paying it in part,
at least, to the, wrong person-tie Federal Government?
Dr. Ro<'ri . This is an important element. We also feel the development of this vast administrative creation has probably been more
costly than it. night have been if we had followed the eldercare use
of existing insuran ce company mechanisms.
Mr. CORIAIN. ldercare antic ipated voluntary purchase of insurance, did it not?
.Dr. Ro'rir. It did.
Mr. Coiz-NrAN. Then we get hack to the problem. of how much of the
premium dollar goes for health care and how much for selling insuran} ce.
I think it is probably about the same here, and the argument is
really who should have paid for it.
Mr. Ro'rii. Well, yes. I do not believe the figures show an immense
increase in the amount of medical care or the number of patients that
were provided care when medicare became ,available to them. There
was a time back there in 1965 when a Inumber of things were happening in the medical care field.
This was about the time that the coronary care units and the sophisticated equipment, that I referred to in my earlier testimony was invented. It became necessary for virtually every hospital, 'if it was
going to maintain its reputation and ability, to equip itself with these
things. This is about, the time that dialysis for kidney disease came
along, and this was also the time when the substandard pay scales of
the hospital people were beginning to become a major issue, and the
effort was made-which is not complete yet-to bring these hospital
pay levels up to a standard acceptable level.
All of these things conspired to increase the cost, particularly of
hosDital care.
Mr. CoizRAN. Those costs were not affected by the introduction of
medic,;'o, one way or the other.
Dr. ]o'rn. They were not.
I)r. ,PARmor. NTo, they were not. Ve made a pretty good estimate of
what medicare would cost, and testified to that effect before this committee. It didn't come quite that high, but it came closer to that figure
than to the $2.1 billion.
Mr. ColmrAN. We would both agree that to deliver that medical care
to those people would cost $7 biliibn, regardless of who provided the
care. You weren't really quarreling about the fact that the care was
needed and the price was reasonable, but the quarrel was who should
pay for it.
Dr. Pxmmo'-r. That is right.
Mr. CoRm.,N. Mr. Burleson ?
BURLESON.
or. No questions.
Mr. CoRrA-N. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Dr. PARROTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The following material was received by the committee:)
STATEMENT OF AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
OPPOSITION TO INCLUSION OF CHIIROPRACTIC SERVICES IN HEALTH
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE LEGISLATION

BENEFITS UNDER

The American Medical Association believes it is Imperative that the services
provided the public in any national health insurance legislation must be quality
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health services and we sincerely believe, as do niy other national organizations
interested in protecting tile public lialth, that these covered services must not
include such uiniscientilic cults ais chiropractic an(l naturopat hy.
Attentioni is called to the attached "Brief on Chiropractic" and the leaflet
"what they say about chiropractic", in sUp1)ort of this vital position.
BRIEF ON CHIROPRACTIC

The medical profession, the rest. of this nation's scientific community and
ny, niiy other national organizations interested in maintaining quality health
care for the elderly are unalterably opposed to the inclusion of chiropractic
in Medicare in any formn because such inclusion seriously would reduce the quality
of health care provided and increase the cost without any justification. The
evidence is overwhelmingly conclusive, documented by independent studies,
that chiropractic is an unscientific cult whose practitioners lack the necessary
training anId background to diagnose and treat human disease.
The cost of inclusion of chiropractors on the same basis as doctors of medicine
or doctors of osteopathy was estimated in 1969 by the Social Security Administration at 260 a month per enrollee or $60 million. Government agencies have
estimated that 4 million persons patronize chiropractors annually-or about 2
per cent who patronize chiropractors.
Three government reports, including one ordered by the Congress, have found
that chiropractic is nt qualified as a health care provider. They are:
IE\W study report to Congress entitled Indepieident Practitioners IInder Medicare (December, 1968)
Taslk Force on Medlicmid and Related Programs (June, 1970)
National Advisory Commission on Iealth Manpower (November, 1967)
In addition, the Federal Government's own Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council (HIBAC) has advised Congress of its strong opposition to chiropractic
inclusion.
This position also is supported publicly by:
The American Public Health Association
The American HosI)ital Association
The Association of American Medical Colleges
Most health-oriented national organizations
This position also is supported independently by.
The AFL-CIO
The National Council of Senior Citizens
The Consumer Federation of America
The attached leaflet entitled "What They Say About Chiropractic" Includes
excerpts of these and other public statements in Oi)positiol to chiropractic.
The Task Force on Medicaid and Related Programs specifically recommends
also that "A legislative amendment should be enacted (by the Congress) denying Federal financial )articil)ation in Medicaid payments to chiropractors and
naturopaths." This position also is strongly supported by the American Public
Health Association, the AMA, the Consumer Federation of America and others.
Inclusion of chiropractic would open the door to inclusion of other cults such
as naturopatlis and naprapaths and would create administrative chaos.
Other documented points:
No chiropractic school is accredited by any recognized educational accrediting
agency in the United States.
Chiropractic schools and students are not included in HEW programs such as
Health Professions Educational Improvement Grants, Health Professions Stu(lent Scholarships, and Health Professions Student Loans.
Chiropractors are not granted commissions in the Armed Forces and are
not eligible to practice in VA Hospitals, nor are they allowed to practice in any
hospital accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
Chiropractic has publicly opposed school immunization programs and community fluoridation programs, both endorsed by the United States Public Health
Service.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE
The U.S Department of HEW submitted to Congress findings of an independni, unbiased study of chiropractic
ordered by Congress under the title of "Independent
Practitioners Under Medicare" with a letter of transmittal dated December 28, 1968, and signed by Wilbur J.
Cohen, then Secretary of HEW. In regard to chiropractic,
the Conclusions and Recommendations of the HEW
report
were:
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. There is a body of basic scientific knowledge related to
health, disease and health care. Chiropractic practitioners
ignore or take exception to much of this knowledge despite the fact that they have not undertaken adequate scientific research.
2 There is no valid evidence that subluxation, if it exists, is a significant factor in disease processes. Therefore, the broad application to health care of a diagnostic
procedure such as spinal analysis and a treatment procedure
such as spinal adjustment is not justified
3. The inadequacies of chiropractic education, coupled
with a theory that de-emphasizes proven causative factors in disease processes, proven methods of treatment,
and differential diagnosis, make it unlikely that a chiropractor can make an adequate diagnosis and know the appropriate treatment, and subsequently provide the indicated treatment or refer the patient Lack of these capabilities in independent practitioners is undesirable because:
appropriate treatment could be delayed or prevented entirely, appropriate treatment might be interrupted or
stopped completely, the treatment offered could be contraindicated, all treatments have some risk involved with
their administration, and inappropriate treatment exposes
the patient to this risk unnecessarily
4 Manipulation (including chiropractic manipulation) may
be a valuable technique for relief of pain due to loss of
mobility of joints. Research in tnis area is inadequate;
therefore, it is suggested that research that is based upon
the scientific method be undertaken with respect to manipulation
RECOMMENDATION
Chiropractic theory and practice are not based upon the
body of basic knowledge related to health, disease and
health care that has been widely accepted by the scientific
community. Moreover, irrespective of its theory, the
scope and quality of chiropractic education do not prepare
the practitioner to make an adequate diagnosis and provide appropriate treatment. Therefore, it is recommended
that chiropractic service not be covered in the Medicare
program.
TASK FORCE ON MEDICAID AND RELATED PROGRAMS
In its report to the U.S. Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, dated June 30, 1970, the Task Force on Medicaid
and Related Programs concluded that payment for chiropractic and naturopathic services "is not an effective use
of Federal Medicaid funds." The report recommended"A legislative amendment should be enacted denying
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Federal financial participation
chiropractors and naturopaths "

in

Medicaid

payments

to.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON HEALTH
MANPOWER
In its 1967 report to the President, the National Advisory
Commission on Health Manpower states, "Although chiropractic
is not the only existing cult, it is the only one which still constitutes a significant hazard to the public "
In discussing state licensure of chiropractors, the Commision also says' "Ideally
the statutes should be repealed to
remove the cult's shield of legitimacy," and adds' "
It
should be recognized that no matter how high they are set, no
matter how strictly they are enforced, licensure standards cannot redeem the scientific invalidity of chiropractic."
In its summary and conclusions, the Commission states "Attempts to control unscientific schools of practice or cultism by
licensure cannot give unscientific practices a scientific basis
but can endanger the public by giving unscientific schools, such
as chiropractic, protection through the sanction of law."
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
The following resolution was approved by the Governing Council,
American Public Health Association, November 13, 1969:
"It appears that the practice of chiropractic and naturopathy
constitutes a hazard to the health and safety of our citizens
The American Public Health Association therefore urges,
"1. That Congress amend Title XIX of the Social Security Act
to specify that Federal funds not be used to match State Medicaid expenditures for chiropractic or naturopathic services
"2 That Congress not amend XVIII of the Social Security Act
to permit coverage of chiropractic or naturopathic services in
the Medi'a-e program
"3 That State legislatures and health agencies not include
chiropractors and naturopaths under State health programs
"4. That States reevaluate their existing licensure programs
forchiropractors and naturopaths to determine whether such
licenses should be further restricted or abolished, and that
existing restrictions be more rigorously policed
"5. That professional and consumer groups undertake appropiate consumer education on the hazards of unscientific health
care, including chiropractic and naturopathy"
AFL-CIO
Excerpt from "Fact Sheet" submitted by AFL-CIO in connection with testimony by Andrew J, Blemiller, Director, AFLCIO Legislative Department, before U S Senate Finance Committee, September 15, 1970
"Care ofpatients should only be entrusted to those who have
a sound scientific knowledge of disease and whose experience
and competence render them capable of diagnosing and treating
patients by utilizing all the resources of modern medicine
Since neither chiropractic theory nor the quality of chiropractic
education equip chiropractors to do this, the AFL-CIO opposes
coverage of chiropractic services in the Medicare program
CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA
The Consumer Federation of America, representing 184 local,
state and national consumer-oriented organizations with mil-

lions of members throughout the nation, adopted the following
resolution at its Annual Meeting on August 29, 1970
WHEREAS, CFA is concerned that studies of chiropractics
have not produced evidence of the scientific validity of chiropractic theory and practices, and
WHEREAS, CFA is jravely concerned that medicare coverage
of chiropractic services would needlessly expose beneficiaries
to potential health hazards--particularly the harm which would
result when beneficiaries treated by such practitioners delay or
avoid seeking proper medical care, and
WHEREAS, chiropractors are not trained to diagnose possible
malignancies, diabetes, acute heart conditions or similar systemic diseases which frequently underly the symptomatic complaints of their patients, and
WHEREAS, the aged and needy are most vulnerable to patient
management techniques but frequently less capable of judging
the efficacy of the treatment they receive, and
WHEREAS, in addition to increasing the health hazards to
beneficiaries the inclusion of chiropractic services would add
substantially to the cost of the Medicare program,
BE IT RESOLVED, that CFA urges the Senate Finance Committee to reject the inclusion of chiropractic services under the
Medicare, Medicaid, and all other federally supported health
programs 3t this iime.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Excerpt from the Senior Citizens News, January 1969, official
publication of the National Council of Senior Citizens
"Chiropractic treatment, designed to eliminate causes that
do not exs't while denying the existence of the real causes, is
at best worthless--and at worst mortally dangerous "
AT YOUR OWN RISK: The Case Against Chiropractic
This book (New York City, Trident Press, 1969) by science
writer Ralph Lee Smith was written after Mr Smith's penetratinq, personal investigation of chiropractic Author Smith concludes that "The theory of chiropractic is scientifically false,
and treatments given in accordance with the theory bear no
relationship to the cause or cure of human disease Its practice
should therefore be prohibited, and its personnel should be retrained to enter other professions."
Mr Smith proposes two steps that he says must be taken by
the legislatures in the 48 states that license chiropractors,
"The first step, and one that must be taken immediately, is
to prohibit further use of X ray by chiropractors . .
"The next step is for each state to create an orderly program
for withdrawing chiropractic licenses."
U.S. DISTRICT COURT (affirmed by U.S. Supreme Court)
A federal court ruled in 1965 that the State of Louisiana could
refuse to license chiropractors, holding, in effect, that the state
has the right to require chiropractors to meet the same educational requirements as doctors of medicine The U S. Supreme
Court affirmed the decision in 1966
The court's opinion, expressing the unanimous ruling by three
federal judges, stated, "If the education obtained in chiropractic
schools does not meet the standards of, . the United States
Office of Education, it may well be that the Legislature of Louisiana felt that in the public interest a diploma from ar approved
medical school should be required of a chiropractor before he
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is allowed to treat all the human ailments chiropractors contend
can be cured by manipulation of the spine
In the case, England v. Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners (246 F Supp 993), the court ruled that the state had not
done more "than is necessary to protect the health of its citizens. . ."
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
In a January 14, 1970 letter from the American Hospital Association to the Ways and Means Committee of the LI S, House of
Representatives, an AHA spokesman explained, in part.
"The Department of Health Education and Welfaro during the
preparation of its December, 1968, report to Congress, 'Independent Practitioners Under Medicare,' invited comment by the
American Hospital Association At that time we recommended
that chiropractors not be considered for inclusion under Part 8,
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act
"Inconsidering this question one must appreciate hiat chiropractic would not be lust an additional service under medicare,
but rather, an alternative form of providing services different
from that already approved through the use of Doctors of Medicine and Osteopathy. While chiropractors do not normally practice in hospitals approved for the medicare program or hospitals approved by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Hospitals, the AHA's interest in this matter emanates frcm two
specific areas of concern These areas are the delivery of
quality health care for patients and the most effective use of
medicare financial resources to meet this primary objective
for the elderly patient ."
The AHA letter also pointed out, "Utilization of medicare
financial resources for an alternative form Of service, chropractic, would be most unfortunate," and that the HEW report
demonstrates expenditures for chiropractic services "would
not effectively promote the primary objective of the medicaree]
program as established by Congress."
In conclusion, the AHA letter emphasized:
"The conclusions of the subject report regarding chiropractic
strongly support the Department of Health, Education and We,fare's recommendation 'that chiropractic services not be covered in the medicare program ' As I have indicated above, thi.
Association supported this recommendation when the HEW report was in preparation and continues to do so "
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
Excerpt from letter of January 26, 1970, from the Association
of American Medical Colleges to the Ways and Means Committee of the U.S House of Representatives:
...The overwhelming evidence of a lack of scientific base,
as well as other educational shortcomings, in the training of
chiropractitioners strongly suggests that the inclusion of a provision which gives these individuals an opportunity to bill and
collect fees under Part B of the Me Jicare program would not be
in the best interests of the benefciaries of the program. Furthermore, we believe that it is imperative that the program's
beneficiaries be assured that the care to which they are entitled
conforms to the highest standards. It is our conclusion that
this would not be true ifchiropractic services were provided
with an opportunity to participate in the supplementary medical
insurance plan under the medicare program."

HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL
The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council (HIBAC),
which was established in the Social Security Act to serve as an
advisory group to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, commented, in part, in a letter to HEW:
"The Council strongly opposes the payment of medicare
benefits for chiropractic services. The Council is unanimously
of the view that such services have no medical value. Indeed,
its encouragement by the Federal Government through recognilion of a role for it in medicare might actually result in harm
to medicare beneficiaries because they would delay or avoid
seeking proper medical care Also, th's additional funds necessary to make such payments would add substantially to the
financial burdens of the medicare program, and might require
another increase in the Part B premium to be borne by all
beneficiaries including thove who disapprove of chiropractic."
HEALTH INSURANCE COUNCIL
HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
A Statement on "Limited Practitioners" was passed by the
Health Insurance Council's Executive Committee on October 1,
1969, and approved by the Health insurance Association of
America's Board of Directors on October 28, 1969. HIAA member companies write more than 90% of the nation's health insurance The statement is, in part
"The member insurance companies of the Health Insurance
Council, mindful of their obligation to assure the American
people that the highest possible quality of medical care is being
provided, support the concept that the providers of health care
should base such care on scientifically-established methods of
diagnosis and treatment. These companies also realize how
vital it is for practitioners who hold themselves out as qualified individuals to treat human illness and disease to have adequate initial and continuing education and training. Further,
such education and training, at a minimum, should be conducted
in institutions that are accredited by recognized educational accrediting agencies "
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY
Board of Chancellors and Council of American College of
Radiology approved a resolution in February 1969 advising the
p,.ople of the United States that ACR member radiologists "regard the use of radiation by chiropractors as unwarranted and
without likelihood of significant medical gain
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEONS
The AAOS adopted a resolution pointing out that "Orthopaedic
surgeons with particular knowledge of the musculoskeletal system have greater insight into the hoax of chiropractic" The
AAOS resolution also affirmed the American Medical Association's Statement of Policy on Chiropractic, and requested that
the Academy "establish appropriate activities to alert the professional and lay public of the hazards of such unscientific
practice..."
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, INC.
The Executive Committee of the American Cancer Society approved the following official statement in July 1967:
"Chiropractic is not based on a sound scientific medical approach to cancer and has no place in the diagnosis or treat-
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meant of cancer Because early diagnosis and proper treatment
of cancer are vital in the saving of lives and the diminution of
suffering from cancer, the use of chiropractic in the diagnosis
or treatment of persons afflicted with cancer represents a
health hazard "

The AMA Statement on Chiropractic also has been endorsed by:
Interspecialty Committee of the American Medical Association
(representing 19 national medical specialty groups)
The American Academy of General Practice

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN
The Board of Directors of the National Association for Retarded Children, upon the recommendation of the NARC Public
Health Services Committee, unanimously endorsed the following statement in 1968
'Because of the increased national interest in helping the
mentally retarded it is vitally important that the NARC goes on
record as stating that the Association knows of no established
scientific evidence that supports the value of any current practices of chiropractors in diagnostic, therapeutic or education
activities in mental retardation."

The American Academy of Pediatrics
American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine
The American Surgical Association
American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
The American Broncho-Esophagological Association
The Central Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE
A statement adopted by the American College of Sports Medicine in 1968 emphasizes
"The American College of Sports Medicine does not recognize practitioners of chiropractic, naprapathy, and naturopathy
as appropriate for membership in the College b,:cause the Cotlege considers the principles underlying their alleged healing
practices are not founded on scientific grounds
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
(Statement on Chiropractic adopted by AMA House of Delegates,
Novermber 1966)
It is the position of the medical profession that chiropractic
is an unscientific cult whose practitioners lack the necessary
training and background to diagnose and treat hunian disease
Chiropractic constitutes a hazard to rational health care in the
United States because of the substandard and unscientific education of its practitioners and their rigid adherence to an irrational, unscientific approach to disease causation
In 1965 a United States District Court, in upholding a state's
constitutional right to refuse to license chiropractic, said that
"since chiropractic claims to be a complete and independent
healing art capable of curing almost all kinds of disease, the
state legislature may have felt that the requirement of a foundation in materia medical and curgery. . would be a protection to
the public " Without dissent, the United States Supreme Court
affirmed the decision
The wisdom of these decisions by the nation's highest courts
justifies the medical profession's education program of alerting the nation to the public health threat posed by the cult of
chiropractic,
Patients should entrust their health care only to those who
have a broad scientific knowledge of diseases and ailments of
all kinds, and who are capable of diagnosing and treating them
with all the resources of modern medicine'. The delay i-f proper
medical care caused by chiropractors and their opposition to
the many scientific advances in mode, i medicine, such as lifesaving vaccines, often ends with tragic results.

(Other organizations have endorsed the AMA Statement of Policy
on Chiropractic. See back page.)

National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association
American Thoracic Society
American Psychiatric Association

American Medical Association
Department of Investigation
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610
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AMERICAN

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

Chicago, Ill., December 8, 1971.
HON. WILBUR D. MILLS,
Chairnia, Coininittce ob lays (ind Mcans, U.S. House of J~cprcscntatics, Longworth Hotise Office Building, Washingtoni, D.C.
)AR CONGRESSMAN MILLS: The purpose of this letter is two-fold : (1) to correct
certain statements appearing in the transcript of the record and (2) to state
our support for an extension of the expiring maternal and child care provisions of
Title V of the Social Security Act.
It has come to our attention that during colloquy between Doctor Robert Cooke,
Chairman, Departnient of Pediatrices, Johns Hopkins University Hospital, and
Congressman Carey, certain statement:3 were made which might indicate that
the American Medical Association (toes not support the maternal and child care
provisions under Title V.
As a matter of fact, we strongly supl)ort Title V programs. Moreover, during
appropriations hearings, both before the House and Senate Committees, we
advocated full funding. The following excerpt is taken from our testimony
presented June 17, 1971, before the House Subcommittee on Labor and Health,
Education, and Welfare as follows:
"Mr. Chairman, our Association urges that this Conmnittee provide full funding for the Maternal find Child Health Care programs under Title V. Tile formula
and project grants should be supported in full. Formula grant programs are the
major sources of care for mothers and children who (1o not have access to
private care for preventive services and treatment of sickness. The maternal and
infant care projects now in operation have substantially reduced infant mortality
rates in areas where they have traditionally been highest by providing early and
comprehensive medical care to high risk women and follow-up treatment for
mothers and infants. More importantly, these projects, ii reducing the number
of neurologically damaged children, have improved the quality of life for many.
In addition, the children and youth programs have provided preventive health
services, diagnosis, treatment, and after-care, as well as early identification of
defects which are ('crrectable.
"Notwithsto ending the progress being nmade, the magnitude of the unmet health
needs of infants, children find youth is staggering. Existing programs must be
continued. Failure to (1o this would be a giant step backward. Many communities
endeavoring lo create new maternal and child health programs or to expand
present services are unable to do so because sufficient funds are not available. The
Title V legislation provides the means for financial assistance. The American
Medical Association recommends strong support of the programs for maternal
and child health and crippled children's services under Title V, including both
formula and project grants, and recommends that full authorization of $325
million be appropriated for fiscal 1972, instead of the projected $235 million."
In addition to full funding, we strongly support an extension of the Title V
maternal and infant, as well as the children and youth, programs which will
expire next June.
The colloquy referred to occurred at page 2869 of the draft transcript of the
Committee hearings on November 16. We would appreciate if this letter could
be inserted at the appropriate place in the hearings so that our position may be
appropriately presented.
Thank you for this courtesy.
ERNEST B. HOWARD, M.D.
Sincerely,

Mr. CORMAN. Our next witness is Dr. Wallace D. Buchanan, past
president, Dr. Robert W. McConnell, president, and Otha W. Linton,
director, Washington Office, American College of Radiology.
We are pleased to welcome you to the committee, gentlemen.

Dr. Buchanan, if you would identify the gentlemen with you we
would be pleased to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF DR. WALLACE D. BUCHANAN, PAST PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ROBERT W. McCONNELL, PRESIDENT; AND OTHA W. LINTON, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE
Dr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
On behalf of the 8,000 physicians who are members of the American
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College of Radiology I want to express appreciation to the Committee
Ieans for hearing our comments and concerns about
on Ways and
pen(ling national health insurance legislation.
I am I )r. Wiillace 1). Buchanan, a practicing radiologist in South
Bend, Ind. I am a past president of the college. Ifere with ine today
is the current president, I)r. Robert W. McConnell of I)allas, and
Mr. Otha. WV. Linton, director of the Washington office of the college.
Radiologists are p)hysicians. As such, they belong to the American Medical As-ociation and to State and local medical societies. Many
of these groups have presented views al)out the philosophies and economics of the, proposals before you. The American College of Radiology has a )olicy statement of )rinc.iples we regard as essential to
delivery of good health care. A copy is appended to this testimony.
With yoUr l)ermis4ioi, I would speak to the pragmatic problemm of
providing good radiologic services within any pattern of health care.
A radiologist specializes in the use of X-rays and other forms of
radiation for the diagnosis and treatment of disease. In 1970, according to a. Ptu)lic Health Service study, Americans received some 137
million rad iologic examinations. About two-thirds of that total were
perlforiied by specialists in radiology working in their own offices
alld in hospital X-ray del)artments. In addition, radiologists were
involved in the performancee of an estimated six to eight million diagiloSti( radioisotol)e procedures. I'hos of us who perform radiation
therapy have a hand in the care of almost two-thirds of all cancer
patients treated during any year. A radiologist is personally involved
in each one of these procedures.
With this kind of responsibility and direct involvement in the medical care of millions of Americans each year, it is particularlyy vexing
to have oiii services described as they were on October 19 by Secretary Richardson in the l)hrase, "laboratory, X-ray and other ancillary
medical services." This differentiation from other medical specialities
is not justified by the facts or by our licensure. It, is an artificial
distinction.
In addressing ourselves to the legislation before you, we feel it
necessary to point out that some of the issues reltresent differences
of opinion within the health community which did not originate with
medicare. The advent of medicare required us to make some tough
decisions. It also required the Congress to make some decisions about
the relationships among health providers. Many of us hope these
decisions will now be affirmed in tio broader legislation.
Some members of this committee will remember that proponents
of some versions of medicare in 1965 sought to limit coverage of X-ray
services under the program to those provided in hospital X-ray departments and billed by hospitals. Fortunately, the committee rejectel this expensive and pirejudicial policy. onme 40 percent of
the diagnostic X-ray procedures in the country are perfo med in the
private offices of radiologists and other physicians. The expense of
expanding hospital facilities to absorb these millions of examinations
would have been sllbstantia1 and utterly wasteful.
Since 1965), the Social Security Administration has confirmed that
hospitads are the most expensive location for health care services.
Most (loctors understood this long before the actuaries confirmed it.
But, somehow the unfortunate idea was i)ut forth that the doctor in
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a hospital or clinic is a better practitioner than the same dotor in
his own office.
If I seem to l)elabor this point, it is because radiologists luve worked
for years to eliminate discriinaination in insurance coverage by site of
service. Many private, insurance plans still decline to pay for diagnostic X-ray services performed in the offices of radiologists. A few
Carriers still wish to pay only for examinations which produce a
positive diagnosis of disease and not for the majority of those which
rule out disease. This kind of thinking is doubly abslird if the emphasis is to be placed on preventive health and kkeeping people out of
hospitals.
The argument is made that radiolo y should )e treated differently
than other medical practice because it is differelut. This is valid only
in the sense that the diagnostics, radiologist is a consultant, not a primary pl)hysician. But so are most of the other 22 groups of medical
specialists. In 1965, I told this committee that the nation's radiologsts
wanted to be treated in the Medicare legislation exactly the same way
as other physicians were to be covered. The committee granted that
request and upheld it in the eventual language of the law.
In the fall of 1965, the American College of Radiology adopted as
policy the position that its members practicing in voluntary hospitals
should separate tlieir I)rofessioiial fees from hospital charges where the
two elements )reviouIsly had been mixed and should submit their own
bills to patients for professional services. We also pledged that independent practice iii hospitals would -not result in higher costs to
patients.
This change in practice arrangements has been made by more than
half of the radiologists practicing in voluntary hospitals. The college
also stated as policy that where other physicians in an institution or
group are not on a fee for service basis the radiologists should conform to the practice of other physicians. This is to cover situations
where patients are not billed for services or where the entire medical
staff works on salary.
We have surveyed our members each year since 1965 to determine
the status of their practice. Our survey for 1971 shows that 54 percent
of the radiologists on the staffs of voluntary hospitals conduct their
practice independently of the institution. This figure is based upon a
response of 3,575 from a mailing of 7,400 to college members practicing in the United States in 1971. In addition to those whose practice is entirely independent, we are advised that another 14 percent
do their own billing for some portion of their practice in one or more
hospitals, but not all of their hospitals.
These changes to Aidependent practice were made in the face of
strong opposition froin some hospital groups, from some insurance
carriers including many Blue Cross plans and from the Social Security Administration. Ii our opinion, the separate regulations promnulgated by SSA for what they styled "hospital based physicians" were
discriminatory and a violation of the express intent of this comnmiittee
and the Congress.
I have recited this recent history for two purposes: One is to
emphasize to the committee that we accepted its mandate to the best
of our ability and have tried to make medicare work as written for
radiology. The second is to view with alarm continuing efforts to
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separate us from the rest of medicine, both in hospital practice and in
our offices as well.
Of the bills before you, this is most emphatically spelled out in
H.R. 22. Independent radiology services are identified in section 27, in
section 50(a) and again in section 65(b) as a different type and
category from the services of other physician specialists. Section
88(b) directs a different basis of payment for radiology. In their
explanatory remarks, the s)oisors of I.R. 22 state their intention of
reversing the parity of radiology granted by the medicare legislation.
In H.R. 48, Representative Dingell refers to diagnostic X-ray as
auxiliary services and leaves their coverage to the discretion of the
administrative bodies to be created by this bill.
In our opinion, the proposals to cover radiology in H.R. 22 and
H.R. 48 would be detrimental to the ability of radiologists to furnish
the X-ray services which will be required in the future by the American people. It is significant that since 1965, with radiology reestablishing its independent practice status, our residency training programs have filled up. They were 82 percent filled in 1965 and more
than 95 percent filled this fall. This was accompanied by an increase
of more than 400 additional positions in the nearly 300 approved
programs. Apparently, our successors share our feelings about the
importance of having the same right to choose one's terms of practice
as do other groups of practitioners.
We recognize that radiology services and radiology facilities are
expensive and should be handled efficiently. Long before medicare,
we had devised a relative value scale to aid patients and insurance
carriers in evaluating charges. We have worked with the insurance
industry to devise ways to cover radiology in offices without allowing
excessive usage or excessive charges. We have worked with our hospitals to provide coverage for swelling emergency room loads. In that
regard, we recognize the needs of our colleagues to request X-ray
studies for their own protection against claims of negligence of malpractice. We are beginning now on an extensive project to determine
the usefulness and efficacy of basic X-ray examinations which are over
used in the opinions of many of us.
We think that there are adequate and effective ways of measuring
and controlling the medical uses of X-rays by physicians without
discriminatory treatment under the law.
Our plea to this committee, if you please, is for equal treatment
with other physicians. We wish to be subjected to the same obligations, the same standards, the same reviews, and the same penalties,
if such be needed, as are imposed upon other physicians. We expect to
perform our services within the same framework and to be compensated under the same arrangements as other physicians.
I would repeat my gratitude and that of my colleagues for this
opportunity to speak to the committee.
(Attachment to Dr. Buchanan's statement follows:)
[From the Bulletin, American College of Radiology]
DELIVERY AND FINANCING

OF MEDICAL CARE

The American College of Radiology believes that:
1. Every person should have access to an adequate level of quality medical
services; no person should be made destitute by catastrophic Illness.
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2. Improved access to needed medical services can best be achieved by
strengthening our present pluralistic, medical care structure. No single system
can embrace the flexibility required to meet the present spectrum of medical
care needs.
3. Sound use and development of resources for medical care are the shared responsibility of the public, physicians, patients, administrators and third parties
who pay for medical services.
4. Public educational programs to promote more intelligent use of critical
skills and limited facilities a re urgently needed.
5. Decisions regarding the immediate medical care needs of an individual
patient must remain the prerogative and resl)onsi)ility of that pNatient's physician. )eternination of the quality of care and assessment of the medical necessity for use of professional and institutional services are, primarily, the responsibility of the medical profession.
6. The goal of community and regional planning for health care is a high level
of personal health maintenance for individums and environmental health protection for the community. Cooperation and coordination among the many interested segments of the community is, essential.
7. Provision of medical services in an ambulatory setting must be more strongly
emphasized and encouraged. Methods of financing should not limit the site of
service to an institutional environment. Financing of medical care should not
enforce or exclude a specific mode of medical service.
8. "Mechanisms developed to finance medical care must be adaptable, varied
and innovative. The goal is utilization of the most medically l)roductive and economically sound method of delivery of medical services in a specific circumstance. Insurance programs which over the costs of an adequate level of medical
services and catastrophic illness must be made available to everyone. To achieve
this, asistance from government will be necessary for some. Nevertheless, the
broad base for financing the cost of mne:lical care for the entire population should
lie evolved within the framework of a viable voluntary insurance system. Govermnent should create an environment to stimulate, not stifle, this evolution.
9. Research to advance medical knowledge, iml)rove and develop resources
for the delivery of health care, and establish new ways in which allied health
professional personnel might be used to amplify the physician's effectiveness
should be supported l)y both the private and public sectors.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I would like to say of all the people sitting up here,
I feel your position most strongly. I am part of a little group which
is referred to generally as children, lunatics, and women.
Dr. BUCHANAN. I might respond to Mrs. Griffiths' remark by saying those of us in medicine, in spite of our differences of opinion,
strongly respect your opinions.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Thank you.
Dr. BUCHANAN. I might also throw in an additional aside here, to
say that I would like you to know, Mrs. Griffiths, that you are looking
at what is generally considered to be an eminently successful specialist
who has never come close to earning $90,000 a year.
Mr. CoRi~AN. Mr. Burleson?

Mr. BURLESON. No questions.
Mr. CORhAN. Gentlemen, thank you for your testimony.
Dr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mr. CORMAN. Our next witness is Dr. Charles E. Jaeckle, L)residentelect, American Association of Ophthalmology.

Doctor, we are pleased to have you before the committee. Would you
identify the gentleman with you?
STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES E. IAECKLE, PRESIDENT-ELECT,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY; ACCOMPANIED
BY WARREN MAGEE, GENERAL COUNSEL
Dr. JAECKLE. The gentleman is Mr. Warren Magee, general counsel of the association.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Charles
E. Jaeckle. I am appearing here today on behalf of the American
Association of Ophthalmology to comment on proposals for national
health -insurance. I am a doctor of medicine, practicing in Defiance,
Ohio, specialing in diseases and abnormalities of the visual system,
an ophthalmologist.
The term "eye patient" as used here means any atient with an ocular

or visual complaint or whose attending physician finds indication for
specialist consultation or treatment with reference to the visual system.
The visual system includes the eyes and related structures, including

pathways of the brain.
No different l)rinciple applies to the care of the patient with ocular
symptoms than to the care of any other patient. Eye care is an integral
part of medical care. Patients with ocular or visual complaints need
the services of physicians in ol)hthalmology, internal medicine, neurosurgery, family l)ractice, and other branches of medicine.
"Eye care" Is the medical care provided by all these physicians to
eye patients.
Because diseases of the visual system, however, by the nature of
their sy,ptoins, are identified by the patient as eye problems, a large

percentage of eye patients go directly to the ophthalmologist.
Seventy-nine'percent of eye patients are thus self-referred.

In-hospital specialist care for the eye patient is primarily surgicalan estimated 95 percent.
Ninety-three percent of ophthalnologists' patients contacts are in
the office.
These office services are about 95 percent medical, as distinguished
from surgical services.
Medical specialist care for eye patients is delivered chiefly (72 percent) by ophthalmologists in solo practice, but ophthalmologists
have traditionally made extensive use of medical assistants. Thus, the
ophthalmologist provides the patient with the services not of a physician alone, but of a team of a physician and physician-directed medical
supportive personnel.
The American Medical Association has held officially that:
All professional nie(lical services relating to the care and treatment of the eye

patient are J)roperly included in the regular benefit structure for physician
services in health insurance and health services programs .
The American Association of Ophthalmology concurs in this
position.
We are concerned when programs which are apparently intended tor
provide services for eye patients are proposed as so-called "vision servIces" or "vision care", segregated from medical services in general.
Such terms are misnomers.
In some bills before the Congress, services of physicians and services of non physician limited practitioners are offer-ed as alternative
benefits, and in some instances with a unit-per-calendar period utilization limit, which could inadvertently lead a beneficiary to sacrifice
his entitlement to medical care by the prior use of limited nonmedical
services.
We wish to direct attention to certain features of specific bills.
The basic coverage of H-.R. 4960 embraces all medical services, except cosmetic surgery, provided by or under the direction of a doctor
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 9 - 7
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of medicine or a doctor of osteopathy, wherever rendered. It provides
all services required )y the eye patient. All beneficiaries would be covered for eye services by a l)hysician as needed.

IL.R. 7741, in the Basic Health Insurance Plan, covers the services,
"if needed," of all physicians except psychiatrists, hence all the services of l)llysicians required )y eye, patients are covered in section 603

(a) (2) and (4).
Section 603 (a) (5) provides coverage, "if needed," in a calendar
year for "one routine eve examination, in the case of a child under the
age of 12 years." Since subparagraphs (2) anid (4) cover all examinations by a 1)hysicia, siI)b)aragrapl (5) serves no useful purpose,
whatever may lIe ilntended by the term "routine eye examination." This
benefit is listed here separated from the physicians' services benefits,
but there can )e 110 true "eye examination" without the services of a
physicians.

The term "routine eye examination" does not, describe and identify a

medical service. Ph vsi.ian examinations

(subparagraphs

(2)

and

(4) ) and screening" )rocedures performed by medical assistants, includling the pediatric nurse associate mentioned (subparagraph (4) )
identify children needing eye care. Such screening is al estabhslled
1)roce(lure in physicialus' offices.

*What if this explicit limited authorization for "one routine eye ex-

amination" in a calendar year is construed to supersede the preceding
general provision for physicians' services, and a. child who has had
service under this clause then develops a complaint meriting diagnostic

ol)hthalmological examination? Might subparagraph (5) operate to

impair or prevent delivery of needed medical care, which otherwise

would have been available under subparagraph (4) ?
"Physicians' services" covers all eye examinations which may be
medically necessary. No other provision is called for.
Mr. COltAN. Doctor, we are going to have to recess to vote. Trhe
committee will recess, and we will be back in 10 minutes.
(Brief recess.)
Mr.CowirN. The committee will come to order.
Dr. Jaeckle, I understand that you have been summarizing your
statement, and perhal)s for the record, would you like for it to appear
in full?
Dr. JAECKLE. I would. I would appreciate that.
Mr. CommrA N.All right, sir. You may proceed.
We appreciate your summarizing.
Because of the problem of votes, we are going to be interrupted
again.
Your full statement will appear at this point in the record, without
objection.
(The full statement follows:)
STATEMENT

OF CIARLES E.

JAECKLE,

M.D.,

AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION

OF

OPIITHIALMOL~oGY

Mr. Chairman and Meinbers of the Conimittee, my name is Charles E. Jaeckle,
I l pl)pearing here today on behalf of the American Association of Ophthahmology to (0o111ent on l)ro)osals for national health isuraiince. I am a Doctor of
Medi.i ne, pra(.ticing in Defiance, Ohio. specializing in diseases and abnormallties of the visual system, an ol)hthahmologist. I am President-Elect of the American Association of Ophthanology.
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1.

MEDICAL

OARE

NEEDS

OF EYE

PATIENTS

(a) Definition of Eye Patient
The term, "eye patient," as used here means any patient with an ocular or
visual complaint or whose attending physician find,,; indication for specialist
consultation or treatimen t wIth reference to) the visual system.
The visual system includes the eyes and rlated structure, Including pathways
of the brain.
(b) Eye Care is Medical Care
No ditTereit l)riln(ple applies to the (ire of the patient \istl ocular symptoms
than to the cIr of any other patient. Eye care is an integral part of medical
care. Ocular manifiestations caiiot be ovluatd as Isolated disorder of a l)articular organ. The patient, with an eye problem, whether of functional, organic
or psy(.hilatric origin, requires medical exi1iilatn
1011ol
d (i1gliosis. ILttents with
ocular or vlstial (,oiilliItS need ti serves of physliebis Iin oplitlhiilogy, interuiail lie(lclle, neurosurgery, family practice and other branli(s of medicine.
"Eye care" is the iiedlical ,,.irvi provided by all these physicians to eye
patients. l'hysiciams pirovilde all "eye care."
Ally proposal 001.
that would &-ll vIth the lrovisioli of physicians' services, generitl and specialist imelical care, will automatically include the services of
physichis in oplht hal ology. A patient with an eye or visual system problem
1111y consult: his fMily physI(hln o his olklhthalologist. Many eye problems
properly are brought, to the primary, family physician, who treats them or refers
the patient to the opltllthalniologist, as may be indicated. Because (lse(ases of the
visual systeili, however, by the nature of their syiiptoiii, are ideitilled by the
pitiemit as eye pro!leiis, a large percentage of eye patients go directly to the
opht halmtologist.
2.

SPECIAL

CONSIDERATION

PERTAINING

TO

OPIITIIALMOLOGICAL MEDICAL

SERVICES

(a) 79% of eye patients are self-referred as noted above.
(b) In-hospital .pecialist (,are for the eye patient is primarily surgieal-an
estiniated 95%. Soe, patients tire admitted for medical ophthalmological management, e.g., for glaucoma. Serious injuries may require operative surgery or
iiiedhval iwiinageiiint. (as for hitraocular injury), or lbth.
(c) 93% of oplhthaliologlsts' l)atlent contracts are in the office.
(d) A ibulatory patient care services are about 95% medical, as distinguished
from surgical services. They colisist of medical diagnlosis and treatment.
(e) A recurrent need for ophthalhological services in common in early childhood and young adults, and is virtually universal after the age of 45.
(f) Medical specialist care for eye patients is delivered chiefly (72%) by
ophtlhalmologists in solo practice but ophthalmologists have traditionally made
extensive use of medical assistants. Thus the ophthalmnologist provides the patient
with the services not of it physician allone, hbut of a team of a physician and
physician-directed medical supportive personnel. Many opthalmologists practice
in coiniiiiiies too small for large multispecialty groups; increasingly opthalniologlsts are forming ophthalmology groups.
3.

MEDICAL

POSITION

ON

EYE SERVICES

(a) Eye ,Serviecs Inltegral to Medical ('are
The American Medical Association has held officially that"All professional medical services relating to the ('are and treatment of the
eye patient are properly included in the reglar benefit structure for physician
services in health insurance and health services programs." (Italic added).
The American Association of Ophthalmology concurs in this position.
(b) "Vision Care" a Misnomer
We are concerned when programs which are apparently intended to provide
services for eye )atients are proposed as so-called "vision services" or "vision
care", segregated from medical services in general. Such terms are misnomers.
As had been noted, the preservation of the patient's vision requires the Joint
efforts of physicians in almost all branches of medicine; these terms have no
medical application. Furthermore, segregation of medical services for eye patients
is not consistent with soundI medical practice.
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(e) Alternative but Unequal
Illsonie bills before Itlie congresss services of pbysilas and services of non1)hysIlanl limited pr'titloieers are offered atsalternative benefits, and in some
instliies with a unit -per-calendlar Ixriod utilization ihItl, whih'i cod ina(lvertenltly lead a Ibeleflh'liry to sacriflce his entitlement to medical care by the plor
use of linilted nonie(lical services.
(d) Pr('i.c TIcrminology
I(ent hla t lll of' he services to whhihl)bentlearles slu I be entitled in )re('s' triliililt)ogy t liii actually des('ribes Oie servi('s l)bYsi('ills renler I,4 .onihicIive Io0 eri
lilnherstt1)1(11 fig of beIieflits
all parties ilid So
to the
eoti(chelit
(hlivt'ry oil Iledlial carlle. It will by
facililtate (,.otlnunll(icatcottribuies
lollbetween 1phYsi('1a and( idinii Iiiistl'llfor iu1(1
so re(lvce costs by enalding enarrers correctly to
re,(ogiliz(, l].vs"t'alls' servitves.
'i'lle
kiiericill A sso'la t lon
f' ( lhili11110l1ogy hii l)eenl (.1)llalhorni ig withi te
A .iierita Me(li('i Ass'(cliat)i on ii coi
t liulluig Ioi sis its Illie
leveolpment of' preOlse (b'scri pt)i\'e
('u'runifI I 'ron-duratl
Tcl'i in oloy!l. ()ii Intiviti ltion
ll 1)65 till(]
agail
I ll111)9 we volf',er(,(l wlth I lt(,
liirI'ei ltof' 11181 lll (( of' t li(SocIal Security AdaIlli1strailo regarilig il lica th ll 1of
certaill
1et'it'are l('1,lI1s.
4.

COMMENT ON SPECIFIC LoEOISLIATIVE lLS,5

AS TilEY AFFEUM

TIlE EYE PATIENT

(a) 11.R. 4960 (Medieredit)
The baw i'o'ragc of 1I.R. 496(0 embraces all medical services provided l)y or
lider the direction of a doctor of lnedi('lne or it doctor of osteopathy wherever
rendered. It 1)rovides all the siServices required by the eye patient. His needs are
met, beglfinliig wlitI well-baby care, and including 1)hyslcal examinlaion, consulfittilon, diagnosis, treatilent, x-ray, laboratory find anesthesiology services, eye
surgery, find office care for eye l)atients. All beneficiaries would be covered for
eye services by a physicianits needed.
The catastrophic cp)Cpese coverage would protect the patient with respect to his
visual system )roblel its it does all other systenis.
(b) I1,?. 7741 (National Health Ilnsurane Partnerhlp)
In the Basic Health Insurance Plan, II.R. 7741 covers the services, "if needed",
of fill
plhysichtis except psychiatrists, hence all the services of physicians required by eye patients are covered in Sec. 603(a) (2) and (4) (page 7, line 1-2
and 8-12).
Sec. 603(a) (5) provides coverage, "if needed", in a calendar year or "one
rout ine eye exanination, in the case of a chlh under the age of 12 years." Since
sultlparagralis (2) and (4) already cover all examinations by a physician of all
l)ersons, sullbparagral)h (5) serves no useful purpose, whatever nmy be intended
by the teri "routine eye examlnation". This benefit is listed here separated from
the physicians' service benefit, but there can be no true "eye examination" without tileservices of it physician. We do not know what is meant l)y "routine eye
('xamnlltlon. The term does not. describe find identify a medical service. The
presencee of such a provision, if there were such a service, at best would be redundant. If It were intended to be a procedure to identify children needing
oplhthahlological ('xamlnation, we would polnt out that the procedures to ac('tOl)llsh such Identiflcatlon of physician exitIinations (subparagraphs (2) and
(4)) and screening proc(dures px'rformed by medical assistants, including the
)edliatrlic nurse associate mentioned (subparagraph (4) ). Such screening is till
established procedure li the office of every falnily practitioner and pediatrician.
This express stipulatilon of "one routine eye examination" in a calendar year is
actually in conflict with the provision stipulating coverage for )hysicians' servIces. What if this explicit limited authorization is construed to supersede the
)receding general )rovision for physicians' services in a child who has had service under this clause then develops a comI)laint meriting diagnostic oplithalnological examination? Might subparagraph (5) operate to impair or prevent delivery of needed medical care under the insurance program? "Phylcians' services" covers all eye examinations which may be medically necessary; no other
provision is called for.
The same comment is applicable to See. 626(a) (2), (4) and (6) (pages 37-38)
in the Family Health Insurance Plan.
(c) H.R. 4849 (NationalHealth Care Act).
Physicians' services, including periodic health examinations, are covered in the
Table of Mininum Standards of H.R. 4349. Hence the services of ophthalmologists
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are covered in Item I subparagraph (a) (1) (i) (vii). The provision in subparagraph "(x) for eye examination-see Item 5 below" is redundant. It constitites the identification of certain physician services, then Isolates them from all
other physicians services and couples theim with services of nonphysicians. The
term "eye examination" as used in Item (5) (a) becomes meaningless when it
is used to refer to both the diagnostic service rendered by a physician and tme
limited services of a nonphysician. Thesetare dissimilar services and the representation that they constitute a coinnon benefit Itemi is erorneous and misleading.
To offer these unequal services as alternatives i to (to the public a grave dlisservice. Public confusion about the distinction between these equivalent services
(1an lead find his led to delay in medical (are and to blindness. It should be
recognized, its legal authorities have, that the serviceA of physicians an(l the services of In(leien(lent nonphyslciani practitioners are never comparable ; Independent
noniihysiclan services should therefore not be offered to the public as an equivalent alternative to inedical care.
The injury to the beneficiary is further compounded if, as in Item 5 (a), medical
care may be denied by the prior use within a calendar period of a limited non.

a
pilysiciin service. The provisioni cited )laceu unit

per calendar period utilization

limit omi the services of physicans to eye patients, and spelifically applies this
limit to the services of physicians who are qulifled specialist.4 in the eye find the
related part of the brain which constitute the visual system. All other physician
.servicesfire covered oil fill "if mee(ed" basis.
The isolation of Item 1 (a) (x) and transfer of this physician service to Item
5 (a), appl)arently dlenlies the beneflciary the services of a physician for (iagnostic
examination for eye disease if he is 19 years of age or older and has had within the
lrecedling 3 years, either a i diagnostic oplltlnilnological examination by a physic(in or a (etermnatilon of the refractive state by an independent nonphysiclan
practitioner. We (1o not believe the sponsors intended such denial.
(d) H.1?. 48 (National Health Insurance Act),
II.1. 'S lrovi(les proper coverage for physician services, "as mlecessitry", includIng those required by the eye patient. The bill also l)rovides, under the "auxiliary
services" section, coverage for eyeglasses and related nonphysiclan services. Some
"auxiliary services" are absolutely essential to the health of the beneficiaries.
(e) I.!?. 22 (National Health Sceurity Act).
H.R. 22 would provide the beneficiary could consult a physician specialist only
on referral by the family physician. This will, in many situations, be unnecessarily cumbersome. It is suggested provision be made for the Secretary to waive
this requirement to those classes of physicians' services the Secretary may desig.
nate. If nonphysician services are to be supplied under the program, this should
be available only after diagnostic examination by a physician. Failure so to provide will have an adverse effect on patient welfare.
IS. PRIORITIES

IN

HEALTH

SERVICES INSURANCE

FOR EYE PATIENTS

(a) Comprehensive Medical Care
The eye is in the body. There is an erroneous conception that "eye care" is some
thing seIarate from or other than medical care. The first need of the eye patient
is the same as that of every patient:
Medical Service Beneflts,--services of Doctors of Medicine and Doctors of
Osteopathy, family physicians and specialists, provided in the office, the hospital,
the honie.
(1) These benefits cover the spceifle dlagnostic and treatment procedures required by the eye patient, whether rendered by the family physician or specialist,
whether the trealmeint is Hmedical or surgical. They are covered under Medicare.
(2) (onsultatire .vcrviccs are essential in all areas of medicine. Tile eye is no
exception. In turn, other physicians look to the ophthalmologist for examination
to shed light on conditions elsewhere in the body.
(3) preventivee services. If preventive services such as periodic health examinations are contemplated, it should be recognized that they fall within the area of
concern of the family or general (or "primary") physician. Identifying problems
requiring specialist care is a function of this primary physician. The eyes and
vision are no exception. Periodic specialist examination of all persons who are
symptom-free should not be built into the system.
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(4) All the essential specialist services described below are included in "services of Doctors of Medicine and Doctors of Osteopathy" as stated in the "Medical
Services Benelts" described above.
5p)ccialist crviecsc
(1 ) l)iugiostic oliht lahlniologlical examliat lolind
f
initlation of treatment Pllan.
Examination will be comprehensive or limited or intermediate in character depending oil he nilzlt'e )Ii'the probhllem and usllly requires tile use of inedication
iII the eye.
(2) Spt('iil oplhalmologicial diignostiic procedures. Tlese may re(ui re iedi(b)

ct ion

to he eye, (r' by liiouti i or by Iijection, 0r lilay re(Ii I'e gelerill aluestilesia.

They are (,on(erl,(I with, aniong others, organic (lls('lse limited to tle eye, the
o(Eillll 1iiiil festilt loll ()' diselases of, olher systelw.,, the oculalr (lVidllees of (1lKeases oft lie lhi'Iill, ilt rlocullhlr ]l'essillie an( its fullnetillll aspects.

(3) Treatment, either therapeutic or for management.
(4) ( I)Iht h llhl( surgery.
TI'lie foregolng servl(,es ui'e basic. If prosthetic services Ilre offered to ie Illclu(ied, ilddilt i(l
e(,. serve es iniglit le covered.
(5) Artll00 eyei prI(s'lhei(s---IlitIig and supply of thle art i'fiial eye, doile
ill tile ply4hlan's
oilce, o n a physician's order by 1n independent allied medl.
('ali support iv' worler. This Is lresently covered uiler .edl(,are. It (oul 11)lri prihtely' be covered Ini nat ionail lielIth insurance Iprogriill wilen found nec(,sslry by a )octo(r (if Medicil or i)octor of ()steopatlhy.
(6) (!ontlu(.t; lens lrostletis ()i t lit order of it lliyslcitii imigiht be it covered
ellit, i
m
iilited Stls(,tly' to those Conditions wN'herse l)(4-11118 of disease or the
s00uelne (f disease, a 0)cor of Mllcile or )octor of ()steoplihy finds coniltact
lenses uiedilly necessary. SueIh medicaI necessity should he det eiintied by need
for coit(t lenses for tlierpeut ic treatinent of tile disease or for removal of t
severe vi1s1l1 disability due to diseuise, and contact lens services should be a covered benefit only wien the physician has letermined other medical 1nd surgical
treatlient Is not fIrst indicnt ed. ('osmetic c(intact lenses should be excluded. If
any contact lens leneflt were contitemplhted, a prior study of Ihe use of eonta(t
lenses under Medicare, by government and the private sector, might prove valuable.
(c) Eycp/la88e8
We do not suggest coverage for eyeglasses and related services. These are
optical services and should be so identified if at some time the Congress were
to include such a benefit.
0. REQUIREMENT FOR ADEQUATE

MEDICAL CARE FOR EYE PATIENTS UNDER HEALTH
INSURANCE

The provisions necessary for adequate medical care for eye patients are:
(a) That the professional services of Doctors of Medicine and Doctors of
Osteopathy be a covered benefit.
(b) That professional medical services relating to the eye and the visual
system be recognized in the regular benefit structure for physician services.
(o) That patients not have any limitations placed on benefits for medical
services by the concurrent availability or prior utilization of coverage, if any,
for nonmedical services,

Mr. Chairman, on bIehalf of the American Association of Opthahnology allow
mae to thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the Association on
this Important subject. I will be pleased to attempt to answer any questions
which you and the members may have.
SUMMARY OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OPIITIIALMOLOGY STATEMENT ON
NATIONAL HEALTII INSURANCE PRESENTED BY CHARLES E. JAECKLE, M.D.

1. Eye care is medical care for patients with an ocular or visual complaint
or whose attending physician finds indication for specialist consultation or
treatment with reference to the visual system.
2. Most of the ol)tlhalmlogist's patient contracts are outside the hospital
and are diagnostic and therapeutic, rather than surgical.
3. Services required by eye patients lie within the regular benefit structure
for services of Doctors of Medicine and Doctors of Osteopathy.
4. The specific provisions of certain bills as they affect the eye patient are
discussed.
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5. Separate benefits for eye services are not consistent with sound medical
care.
6. Unequal services, e.g., physician's services and the limited services of Independent nonpliysiclan practitioners, If covered, should not be presented as equivalent alternatives.
7. Patients must not have any limitations placed on benefits for medical serv-

ices by the concurrent availability or prior utilization of coverage, If any, for
nonmedical services.
The American Association of Ophthalmology will be pleased to be of any

assistance we can to the Committee in the (levelol)ment of a national health
insurance plan.

Dr. JAECIKLE. The same comment is applicable to section 626 in the

Family Health Insurance plan.
Physicians' services, including periodic lEalth examinations, are
covered in the Table of Minimum Standards of H.R. 4849. Hence
the services of opthalmologists are covered in item 1, subparagraphs
(a) (i), (ii),and (vii).
The provision in subparagraph "(x) for eye examination- see
item 5 below" is redundant. It constitutes the identification of certain
physician services, then isolates them from all other physician services
and couples them with services of nonphysicians.
The term "eye examination" as used i item 5 (a) becomes meaningless when it is'used to refer to both the diagnostic service rendered by
a physician and the limited services of a nonphysician. These are dissimilar services, and the implication that they constitute a common
benefit item is erroneous and misleading.

To offer these unequal services as alternatives is to do the public
a grave disservice. Public confusion about the distinction between
these unequivalent services can lead and has led to delay in medical
care and to blindness.
The provisions of itein 5 (a) place a unit-per-calendar period utilization limit on the diagnostic services of physicians to eye patients, and
would deny physician services by prior use of nonmedlical services.
The isolation of item 1 (a) (x) "for eye examinations" and transfer
of this physician service to item 5 (a) denies the beneficiary the services of a physician for diagnostic examination for eye disease if he is
19 years of age or older and has had, within the preceding 3 years,
either a diagnostic opthalnological examination by a physician for any
condition, or has had a determination of the refractive state by an independent nonphysician practitioner.
We presume the sponsors did not intend such denial.
H.R. 48 provides coverage "as necessary" for physicians' services,
automatically including those required by theo eye patient. The bill also
provides, under the "auxiliary services" section, coverage for eyeglasses and related nonphysician services.
H.R. 22 would provide that beneficiaries could consult a physician
specialist only on referral by the family physician. This will, in many
situations, be unnecessarily cumbersome. It is suggested provision be
made for the Secretary to waive this requirement for those classes of
physicians' services the Secretary may designate.
If nonphysician services are to be supplied under the program, they
should be available only after diagnostic examination by a physician.
The eye is in the body. It is an erroneous conception that "eye care"
is something separate from or other than medical care. The first need
of the eye patient is the same as that of every patient: Medical services
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benefits-services of doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy,
general )lact itioiers aidl( specialists, l)roided ill the office, the hospital,
the home.
These benefits cover the specific diagnostic and treatment procedures
required by tie eye patient.
Consultative sei'vices are essential in all areas of medicine. The eye
is no (ixcel)tioi. In turn, other p]hysicians look to tile o)htlallylologist,
for eXimlilltioll to slied light on (conlditiolls elsewhere in the body.
1!! preventive series such as periodic healtll examimtition fiare cont-eml)lated, it should be recognized that they fall within the area of con(ern oll the fainily or general (or "primary") physician. Identifying
p.roblellis requiring scia i(,l.. care is a fluiction of' tills primary j)hysiciall. Periodic specialist examllnat ion of all persons who at e sym)ptomfree slottld j(ot be,built into tim systeni.
All of! the essemt.ial specialist services listd below aire included in
"servic(,s of doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy" ats stated in
the "medical services bemiefits" descrild above.
Four basic categories of specialist services are essential:
1. ])iagiiostic ollthabmological examination and initiation of treatment l)lan. Examination will be comprehensive or limited or interme(liat e in character, depending omi tle norture of the problem.
2. Special oplhthahnological diagnostic procedures. These are concorned with, among others, organic disease of the eye, intraocular l1ressiro and its functional aspects, ocular manifestation of disease of other
systems, ocular evidence of (lisease of the brain.
:3.Treatment, either the rale-utic or for management.
4. Oplhthalmic surgery.
ff prosthetic services are also to be included, there might be covered:
5. Fitting and supply of the artificial eye on the physician's order.
6. Contact lens prosthetics on the order of a physician might be a
covered benefit, but limited strictly to those conditions where, because
of disease or the sequelae of disea e, t doctor of medicine or doctor of
osteoplathy finds contact lenses medically necessary. Such medical
necessity should be determined by need for contact lenses for theral)eutic treatment of disease or for removal of a severe visual disability
due to disease. Cosmetic contact lenses should be excluded.
We do not suggest cV)erage for eyeglasses and related services. These
are optical services and should )e so identified if at some time the Congress were to include such t benefit.
The provisions necessary for adequate medical care of eye patients
are:
1. That the professional services of doctors of medicine and doctors
of osteopathy be a covered benefit.
2. That pr'ofessional medical services relating to the eye or the visual
system be recognized in the 'regular benefit structure for physicians'
services.
3. That patients not have only limitations placed on benefits for
medical services by the concurrent availability or prior utilization of
coverage, if any, for nonmedical services.
certhaet
pla
opportunity of presenting

American Association of Ophthlalmology will lbe pleased to be of any
assistance we can to the committee in the development of at national
health insurance plan.
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We would appreciate it if we may supply information supplement.
ing the statement that we have alread submitted.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, )octor. We would be pleased to have
those supplemental statements.
I will ask the indulgence of the committee and the witness. We have
two more paiels, both of whom must be out of here by 4 o'clock, and
I would hopl we 0coul accommodate each )anel in that time, and so,
1)r. Judith Ladinsky, and I)avid Blumenthal, Health Professionals
for Political Action.
If you have )prl)aredstatements, they may appear in the record at
this 1 oint as if you had given tlem. It might be good if you would
summarize ti statenmnts,so we can uSA Som of the about 15 minutes
we have together to respond to questions tie committee may have.
I regret that the time l)ressuless that we tire all under are so severe.
Proceed however you wish. Perhaps, Dr. Ladinsky, you would
idemiti fy the others wiit you foi' the record.
STATEMENT OF DR. JUDITH L. LADINSKY, HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
FOR POLITICAL ACTION; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID BLUMENTHAL
AND FRANK EISENBERG
Dr. IJDINSKY. On my left is David Blumenthal, a medical student
at Harvard, and Frank Eisenberg, also a medical student from the
Harvard College of Medicine.
Mr. B1LUMrENTrAL. Our statements come out to be about 15 minutes
together, so I think we will read them to you. Is that all right with
the committee?
Mr. CORMAN. All right.
Mr. BLUMENTIIAL. I would like to thank the committee and the ehairman for having us here today to give our views on national health insurance.
We come here today as representatives of Health Professionals for
Political Action, a newly formed group of young health professionals
who support the concept of national health insurance.
Thougli we are obviously concerned about specific features of the
plans now before Congress, we do not intend to instruct you on the
fine print of the legislation you are considering. We are not experts
in economics. We have no special knowledge of tax laws and their
consequences. We are not facile with all the statistics which competing
sponsors mar-shal to support their programs.
We do have some special knowledge, however, of one subject which
is crucial to the debate over national health insurance, tand which, as
far as we can tell, has not received extensive treatment before this
committee. We refer to the opinions of young health professionals
about national health insurance in particular and the present health
of the American medical care system in general.
A few figures will convey the thrust of our message far more succinctly and forcefully than we can in words. For the last 13 years, Dr.
Daniel Funkenstein of the Harvard medical faculty has done extensive
surveys on the attitudes and backgrounds of students at the medical
school I attend, Harvard Medical School. He has made some remarkable findings which document the conclusions which many members of HPPA have derived from conversations with their friends.
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In 1958, I)r. Funkenstein reports, 9 percent of the graduating class
at Harvard Medical School sul)ported the creation of a system of
national health insurance. Iln 19711, tlat same figure stood at 81 percent.
These, findings are I mited, we admit, to students at a single medical
school, lut menvbers of our organization at otler schools believe Dr.
Funkenstein's data to be tyl)ical of otler institutions as well.
The last 10 years bav'e s,,en a revolutionary .llang'e in the opinions
of young pro fs.ioia ls on le question of how the Ainericani medical
care system, Should )e c(01stitlk(. rlie Nation's next generation of
physicians and health works will not only accept, national health insuranlce. It will act i 'ely seek su(ll a system, and mole.
As young health prol'essionals, we sull)l)ort major changes in this
Nation's Iealtl care systell for tit, Sinll-)l reason that millions of
A mnerica is now go witiout ade(,quate mlelicial ciite (,itler becallse they
cannot afIord to l)uvlclmm1se, medical Ihelp or because that help is not
availal)e Mien tley nueed it.
Our profession teaches us that it isour job to preserve life and to
improve its quality. At tlme sane time, the way in which medical care
is fiiaiced and organized in this society sets intolerable roadblocks
bet ween us andt tile,
h
fIll iIment of, ou liduties.
eVfind that all too often tie financial sacrifice ijnvolved in securing
medical care deters people from seeking hielp until they are danger-

ously ill. We,find also tmat 11too often the fears of our patients and

future patients are Justified that they regain their health, but only
at the cost of their life savings-gone to lpay for their hospital bed,
their lab tests, their medications, and their
doctors' fees.
Right now, the Congress isconlsidering proposals that would buffer
the costs of medical care for consumers. We think that measures aimed
at removing financial obstacles to medical care are important, but
removing those ol)stacles will not finish the job of rehabilitating our
health care system. Any national health insurance system must contain
creative provisions aimed at discouraging the inefficiencies that plague
the existing delivery mechanism.
For many years, the American Medical Association has maintained
that any Gover'nment involvement in health affairs will lead inevitably
to the creation of a monolithic and unresponsive medical care system. At one time, the AMA warned that, national health insurance was
equivalent to socializedimedicine."
Now, it argues that if the Congress takes forceful and imaginative
action to renle(dy the deficiencies of the existing health (are delivery
system, then it will crush the "pluralism" of that system.
Wre sUSp)ect that what organized medicine means by the word "pluralism" is tie freedom of the l)rovider to deliver medical care when,
where, and at whatever cost lie chooses.
This raises two critical points. The first is that the AMA no longer
speaks for health professionals in this country. Young 1)hysicians are
deserting that organization in droves. Of the 51,228 house officers now
working in U.S. hospitals, only 459 are dues-paying members of the
AMA. That is less than 1 percent.
The second point is that we believe this country's new generation of
physicians will accept and welcome dramatic changes in structure of
the health care delivery system.
To return to )r. Funkenstein's figures: In 1959, only 9 l)ercent of
the graduating class at Harvard Medical School was dissatisfied with
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the mode of delivery of health care in this country. In 1971, 86 percent was unhappy with the way care was being delivered.

In 1959, 9 percent of Harvard Medical seniors thou ght group prac-

tice was the best way to deliver health care. In 1971, lat figure stood
at a remarkable 98 percent.
Thirteen yea rs ago, 4 percent of I I arvard's graduating class believed
in (loing away with fee-for-service as a nmetho(l of physician payment .
By 1971, that figure had risen to include over hatlf the clas,.S-61
percent.
These statistics give soiiie indication, we feel, of the direction in
which young health professionals feel our medical system must move
to overcome its l)resenIt failings.
A restructured health care systefli, we believe, must include, as a
Ininiiunil, the following key features:
First of all, prepaid group) )ractices, adal)ted to local conditions,
must tel)lace the fragmented, fee-for-service system which is the basis
of the present delivery system.
These new vehicles for health care delivery must work out of clinics
located in coininunities where they are readi ly accessible to local populations an( response ve to cominun'ity needs.
The extension of prepaid group will have several beneficial effects.
Prepayment combined with in incentive system will encourage health
care workers to emphllasize preventive medicine for )atients, and to
think carefully before prescribing costly tests and treatments which
may not be necessary. The Kaiser-Permanente system has demonstrated
the efficiency of this financing mechanism.
A reconstituted health care system niust also make extensive use of
health professionals other than physicians. Primary health care workers are often more sensitive to the health needs of local communities
than physicians, and should have authority prol)ortionate to their
knowledge and experience.
In a reordered medical care system, communities should also be able
to design health facilities which match their special needs, and consuiners at tile grassroots should have a substantial voice in the administration of the1iealth care institutions which serve them. Clinics which
involve their communities as active decisionmakers encourage an
awareness of health care problems and a commitment to the prevention of disease.
The active participation of consumers in the administration of their
health care institutions assumes even greater importance in light of
the dismal failure of the medical profession to clean its own iouse.
For the last 40 years, physicians have proved beyond any doubt that
they either will not or cannot take the lead in reforming our health
care system.
The time has come for the Federal Government, working with consumers at the grassroots, to design a creative and progressive program
for restructuring our medical care system. We believe that this Congress and the people of this country can count on the cooperation and
support of a new generation of health professionals.
I would now like to let Dr. Ladinsky complete our testimony.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
I hope you will bear'with me for keeping my eye on the clock.
Dr. LA)INSKY. I understand.
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I wish to focus my remarks today on private health insurance, because the private health insurance companies cove 80 percent of the
Nation's population under age 65.
he pubic outcry for national health insurance is
ieidenice that
people are not satisiied with the
'present
private health insurance systern. But three of the pro)osals for national health insurance, (I)
the Nixon adininistratim's National health Insurance Standards Act,
(2) the American Medical Association's Medicredit plan, and (3) the
health Insurance Association of America's health care, )lan, use the
private health insurance system as their foundation. 'I heefore, an
essential (iluestion in the debatee over utiolal health insurance is: IHow
has the private health insurance system failed, and an" the flaws
There ave several flaws which I wish to discuss quickly . The first
flaw of the private health insurance system is the fine print of the pol-

icy which limits the coverage of ser%,ices and requires tile patient to
paY coinsuaiit.e charges aind deductibles.
Private health insurance pays only about one-third of consumers'
exl)elditures for personal health care. 1he other two-thirds is paid by
the patients, because the services which they needed were excluded
from their 1)olicys coverage of deductibles anId coinsurance charges
were iml)osed.
Theoretically, coinsurance and deductibles are intended to limit the
unnecessary use of medical I care by discouraging the patient from seeking hlp vwhen he (lo(s not really need it. But in l)ractice, once the patient has contacted a physician, he has very little to do with choosing
how much and what kind of medical care he will receive. Those decisions are made by the physicians, who often have no knowledge of the
terms of the patient's insurance policy. Moreover, the system encour-

ages patients to delay seeking medical care until they tre very illwhen their treatment becomes much more expensive-and penalizes
patients who genuinely need treatment but seek it early in the course
of disease.
As evidence to support the other flaws of the private health insurance system, I want to report to you the findings of a study I did of
private group health insurance. With a research team at the University
of Wisconsin
School,
I have
the 35 major
employers
of Madison,Medical
Wis., about
their
groupsurveyed
health insurance
policies.
Madison is a good city to use for a study of private group health
insurance because if there are any biases, they would be in favor of
better than average insurance coverage. The employees of Madison
include several national manufacturing firms and large service industries. There are both public and private employers. The list of
underwriters of tle group health insurance polices include many of
the major health insurance companies. Considering g these facts, our
results are important to the debate over natioml hea th insurance. The
findings of our study are startling.
The first finding of the study is that less than 60 percent of the
employees in the 35 firms are eligible for the group health insurance
policies. All but five employers require that an employee work full
time to be eligible. Perhaps some of the 40 percent who are not eligible
do have health insurance fvoin other sources. But this raises doul)ts
about the common assumption that the 20 percent reported as not
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covered by insurance in national figures are those who are uneniployed.

The 20 percent must include many wio are employed.
The second finding of om, study is that benefits covered by private
group health insurance l)olicies vary greatly among 1)olicies, but none
of the policies are as comprehensive as the benefits of the major prePai(l group practice l)la1s: Kaisci-l~e'lamente. None of tle iolwi:ies
ofro,! preventive medical services, dental services, or prescj.'iption
(Irligs. All tie 1)oli(ies hav'e very restri('ted( coverage of physicians'
fees, both for out,patient and inll)tetifnt (are. Coverage of other outpatient services is also very ii lmited, Psylliatric (rare is another area
with inadequate averagege.

Finally, two loo1)holes ill typiva I maternity benefits illustrate the
subtle, bit grave, flaws in private hieaili insurance. First, if a man
changes his job Nhile hlis wife is l)regnant, tley lose tleir insurance
coverage for maternity care. Second, tile coverage of the newborn
cliild frequently does not begin until he luts been disc.harged from the
hospital or until 14 days after birth. Medical problems at )irth or the
first few days of life, the oIes which are tie most critical an1d expensive
to treat, are not cov'ere(1. Ilese Ioo )lioles are subtle, but they point out
tle iml)ortant slhotcomings in thle coverage of I)rivate health insurance.
An additional finding of the study is that size of the premium and
the comi)xrehensiveness of the benefits are not correlated. To compare
the benefits covered by various plalls, we randomly selected four
patients' bills front on(" of the Mladison hospitals. Let us look at an
actual bill for medi('al Care aud (oil)are how nucli of the bill would
have been covered by tie insurance policies of four Madison employers, and by the prepaid group practice plan, which is hypothetical,
because there is none available in Madison. You have a copy on page
15, I assume, which has a summary table on that.
(The table referred to follows :)
Company ompaR
premium
for major medical .........
Monthly
family
M dical bill,
total
bill ............................
Covered by Insurance ............................
Out-of-pocket expense ...........................
Surgical bill total bill............................
Covered by Insurance ...........................
....
Out of pocket.....
Outpatient, total bill- .................------................
Covered by insurance.-.....
Out of pocket ...................................
Maternity, total bill .............................
Covered by insurance ............................
Out of pocket ...................................

$41.10
1,533.55
1,533.55
0
4,432.35
4,397.70
34.65
72.00
32.00
40.00
864.25
864.25
0

1 $39.46
533.55
1,488.55
45.00
4,432.35
4,313.70
118.65
72.00
22.00
50.00
864.25
699.25
165.00

Compaq
Yplan Compan
ComaV
533.55
1 $62.70
1,221.79
311.76
4,432.35
1,820.00
1,157.08
72.00
0
72.00
864.25
395.00
469.25

1 $31.66
533.55
1,186.96
346.59
4,432.35
3,498.63
933.72
72.00
36.00
36.00
864.25
457.35
406.90

Prepaid
group
practice
1$ 35.05
33.5
1,533.55
0
4,432.35
4:432.35
0
72.00
72.00
0
864.25
689.25
175.00

Dr. LADINSKY. The total bill was $1,533.55, a common hospital bill.

The policy with the highest monthly family premium, $62.70, is that
of company YY. But the policy leaves the patient with the second
highest out-of-pocket expense, $311.76.
On the other hand, the prepaid group practice plan has the second
lowest premium, but completely covers the total bill of $1,533.55.
The lack of correlation between premiums and coverage is shown further by the surgical bill. The total bill was $4,432.35. Company YY's
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policy, the one with the highest premium, has the largest out-of-

)ocket eXl)ense, $1,157.08.
The same is true for the maternity and out-patient bills. Finally,
compare. telt('overage of (omliany FF s amnd companyny W's policies.
'1'he ditlerelce, in pr'emiums is less than $2, but look at the difference
in out-of-l)ocket expenses: $4.5 for the medical bill, $1() for the outpatient bill, $169.08 for the surgical bill, and $165 for the maternity
Why is there no relation between the premium and the coverage of
tie policyi '1lFe ii ost frequent, c('11111t whii(.l1 we lhad from the personnel directorss an(d unio leaders surveyed was thlt they were completely l)athled )y the endless fine print of the policies.
They knewv of no way to compare the coverage offered by different
1)olideS. IIow can one Jlltlge wletheri a $500 maximum oin the ('overage
of a service is better coverage than 50 percent coinsurance on the use
of the service? 'Thme bluver has v'ery little basis on which to choose
intelligently among policies.
Inl conclllsion, let me summarize the. points I have made.
First, coinsurance and deductil)les do not achieve the purpose they

are intended to achieve.

Second, many employed, people are not covered by insi rance.
Third, private group insurance policies (1o not cover many essential medical services.
Fourth, the premiums charged for private group insurance policies
11r'0 not correlated with the benefits covered.
Gentlemeni, the private insurance system is too shaky a foundation
on which to build a national health in:3urance program.
Mr. CojM,\N. Thank you very much,.
If time permitted, r would have liked to ask some questions, but
we have other witnesses who must leave at 4 o'clock, too, and I regret
that our time is so limited.
Thank yoii verv nmueh for your presentation .
Dr. Jokichi Takamine, president, Los Angeles County Medical
Association.
Dr. 'Takamine, we are sorry to l)e so short of time. There is a 6:40
plane to San Diego.
STATEMENT OF DR. 3OKICHI TAKAMINE, PRESIDENT, LOS ANGELES
COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. WILLIAM P. FRANK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL HEALTH
INSURANCE; AND DR. RUBEN M. DALBEK
1)r. '\1,\ tlNE. I am )mr. Jokichi Takamine, president of the Los
Angeles County Medical Association. I am in Private practice, specializing in internal medicine.
SWith me is Dr. William P. Frank, also an internist, who practices
in Alhambra, Calif. Dr. Frank is the chairman of our committee on
national health insurance, and Dr. Ruben Dalbek.
We appreciate the opportunity to present to you the statement of
the Los Angeles County Medical Association in regard to national
health insurance.
Our association represents almost 10,000 physicians, the majority of
whom are in the private practice of medicine. We have a long history
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of involvement with the day-by-day administration of various Governiment med i(.al
programs ilthe Los Angeles area.
Since the inc('l)tion of the inedicare program, we,Jave l)rovided
('OM1Iittees of physicians to work with the interniediaries in an effort
o itake the Drograniis mor( efficient and more, l)roductive for the
patients, the Ih
AI'sivilnlts, inld fort ietaxi)ayers.
(ur o)llllltt es fit lroughout the county regilarly assist the interinediaries for tie Federal lie(icare prograitil ahid te
title
X IX program
)y revievii)g )rol)hm (.liinis, by advising the intermediaries and govQ1'iln1Ieinti I Iigeies oil Jlw(' rglll at ions an( new directives which
l)('rtaiii to tlie me(lial 'are of t lhe li iaetivitries oft liee programs.
dgig(l
ill tlie it ilizatiol re-view of meldicare, 1)aA,,
fire tet ivel v e
tients iillilisilg'lomtes illLos A\ng),eles (o t,,. ls,, we have de'eloped f(ind are now ofleriing to tie inlteriilediiaries of 1)oth niedieare and
ii,(lineai(i illLos Angeles (lollity it hospital review program in whiclm

tev (etermination of the proper lengthollr physicians would assist ill
of!-sta , for iOSl)itilIized l)Rtients u le'
thes two
l)rograms.
We believe we lave gained v\auil)le insight i(lcoml)rehension of
(lo\vernuient-sl)oiisored planss throiigl] these activities. We feel that our
observations miaV )euseful to your committee ill its delil)erations coilcerning litional health insurInce.

Ou r association hIas (levelol)e(d a set of princil)es which we consider

essential to anyv future l)rograis sj)onsore(l by Government at either
the State or 1 e(h ral level. 'hliese princil)hes a' )ase(d uon0111. xleri-

eices ill dealing withii till part ies concerned with the )resent Governintct medical programs. Ve beli(,v(, that these princil)les should be
clearly
-,expressed in any program of national health insurance, thereby
olviating the 1)robleils I111d inequities which have been 1)resent
throughout the ne(licare an1d niedicaid programs.
Los Angeles County has been ('alled a microcosm of the State of
California. Our doctors have )articipated in the formation and delivery of medical vare to widely diverse areas-Metropolitan Los
Angles, Beverly Tlills--l)o verty areas of Watts and East Los Angeles-industrial areas of eastern Los Angeles County, and the rural
areas of Ante!ope Valley. Our experience therel)y traverses the, entire
social, economic, eultiiral, and ethnic spectrum. From this it has become apl)arent beyond question that no single system could adequately

serve the needs of the entire population. A lpluralistic a))roach to
medical (are in this (eolntr, is not, only desirable, it is a necessity,,. A
single monolith of health 'care delivery, from every )oint of view,
would )enothing )ut a disaster.
We tire alarmed at certain l)ractices being carried out in Los Angeles County by some of the new State and Federal health programs.
To )e specific,'we deplore the active solicitation of patients by Government-financed (cal)itation and closed panel groups, l)y reports of
kickbacks and special favors to social workers who refer l patients to

specific closed panel groups. We are alarmed at the seeming readiness
with which governmental agencies sign contracts with health care
providers, al)parently using the dollar amount as tile sole criterion ill

the awarding of such contracts.
Equally disturbing is the fact that no prior consultation with the
county medical organization was obtained with regard to the quality
of care offered by such 1)roviders.
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Daily, the pul)lic is being told in the l)re.-.s and over the air that
closed panels. prepaid groups, I IMO's. capitation programs, et cetera,
will be the. salvation of hea.1th care in tlie United States. Who is saying
this? Based on what? Who is challioninlir such delivery systems?
Clear-cut (-ritA, ria had1(1 not yet been estal)lished for lIMO's, andyet il"lions are l)eing allocated for tie. (lewelol)ment of such groups.
We believe that in all future i)grilams, the, patient, the physicianin fact, all providers of health care-must have the option to join
the program which each )elieves will best meet his requirements. Tn
our opinion, all programs must, be flexible enough to allow easy access
to or withldrawal from a program by tny patient or 1)hysician, should
lie so desire.
Wv consider it es.ent-ial that the method of delivery of services, the
extent of the services to l)e l)rovided, and the reimbiursment procedures for these services be clearly undestood and accel)ted by all
parties concerned. We )elieve many of the current, problems in the
governmentt medical programss have arisen l)ecause the patient and/or
the l)rovider has not in(lerstoo(l the limitation (f benefits, the methods
of delivery, or the )ro)('edures for reimlbursement.
All p)r(grans should be subject to the same standards and the same
mechannismn of peer review which uLpply throughout any given
community.
We are concerned with the current proposals and the current regugations which would establish health maintenance organizations, and
which would leave the review of the quality of care provided by these
organizations to the orgmnizations themselves.
We believe that the provisions of medical services in future prograis should be in conformance with the highest moral, ethical, and
professional standards. We are firmly convinced that the peer review
mechanism must be under the control and under the direction of the
local practicing physicians through their local medical society. If the
decisions of the peer review organizations are questioned "or challenged by the fiscal intermediary, there should be prompt consultation between the intermediary and the review committee to resolve
any difference. The final decision, however, must rest with the peer
review organization.
Practicing physicians must be fairly represented at all decisionmaking levels which affect, in any way, the delivery of medical care.
In addition to these essential principless, we have also developed
principles which we believe are desirable, and which can more directly
be applied to the evaluation of a national health insurance program.
We believe that catastrophic health insurance coverage should be
given careful consideration. We believe that Government assistance
for the p)urchase of such insurance should be directly related to the individual's ability to pay. In other words, the. Government should nssume the major cost for those at the lower income levels, with the Government's portion decreasing as the individual's income increases.
We believe there should be co-payment by the individual for some
part of his health care. This co-payment should be stated in a percentage rather than in a fixed dollar amount, so that those with lower
incomes would pay a smaller amount of their health bill than those at
the higher levels of income.
We-have used our set of principles to evaluate most of the legislation
pending before your committee. It is our opinion that S. 3 by Senator
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Edward Kennedy and IT.R. 22 by Representative Martha Griffiths
would not 1)e 'acceptal)le to most physicians, nor to the public. The
bills would place undue strain on the resources of this Nation. They
would offer the sam1e relief from financial obligation to the wealthy
who do not. need to be subsidized as to those who are ill need of financial assistance. These bills would provide the opening wedge for the
Federal Governent to assume the State's rights and privileges in
medical licensing. 'l'hese 1)roosals could usurp the physicians' right to
prescribe the most effiva v.iois treatnient, for his patients l)y setting 111)
restrictive drug and therapeutic devices lists.
We a re confident that you r (coninlittee INill give every consideration
to I.R. 496(0, the bill developed )y the American Medical Association-anl to II.R. 11351, the l)rOl)osals from the (California Medical
Association. lVe believee these bills o( provide catastrophic illness protection as vell as financial assistance (eternined by the person's needs.
In ('losing, illay I note that it is obvious we have not, touched upon
many matters of concern, such as onsuinerism, cost considerations,
medical education, the so-called health manpower shortage, and others.
Of greater inll)ortancc, though, is the ftct that in all the diverse discussion about health care, nowhere have we heard any discussion or
consideration of the patient as a human l)eing-a human being not only
entitled to, but his well-1)eing deI)endent upon, the 1-to-1 relationShi1) between himself and his doctor.
I firmly believe if, in the I)ursuit of actuarial soundness and in the
name of deficiency, we lose sight of the )atient as a person, more l)roblems will be created than will be solved.
Again, thank you for the time you have given us to present our views.
May we assure you of our sincere desire to vork with you.
I will add to the )repared testimony and touch on a few of the issues
which are containe(d therein, 1andwhich have arisen within the last, 2
days of testimony, if I nmav have your permission.
M1'. CO+MAN. We Would )V )leased to have your comments on that.
I)r. T\K.\-MNE. Yesterday, the president of the California Medical
Association wisely and cogently made a differentiation bet ween health
care and niedical care, but thait differentiation in a sense has 1)osed
many problems for a practicing )hysician, mainy of which I am sure
you are aware of.
We seem to be blamed for many of the ills besetting society, and, as 1
say, this creates a problems in that a, physician today is supposed to
wear many hats. We are sul))osed to be knowledgeable in air pollution,
transportationn,nut
housing, ier-city problems, rat infestation.
We are supposed to keep l) in our particular field with continuing
education.
And at the same time, we are supl)osed to be always in our office when
our patients want us, which poses for the practici'ng, physician a real
ordering of priorities, if you will.
Also, this leads to a problem when we discuss the coming education
of future medical school students, because in the years ahead it is
going to pose the questions of: What, is a doctor, what is his primary
role supposed to be, how is he supl)osed to allocate his time, how is he
supposed to be out in the community, knowledgeable in the subjects I
previously mentioned, and yet )e in his office when his patients become
ill and need his attention ?
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I am sure over the last several weeks you have heard many people
testify as to the great need for accelerating medical school education,
for cutting (own the number of years ill
school, skipping internships, if
yoi will, decreasing the period of residency, but for myself, Dr.Frank,
I)r. Finland, and many others, we see pitfalls in this, I think, in this
acceleration of education, Mr. Chairman, and it is not the fault of the
students.
Really, it is not anybody's fault-that is a bad term-because with
the changing structure of society, and thereby, the changing structure
of medical care, the student, thereby, and the resident,, become confronted with a whole series of problems , as does the faculty.
How is their attention to be directed? On what subjects are they to
lay main priorities? With important i sues now coming to the fore,
issues with which you gentlemen, I am sure, are well acquainted, suoh
as the matter of genetic engineering, chemical manipulation in drugs,
is it fair to our students, and society, to thrust younger people out into
society, as I say, with these complex problems?
I wish I had'an answer, but I don't think any answer is very simplistic, or easily forthcoming, and as I say, the entire medical school
curricula and the faculty are now wrestlinig with these problems, how
best to train young l)hsicians to equip them, as I say, with these
extremely difficult, at time very vague and imprecise problems which
will confront these young people as they go out into practice.
Along with this comes the question of health manpower, which ties
directly into this. As you heard today-and we support the bill which
has been passed as a matter of health manpower-there has been a
great hue and a cry for a rapidly increasing number of physicians and
paramedical persommel.
How real this need is, I don't know if anybody can say, really, Mr.
Ohairman, whether it is real, or rather than an actual shortage of
doctors, that this is a maldistribution, if there is in reality more demographic gaps wit-h regard to medical care than there is a national
shortage of doctors.
This, again, poses questions: what kind of personnel are you going
to train to go where?
In one attempt to seemingly alleviate this problem, one dean of a
very well known medical school made the suggestion that the Government pick up all the tabs for the medical students and/or interns or
residents, but at the same time becoming entitled to tell them where
they should go practice, and in what field they should practice.
Although, as I say, I cannot answer the question as to the actual
manpower shortage, so to speak, I do think such an approach is contrary to everything upon which this country has been built, because
I don't think any other particular professional would take to this
suggestion very kindly, and I don't think the medical profession has.
Mr. COI MAN. At that point, I)octor, we do that with military officers,
and though I would not think anyone would consider doing it-just
putting all medical schools out of business-might there be some justification for creating an academy similar to the military academies,
and the beneficiaries of that education would then obligate themselves
to move in the areas-

Dr. TAKAmiFNE. That has been suggested.
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Mr. CoRliAN. What would be your evaluation of that, to create this
as an adjunctto the existing schools?
Dr. TmKAi~INr. 1 think it would have merit, es.
To go from this into a question alout which all of you iave heard
a good deal, and agreeing with )r. Finland yesterday and with the
AMA today, the Los Angeles County Medical Assoclation supports
the position that Ihere should be HlMO's, there should l)e foundations.
As you well know, they are in California now. This is probably the
father State for them.
But, we are not able to grant this sense of urgency with respect to
lHMOs. We have four in our State now, and other grants are pending.
When the status has not been clarified, and the bill has not been
enacted by both Houses of Congress, why is there this great need,
when the criteria have not been set?
Ve have talked with many Congressmen about this matter, and
members of HEW, and we heavy over and over again, '"Wel,the criteria
are not clear, itwill depend on this situation."
They were going to be created to take care of the pool, in areas
where there was a shortage of doctors. One time it, was said that perhaps 90 percent of the country could have them available by 1980 as
an option for medical care.
But we have had some unfortunate happenings in Los Angeles
County, where money has been given to start up so-called lIMO's, and
the county has not been consulted at all.
This is not to say that w'e are on an ego trip, that our knowledge is
expertise-don't m'isunderstand-but we feel we are better acquainted
with the l)roblems in our county, and we would enjoy the Congress,
T , Congress, or Ohe people
HEW
allocating these funds to consult us
as to the qualifications and necessity as to the personnell and the groups
arising.
To deal very briefly with the matter of cost, because this--I am sure
you are all at little tired of discussing this matter-as practicing physicians on the coast, all of us become rather concerned with the great
emphasis that was being placed on the words "cost" and "efficiency"
and "organizations."
Not to say, Mir. Chairman, that we are in any sense opposed to these
concepts. We are not. But it seemed that one factor was being omitted
in the great impetus to arrive at cost-cutting mechanisms, to get smoothly functioning organization, and we talk about health care being
delivered.
One object, that seems to be omitted in all these discussions was
the recipient, of the new innovations in health care, and that is the
patient.
We talk about delivering health care to the patient. We talk about
taking care of the patient. But it would be our hope, as physicians,
and I am sure, taking you away from your role for a minute as legislators to those roles as husbands and fathers and patients, if you will,
that a climate would be created in which a doctor would be allowed to
have the time and the milieu for the,patient, because, as you know, the
diseases which are coming more and more to the fore as the matrix of
our society comes along, are different.
Now, cancer and stroke all have a psychological component, and if
these factors are overlooked in our haste to achieve some othei objec-
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live, and the patient is in a sense bypassed or put down the list of priorities, I think in a sense we will create as many problems as we try to
solve, and maybe, speaking unilaterally, I have overlooked sometling,
but in all this conversation about prepaid groups and certain new
innovative structures, I as a physician fail completely to see how
groups such as these, no matter what they may be. capitation or feefor-service or otherwise, will hell) to solve these problems that I previously alluded to, drug abuse, accidents, alcoholism.
One person said several months ago that each one of us bears a
major responsibility for our own health, and that we all work too
hard, they say, drink to hard, drink to much, and don't have enough
of a balanced life, and, as I say, I make this plea with regard to these
new groups, in that these diseases have to be viewed very carefull, ,
and the patient put in the center of them, because they are not unilateral, simplistic disease entities we treated 30 or 40 years ago, that
your parents were treated for.
If medicine, or a bill is created, let us say, which creates a structure
or a climate in which the patient in any way is going to feel as if lie is
going to be treated as an object, a set of symptoms, signs and symptoms, a thing, a disease entity, if in any way lie is to be depersonalized further in this changing society, dehumanized, I think a great
disservice will have been done to the patients and the people of this
country, and, as I say, a whole rash of new problems will be created for
those ostensibly we are trying to eradicate.
I know there are many issues that we would like to discuss, that we
would like to call to your attention, that concern us greatly-those of
community health centers, neighborhood health centers, the matter of
consumers, which is a tremendous problem in the ghetto areas such as
Watts and east Los Angeles. Time does not permit these.
I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that Los Angeles County is now
in the processes of 'finalizing a set of principles that have been submitted to every member of our 10,000-member organization for their,
not. approval, but for their working over, and that, hopefully, this
spring wu will be able to mail these to your committee for your consideration.
In conclusion, I would like to say two things: One, speaking not
only for the two men here, Dr. Finland and others who testified
yesterday, but all the members, we would hope that any bill which
would be forthcoming, .io matter when it comes out to the pul)lic, will
be one which will not only maintain the health but in a sense elevate
or better the health of the total individual, and the word that I probably heard used most frequently in the last few days here is that of
"pluralism," and this is a concept that I can say all the members of
my county heartily endorse, because it seems through the centuries
that the strength of America has been by virtue of its heterogeneity,
its diversity, and therefore, its pluralistic approach to problems.
We hope, as I say, that a bill which will be forthcoming will take
this fact into consideration.
Some people consider heterogeneity a weakness, in a sense, the
democratic processes. This is one of the cases, I suppose, that a weakness is a strength, and a strength is a weakness. I am sure the members of this committee are fully cognizant of this fact, and will act
accordingly.
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And now, if I may have the permission of the chair for just 1 minute, and again I am speaking personally, Congressman Corman, I
would like I)r. Frank, who is the chairman of our committee and who
has worked many months and hundreds of hours, if he may have

a closing statement.
May I have the )ermission ?
ThaInk you.
Dr. FRXNK. Gentlemen, as my president has alluded to, in Los Angeles County we are preparing a list, a group of essential principles
which we feel can be applied to any government program and will
make it workable, acceptable, and in the best interest of the Nation.
We have these principles ini the process of preparation.
And I vant to close with one statement. Physicians of this country
number among the best that the Nation has. Let them )ractice as free
men, and do nothing to degrade the profession in a manner that would
deter the young peol)le, the bright young people who will carry on
the traditions of our noble profession from entering this field.
I thank you.
Mr. Co.,tr.vx. Did you have anything further?
Dr. TAKAM\INE. Yes, sir, we have a couple of minutes. You have
been so kind. We would be ha)py to answer any questions.
Mr. Coic.X\N. We missed the vote. I hope you don't miss the plane.
I may be misinformed, but it was my information that some years
ago, when group )ractice first started' in Los Angeles County, that
the Los Angeles County Medical Association did not admit into its
membership those who practiced ini group practice. Is that accurate
or inaccurate?
Dr. DALBEK. Initially, that w:as true. The Los Angeles County
Medical Association did take a position against group practice. However, that matter was straightened out and they were accepted.
Mr. COR xAN.
I wonder what the original reason for it was, and
then what the reason was for the change.
Dr. DALBEK. I don't recall. I was not in Los Angeles at that time.
I would be very happy to check on it and let you know.
Mr. CoR-MAN. I am wondering if it was that you were apprehensive
about group practice, and your apprehensions were not realized, and
therefore, you changed your position.
Dr. FRANK. Mr. Chairman, we recognize there must be a pluralistic
approach to the practice of medicine, but it must be provided with
the highest standards of ethics, morality, and responsibility by the
physician.
'I'he method of delivery of health care should be determined, and
which method of delivery of health care should be determined by the
patient himself. He should have a choice of which system he'likes
to participate in, and also have the right, if subsequently disenchanted,
to withdraw from that system, and similarly, the physician have the
right to adopt any fo.'rm of delivery of md(4ical care, and withdraw
if he finds that this is not his way of practicing medicine.
Dr. TAKAMINE. If you would like, Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Dalbek
said, we would find that out. I cannot give you that answer.
Mr. CORAIAN. We have another witness who wants to respond to that
question.
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Dr. CRum. Because it was felt that the patient retains the freedom
of choice of his position, and in a closed panel group practice there
was no assurance that the patient would have a choice of his physician-he may return at one time to see one physician and get whoever
might be on call-we felt this was not in keeping with what we felt
to be the tenets of quality medical care.

There have been alterations in these programs so that the patient
has a freedom of choice, and tl erefore, this restriction has been withdrawn and this has been rethought, and we now have a different
LIpproach to the matter.
Mr. CoRnIMx. Thank you very much.
I believe you can catch your plane.
We will resume at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., Ile committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, Novembe 11, 1971.)

